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Edlin
You may have caught aglimpse of the .EXE offices on
the television news recently. The Beeb came to film an
interview with yours truly, following my acquittal in the
House of Lords after hacking into British Telecom’s
Prestel databases.

British Telecom had prosecuted me, anda friend, for
hacking into Prestel late in 1984 and using various
passwords. Among the passwords I used was that of
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh.Although the Lords’
decision means that there is now no legal precedent
under which UKhackers can beconvicted, the action
has cleared the way for Parliament to pass aspecific
Computer Crime Act. It will be awhile in coming, but
its arrival will hopefully clear up the mess once and for
all.
What I set o u t to prove 4 years ago was the
incompetence of those whose job was to keep the
Prestel hardware and software under control. Over a
period of around 10months, I discovered the System
Manager id and password, because Prestel staff had left
this information lying around. Armed with these
numbers I could, and did, instruct the Prestel system to
divulge the identity number and password of any
subscriber or information provider on the system.
Admittedly, the system to which I had such privileged
access was only adevelopment site, but Prestel
programmers had used real, live copies of data on this
test site, so the files contained real passwords and not
dummy ones.
The story of how I managed to hack Prestel has been
told many times by many people. Most accounts of the
events contain at least a couple of mistakes,so let me
explain what happened. Early in 1984, I was testing
some Prestel terminal software atmyoffice. The Prestel
system was asking me for anidentity number, soI typed
the keys that were nearest to my fingers at the time. I
used an identity number of 2222222222, and a
password of 1234. I was surprised by2 things. Firstly,
the numbers that I tried let mein to the system. Second,

the account was an internal BTaccount and, therefore, I
had access to information that only BTstaff should have
been able to see. Among the information was the
telephone numbers of many Prestel test computers,
which I regularly called over the next few months.

Although I called the test computers regularly,I could
not normally get into these systems asI did not have
any passwords. However, in October 1984, I called up
one of them and was amazed to find apassword written
on the sign-on screen. It was later admitted in court that
Prestel programmers had put the numbers there as“an
aide memoire”. I typed in the numbers, and the system
replied “Good evening, System Manager”. The rest, as
they say, is history. AsI continued in myexplorations of
the System, little did I realise that my home telephone
was (and may still be) tapped and that, in March 1985, 7
assorted police officers and BT investigators would
arrive atmy house and take me away.
Elsewhere in this issue of the Magazine, I’ve printed the
full text of the Lords’ judgement. This document is the
end result of 38 months of argument, a jury, 3 judges,
the Lord Chief Justice, 7Law Lords, 4solicitors, 3
barristers, 3QCs and around 3mof public money. It
fully describes the current state of English law asit
applies to computer access, and should make
interesting reading for anyone who is charged with
keepinga network secure.

Meanwhile, I should state now that I certainly don’t
regret what I did. Few people realised, back in 1983,
exactly how powerful the computer password was.
Since my case hit the headlines, peoples attitudes have
changed slightly. Hacking into computers may currently
beperfectly legal in England and Wales, but the reasons
why this state of affairs exists is at last very clear. Anew
law is needed, and it is needed very soon. Otherwise,
precedents more important than mine will be set. For
example, if using someone else’s password is legal,
what's to stop meborrowing someone else’s cashpoint
card, finding their PIN number and looking at their
bank balance? Of course, I couldn’t actually withdraw
money, asthis would be fraud or theft, but simply using
their card to access information is not theft and, once
you've read the text of the judgement, you'll realise that
it can’t beforgery either.
The floodgates may now be wide open, but at least we
are finally in aposition which will see the drafting of a
Computer Crime Act. Let’s hope that those on the
drafting committee understand their subject.
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Letters
The magazine welcomesyour comments, suggestions andopinions. Write to 10
B arley Mow Passage, Chiswick, London W44PH or
send Telecom Goldmessage to 72:MAG90141. Weare also on CIX asRSCHIFREEN, on BIX asHEXMANIACandon MicrosoftDIAL ( i n
the UK) asEXEMAG. You can dictate a letter or makeapoint (no answering machine,guaranteed) during officehours on 01994 6477
x2212. Pleasemarkyour letter accordingly if you do n o t wish it to appear in print.

Dear sir,
Your reviewer, Roger Dalton, made some

rather misguided comments and observa‑
tions about the Complete CVideo Course
in the April issue and also failed to answer
some key questions regarding the product.
Firstly, Carol Weaver is a charming
young lady, a professional and proficient
instructor with over 5 years experience in
teaching C at the highest corporate level.
To suggest that her voice would ‘infuriate’
the student sounds a bit queer to me ‑
perhaps Roger would have preferred a
man’s voice?
Roger is only the second unhappy cus‑
tomer on our books out of all the many
hundreds of course users. References are
available from many of the large corporate
buyers, universities and individuals, many
of whom have adopted the course astheir
standard in-house C course. No mention
was made of any other comparable pro‑
ducts, which all incidentally retail at over
£1200, and which would surely have given
the video course much higher points from
the "value for money” perspective.
The review said that the course "doesn’t
even attempt to exploit the amazing power
of the medium". Perhaps the reviewer
would have liked to have seen some flash
3-D computer graphics animation ‐ or
maybe a well-known presenter from
Tomorrow’s World? Wepurposely avoided
using any such gimmicks. Rather, we de‑

cided to produce an"open university”style
course ‐ the technique and format being
already well proven.
Roger Dalton complains that the PCnext
to Carol Weaver never gets turned on. Who
cares? What's the big deal? It was only a
prop. Weobviously shot the most impor‑
thing, which is the computer screen.
Did he actually want to see Carol’s fingers
‘faking it’ on the keyboard? He also says
that it’s criminal that, having explained
how each program would work, we didn’t
show the same programs actually running.
This would have been an utter waste of
teaching time...
tant

Jobn Haggins
Zortech Lid
4 .EXE Magazine

Robert Schifreen replies: Perhaps
someone else in the training business
would care to comment?

Dear Robert,
I suspect that Bill Hedley (Letters, EXE ,
March 88) is less interested in the pros and
cons of C than in advertising his own
machismo as one who does “real
programming”. (Does this mean that what
the rest of us have been doing all these
years is somehow unreal? And isn’t the in‑
escapable conclusion of this that machine
code is even more "real” than assembler?)
Anyway, never mind. Rather than slag off
Bill Hedley (who is probably happy in his
blinkered world), I wish to point out that
this discussion has been started off from
the wrong end.
A programming language is simply a
notation and, as such, can be used well or
badly. Though this may be news to some
people, the agent that produces well struc‑
tured, elegant and readable programs is
the programmer, not the language itself. As
proof of this, you may look in the back
pages of a well known computer magazine
and see oodles of code in many languages
which can best be described assomething
off the Gorgon’s head. On the other hand,
you may look in K&R’s The CProgramming
Language and see some extremely elegant
code. The fact that Kernighan, this time
with Plauger, has produced the same un‑
cluttered elegance in Software Tools, using
both Ratfor and Pascal, lends credence to
my thesis.
But let's face it. Reading code in any lan‑
guage is time consuming, tedious and, like
reading the manual, we only do it when all
else fails. This is why we make such a fuss
about structured programming and decent
documentation: with any luck we may only
need peruse the blurb that comes with the
program or, if pushed, the comments
alongside the code. If it really comes to the
crunch, good structure and modularisa‑
tion will mean that we only have to read the
bits of code we're interested in. (We won't
enjoy even that, but the job will at least
have been reduced to a minimum.)

So we should stop being silly about
"good" and "bad” programming languages
and put the emphasis where it really be‑
longs ‐ with the programmer. A "real"
programmer is one who uses the language
that is right for the job and designs and
documents the program properly.
Perhaps there really are programmers
who are scared of English, as Bill Hedley
says. So what? You wouldn't employ a
chauffeur who's scared of traffic, or a life
guard who's scared of water. A program‑
mer who can’t write English (or whatever
the vernacular of the country happens to
be) is simply n o t a competent programmer
and you shouldn't try to construct a prog‑
ramming philosophy out of such an aber‑
rant species.

Bob Knight
London, NW4
Robert Schifreen replies:What'’s aGorgon
anyway?

Dear Sir,

I am writing to correct a misleading com‑
ment made about APL People in April’s
.EXE Magazine.It was stated that we used to
find jobs for APL programmers, before (it
was implied) seeing the light and deciding
to specialise in Cand Unix.
I would like to set the record straight for
any of your readers that use APL. We still
operate a service for them, and embracing
C is part of our expansion plan, brought
about asmore and more of our APL clients
started to ask us if we had anyone on our
books with both APL and Cexperience, or
just with Calone.
I trust that you will inform your readers
of this fact. We have no intention of sever‑
ing our APL connections and, needless to
say, the number of people we place in APL
jobs each year far exceeds the number that
was mentioned.

JillMoss
APL People Ltd
(EXE)
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Have you ever wondered

what your PCwill be doing
in 1991?
There's a new generation of software coming. It's so
-

‘

F

‐

ae

friendly, soefficient and so powerful that we'll all beusing it soon.
Will your existing personal computers cope?
Almost certainly not.
We asked Microsoft, the software pacesetters, to tell us
about the products they are building for the 1990s. They used their
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Excel spreadsheet as an example of the new Windows-based
Superprograms.

Above all, Excel makes the most of high resolution colour
graphics, preferably 640 x 480. That's OK, NEC desktops have
multi-mode graphics, MultiSync monitor and mouse port too.
Multiple consolidations and hot links between programs
need fast hard disks. Good: our entry level 40msec drives have
speed to spare (useful, as Excel can actually use disk space as virtual memory). For power users, our
66MB, 23msec drive takes it to the limit.
Looking to the future, our PowerMate 386 with 130MB ESDI hard disk is eagerly awaiting SQL
Server, a key element in Microsoft's LAN Manager strategy. The interleaved 32-bit memory in the
PowerMate 386 will make quick work of multi-user updates, sorts, and complex enquiries.
NEC's goal is to bring higher performance PCsystems within the reach of all departmental
budgets. We do this by making standard many of the enhancements that others sell as low volume,
high cost “options”:
But there's no point in buying a computer to cope with 1991's software if it falls apart in 1990, or rd
even 1989. So you'll be reassured to hear that NEC, and only NEC, guarantees its computer family for a

full three years.
You've put the new software in your

L i s t Customers by
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plans for the future, so put NEC on

your shortlist today.
Call our hotline on

Man

Think Ahead. Shortlist NEC.
Cac

cRCLE NOS
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News

More on OS/3
Microsoft has stated in the USthat a
version of OS/2 for the 80386 will be made
available to developers towards the end of
next year. Latest name for the system is OS/
2-386 and will, asmentioned in .EXE last
month, incorporate the new filing system
currently being developed by Gordon Let‑
win. The filing system will be installable,
and can be customized by OEMs. This will
allow systems to bedeveloped that use file
names longer than the standard 11 charac‑
ters (8 for the name and 3 for the exten‑
sion). There’s also talk of adding multi‑
processor support to add performance to
OS/2 based file servers.

Software
Engineering
On Show

C-Index+

The 1988 Software Engineering Con‑
ference takes place at Liverpool University
from 11th to 15thJuly. Anumber of papers
have already been submitted, covering us‑
ers’ experiences in the field, and there will
also be debates on the role of formal
methods for software maintenance, speci‑
fication testing and so on.
There will betutorial sessions on the
first day, covering ‘software prototyping
techniques and management’, quality
assurance and the STARTS initiative. There
will also be an opportunity on the last day
to visit the NCC and its Software Tools De‑
monstration Centre.
More information from the IEE, who
are organising the event together with the
BCS. The IEE is on 01 240 1871.

The Software Construction Company
are distributing the latest version (v3.2) of
C-Index+. This package from Trio Systems

is a single- and multi-user database back‑
end, to which you add a front end written
in Microsoft, Lattice or Turbo C.There’s a
complete sample application on the disks,
to show you how things should be done,
and ademonstration system (limited only
by source file size) is also available. Prices
are £25 for the demo or £175 for the real
thing, including full source code. If you
don’t want the source code, it’s only
£69.95, which gets you object code for
linking to Turbo C or QuickC files. The
Software Construction Company is con‑
tactable on 0279 792566.

New 80286 Opcode
lab

fulldocumentationonthe LOADALL instruction.This isan
isavailable on the 80286 o n and
l ywas, brought to public
Twas testing his disassembler on Microsoft's latest RAM‑

sthe opcode OFh, 05h, loads the entire 286 register set
0h. A l l registers (including LDTR, TR, GDTR, IDTR and
ory by this instruction. The normally hidden descriptor
MSW) are loadedf
SS,CS, TRand LDT registers are also loaded. LOADALL
cache registers for
address mode or protected mode (CPL must be0). Any
may beexecuted ir
attempt to execute LOADALL at any privilege level but 0 in protected mode causes
exception 13with error code 0.
In protected mode, LOADALL can set the selector, base address, limit and access
rights for asegment register.
The normal protected mode protection rules can also be
changed. In real add ‘mode, the physical address, limit and access rights for a

e
f r o m the normal real mode definition.
=
‘The layoutof the 105-bytedata block plus other informationis available from Inte
in Swindon. There’s also a transcript of the Intel documentation in the pe/hardware
changed

conferenceonCix.
6 .EXE Magazine

Although quick to point out that the
new devices won't be available for some
time, IBM say they have developed silicon
circuits capable of switching on or off 75
billion times a second (a 13-picosecond
switching time).

4-Mbit DRAMS
available
Japanese chip manufacturers have pro‑
duced 4-megabit DRAMs in limited quanti‑
ties. The samples have been sent to manu‑
facturers, but there’s no word yet on when
the devices will be available in volume.
Meanwhile, Dell computers, who switched
from using SRAMS to DRAM in their new
machines (see separate story) stated at its
UKlaunch that they expect the worldwide
DRAM shortage to ease considerably by the
end of this year.

PVCS for OS/2
Polytron has announced that its version
control software will shortly be available
for Unix, OS/2 and the Mac. No dates for
release have been fixed yet, though the
company has assured users that the file for‑
mats of the new version will beidentical to
that used by the existing MS-DOS system.
Also, the systems will be equally easy to
use, as they will all incorporate the new
menu-driven interface that’s currently
being shipped with the PCversions. Polyt‑
ron are based in the US on 0101 503 645
1150, and Grey Matter are official UKdistri‑
butor.
Vol 3, Issue 1,June 1988
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New Zortech

Products

No Advantage to OS/2 OEMs

OEMs who improve the performance of OS/2 are compelled, under the terms of
Zortech has introduced the first C++ their license, to make the source code of their improvements available to Microsoft.
compiler. Rather than translate C++ code This was revealedbyMichael Dell, founder of Dell Computer Corp, when he attended a
into normal C source code for later com‑ product launch in London last month. Launching the Dell version of OS/2 1.0 he stated
pilation, the Zortech product compiles that Dell engineers had rewritten the hard disk drivers for OS/2 and that this part of the
C + + source directly into. JOB files.
code now runs at least 50% faster than IBM’s version. At times, the increase is more like
Zortech has also announced version 4 300%, he said. Only a small proportion of the improvement is due to tailoring the code
of its C compiler. Notable additions in‑ | for Dell’s drives. Most of the gains are achieved through the use of caching algorithms,
clude a powerful graphics library and the and the new drivers will speed up any machine capable of running OS/2, including the
claim that it is now fully compatible with PS/2 range.
Having explained to the audience just what the Dell engineers had managed to do
Microsoft’s Codeview debugger. It remains
to be seen quite what Zortech means by with OS/2, it was revealed that Dellwould not be allowed to keep their new code secret.
using the word ‘compatible’, asthe format Microsoft, it was confirmed, includes a clause in the OEM license that forces Dell to
of information that Microsoft's Ccompiler make the new drivers available, and Microsoft reserves the right to incorporate the
adds to an .EXE file to allow Codeview to amendments in future releases of the new operating system.
access local variables is proprietary. Also
new to Zortech’s catalogue is an EMS 4.0
toolkit, that acts asa front end for the EMS
driver and allows C programs to control

and use LIM memory.
More from Zortech on 01 316 7777.

More PS/2
CloningKits

Dell has announced 2 new machines in the UK. The first is a small footprint
machine, which is benchmarked as being the second fastest IBM-compatible in the
world, losinga little ground to the Compaq 386/20. However, Dell is quick to point out
that their machine is actually based on a 286 CPU, running at 20MHz. Billed as the
System 220, entry price is £2099 for a mono VGA system with 40MB hard drive. Add
£300 for colour VGA. The small footprint means that there are only 3 free slots, and that
the system uses 3.5 inch drives.
If you really want speed, though, there’s the new System 310. This is a386 system
running at 20MHz and is noticeably faster than Compaq’s. With 1MB of dynamic RAM,a
mono system starts at £2799. The top of the range is a colour VGA system with 322 MB
ESDI hard drive for £5099, which is considerably cheaper than a fully configuredPS/2
model 80. Of course, you don’tg e t Microchannelwith the Dell machines, though this is
promised before the end of the year. The System 400 and System 500, which were
actually demonstrated by Dell in London last month (I know, ‘cos I was there), are
microchannel-based machines that are equivalent to the PS/2 models 50, 60and 80.The
machines use the C&T chipset and have aPhoenix BIOS. Noprices are available, though
Dell says that adding Microchannel will push up retail prices byaround 30% because of
the extra complexities involved in manufacture. No details of the levy demanded by
IBM’s licensing department was announced, though it’s thought to beabout 1%of the

Western-Digital and Phoenix has
joined forces to producea chip set that will
allow manufacturers to produce IBM PS/2
model 50 and 60clones. The package con‑
sists of a peripheral controller, DMA con‑
troller, data/address buffers, memory con‑
troller, floppy-disk controller, async com‑
munications controller and a Paradise VGA
chip set. System designers will be offered
the kit together with a Phoenix BIOS and
an Intel 286 for $2500. The kit is similar in
function to the Chips & Technologies
offering. Although benchmarks are not yet
available, both systems claim to run faster RRP.
than IBM’s equivalent PS/2 models.

Windows Debugger
Atron has upgraded its hardware
assisted debugger to aid developers of
Windows applications. The debugger con‑
tains 1MB of protected memory on board,
so that the debugging software will not eat
up RAM normally used by the application
being debugged. The debugger, which
runs from anexternal terminal to avoid the
problems caused by Windows taking over
screen and keyboard, costs £495. It’s avail‑
able in the UK from QA Training in Cir‑
encester, who can be contacted on 0285

5888.
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Unix 1-2-3

Motorola launches RISC CPU
Motorola has finally launched its long-awaited RISC CPU. The company also used
the occasion of the launch to reveal more details about the still-unannounced 68040.
The RISC chip family is known asthe 88000. This is actually composed of 2separate
32-bit chips. The primary processor is designated the 88100, and a system would
typically contain just one of these 20MHz devices. The 88200 is the other part of the
package, and acts asa 16KB cache and memory management unit. At least 2 of these are
normally used in a system, to provide separate instruction and data caches. The chips
will not bein full production until February next year, atwhich point they will retail for
around $400 each (that’s $800 a pair).
Because all the 88100’s instructions are implemented directly in hardware, it runs
significantly faster than something like an80386 that relies on alarge amount of micro‑
code. Two companies are known to be working on PCemulators for the 88000, and
Motorola has stated that these emulators should produce a PCthat runs faster than
today's 386-based ones. If this turns out to be true, then Motorola may have finally found
its place in the PCmarket.
The 88100 contains 32 registers, each 32 bits wide. The chip contains both integer
and floating point units, and one of the reasons for its speed is that all units can operate
concurrently. To keep the processor asbusy as possible
at all times, the units must
always be kept supplied with instructions. Motorola has developed a software tool
known asa code scheduler, which rearranges instructions in a program to do this.
A software development environment is now available, and includes an assembler,
linker, code scheduler and C compiler. Fortran, Ada, Pascal, Cobol, Lisp and Prolog
compilers are currently being developed by third parties. Also available will be a
version of Unix V.3, and Motorola has signed an agreement with AT&T to ensure that it
has early access to Unix V.4.
As for the 68040, this will be fully compatible with other members of the 68000
family. In a single chip, the 32-bit 68040 integrates an 030-compatible integer proces‑
sing unit, anIEEE-compatible floating point unit, independent 8KB instruction and data
caches and a paged MMU. With multiple internal buses and pipelines,a high degree of
parallelism is achieved. More details are contained in document MC68040/D, available
from Motorola's European Literature Centre in Milton Keynes.
Description

Mnemonic

Mnemonic

Bit-Field Instructions

Integer Arithmetic Instructions

add
addu

Add
Add Unsigned

cmp

Compare

div

divu

Divide
Divide Unsigned

sub
subu

Subtract Unsigned

Multiply
Subtract

mul

Description

clr
ext
extu

ff0
ff1
mak
rot

set

Clear Bit Field
Extract Signed Bit Field
Extract Unsigned Bit Field
Find First Bit Clear
Find First Bit Set
Make Bit Field
Rotate Register
Set Bit Field

Lotus has announced that it is de‑
veloping a Unix version of 1-2-3. The pack‑
age will be Lotus’s first entry into the Unix
applications market, and the company has
already said that it will not be the last. The
Unix version is being developed alongside
Release 3.0 of the DOS product, the launch
of which is still being delayed while the
developers try to get the size of the code
down to a more acceptable level.
The Unix version of 1-2-3 will be
POSIX compliant and will adhere to the
X/Open specification.
Also announced by Lotus recently is
Blueprint, a powerful data access
architecture to allow users to capture data
from a number of sources into 1-2-3 work‑
sheets. The Blueprint system will be in‑
corporated into all future Lotus products
and, with the aid of a special toolkit, de‑
velopers will be able to develop drivers for
their own software so that it can communi‑
cate bi-directionally with Lotus software.
Lotus sees possible uses for the system as
CD-ROM and live satellite data feeds, as
well as more conventional mainframe
links.
Lotus has also talked for the first time
about its database system that it is develop‑
ing for OS/2. The product will run under
Presentation Manager (ie it’s graphics
based) and will support SQL. Lotus/DBMS,
asit’s called, will be closely integrated with
1-2-3/G, the graphics-based version of 1-2‑
3 being developed for Presentation Mana‑
ger and Windows. More from Lotus on

~|

0753 840281.

Bug or standard?

Load/Store/Exchange Instructions

It’s not a bug, it’s astandard. That’s the
official word from Microsoft concerning
fadd
Floating-Point Add
rather strange happenings in QuickBASIC
femp
Floating-Point Compare
fdiv
Floating-Point Divide
stcr
4.0 aswe reported in last month’s .EXE. It
fider
Load from Floating-Point Control Register
xer
fit
Convert Integer to Floating Point
xmem
all started when a programmer called the
fmul
Floating-Point Multiply
.EXE office to complain that his accounting
fster
Store to Floating-Point Control! Register
fsub
Floating-Point Subtract
bbo
software
started getting things wrong since
fxer
Exchange Floating-Point Control Register
bb1
int
Round Floating Point to Integer
bend
he converted to QB 4.0. It turned out that,
nint
Floating-Point Round to Nearest Integer
br
when rounding decimal numbers to inte‑
trnc
Truncate Floating Point to Integer
bsr
jmp
Unconditional J u m p
gers, the process was not going as it
Logical Instructions
jsr
J u m p to Subroutine
should. If adecimal number ends in .5 (say
rte
Return from Exception
and
AND
tbo
Trap on Bit Clear
45, or 7.5) and you round it to a whole
mask
Logical Mask Immediate
tb1
Trap on Bit Set
number, even numbers like 4.5 get round‑
or
OR
tbnd
Trap on Bounds Check
xor
Exclusive OR
Conditional Trap
ed down (to4, in this case) while odd num‑
bers (like 5.5) get roundedup (to 6, here).
Instructionsetfor the Motorola 88100 RISC CPU.
Microsoft checked this out for me, and I
have been assured that the current IEEE
standard says that numbers must be round‑
tween
ASCII,
EBCDIC
and
BCD
is
offered,
S&S
asispre-processing and compression if re‑ ed to the nearest EVEN integer, and not
simply the nearest integer.
S&S Software has set up a new service quired. If you’re about to throw out your
Meanwhile, be careful if you're con‑
mainframe
and
replace
it
with
a
PC
run‑
for transferring 1600 bpi half-inch tapes
verting software to QB 4.0 from any other
ning
OS/2,
send
a
large
box
of
floppies
to
(or rather the data from them) to standard
version of Microsoft Basic.
MS-DOS disks. Formatted conversion be‑ S&S but call 0494 728095 for a quote first.
Floating-Point Arithmetic Instructions

Ida
Ider
st

Load Register from Memory
Load Address
Load from Control Register
Store Register to Memory
Store to Control Register
Exchange Control Register
Exchange Register with Memory
R
Flow Control Instructions
Branch on Bit Clear
Branch on Bit Set
Conditional Branch
Unconditional Branch
Branch to Subroutine

Goes Half Inch
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A Million Megabytes
Vancouver based Creo Technology
has developed a recorder for use with
reels of ICI's digital paper ‐ a new form of
optical data storage. The machine, shown
for the first time at a recent Chicago event,
can hold 5,000 mag tape cartridges on a [|
single reel of the new tape. That's abillion [7

sheets of typed paper, or a million mega‑
bytes of data. Storage costs work out at just
over half a cent per megabyte. A reel of
terabyte tape is 880 metres by 35mm and
average seek time to any byte is 28seconds.
Data life is quoted at a minimum of 15
years. No price is yet available, but the
company says the recorder, used in a 24‑
hour DPoperation, will pay for itself in 8
days simply on the reduction in media
costs! More from ICI on 0707 323400.

Cheaper Apollo

The 2-day event is aimed at program‑
mers and system designers involved in de‑

veloping Transputer-based applications
and who are, or may be using the Helios
Apollo has chopped 35% off the price operating system. Aswell asproviding de‑
of its entry level workstations. The Series legates with anin-depth look atthe innards
4000, with 68020 CPU, 68881 CoPro, 19 of Helios itself, much talk is also promised
inch mono monitor and 4MB of RAM now about X-Window and parallel program‑
sells for £7495. Apollo quotes the ming in general.
machine’s speed at4 MIPS, compared with
Helios is an operating system for the
the 5 MIPS offered by the new (and much Transputer, developed in the UK by
more expensive) Sun 386i systems.
Perihelion software. Helios is a fully distri‑
buted, multi-taskingOSwith a high level of
Unix compatibility (it says here), adegree
of fault tolerance and includes X-Window
A Helios developers’ conference will support. It’s currently being used in
be held in Bath on 7th and 8th ofJuly. This embedded systems as well as in add-in
is the first conference of its kind, I’m told, Transputer-based boards for the PC.
and speakers will include Tim King and Although interest in the Transputer among
Nick Garnett, two of the Helios developers. PCusers is currently low, this may change
David May from Inmos and Ray Anderson if IBM launches its much-rumoured PS/2
from IXI (The X-Window people) will also Model 90 which, we're told, will include
both an 80386 and a Transputer. Atari
be around.

Helios conference

already has a Transputer-based system,
namely the Abaq workstation, and this will
be running Helios.
For more information about the con‑
ference, call 0749 4203.

Who Needs OS/2?
Al Architects Inc, of Cambridge Mass.,
has launched an MS-DOS extender that

allows programs to take advantage of pro‑
tected mode on an 80286 or 386 without
the need for OS/2. Software tools are pro‑
vided to convert C, Fortran, Pascal and
assembly language code to run under the
extension, and code can then use up to 16
MB of RAM on a 286, or 4GB on a 386. A
sampler costs $50, and the full works re‑
tails for $500. Wait until it’s cheap rate, then
call 0101 617 577 8052 for more informa‑
tion, or fax 0101 617 577 9774.

Hercules Network
Card
Hercules has just started shipping its
Network Card Plus. The new board com‑
bines a Herc graphics facility, including
RamFont capability, with aTOPS/FlashTalk
port. Integrating graphics and video like
this frees upaslot in acrowded PC. Price is
£399, complete with TOPS software. De‑
tails from distributor First Software on
0256 463344.

The latest offeringfrom Hercules integrates networkingandgraphics on

the same card.
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Companies withproductsfor inclusion on
these pages shouldsend relevant informa‑
tion to the NewsEditor. Wewould also like
to receive information on any product
known to work in protected mode under
08/2,for a list currently being compiled.
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An Italic Fontin Cfor
the EGA andVGA
Andrew Chalk explains how to design and implementa customfontfor the EGA in Turbo C.He
also listssource codefor a residentprogram that definesand installs thefont.

Innovative screen displays sell software,
which is one reason why so many develop‑
ers provide demonstration disks, often
free. One thing that makes a program dis‑
tinctive is having a custom typeface for the
text that it displays. Until the advent of the
EGA, this was a luxury reserved for prog‑
rams that operated in graphics mode.

Developing a non-graphics application to
operate in graphics mode (for example,
Framework in its EGA two-colour graphics
mode) is more costly than using the strong
text mode support in the PC, however.
Furthermore, prior to the EGA, graphics
(with the exception of Hercules) were too
poor to be very attractive. The EGA was
such a rarity a year after its introduction
that Peter Norton could write in his author‑
itative 1985 ‘Programmer’s Guide to the
IBM PC’ that “we won't be discussing the
64-colour palette of the EGA/ECD combo
because it’s quite rare and specialised and
doesn’t really fit into the mainstream PC
family”.

This situation changed with the advent of
EGA clones from Chips and Technologies
and others. At the present time, a no-frills
EGA card sells for around &150 and will
probably cost around £100 before the end
of 1988. At least for awhile, the EGA will be
the de facto video standard, so it pays de‑
velopers to take advantage of its special fea‑
tures.

In this article I show how to exploit one of
the interesting features of the EGA ‐ the
ability to replace the standard character
font in text mode with one of your own
10 EXE Magazine

choosing.Asanexample, I use an italic font
and provide source code for a TSR that
loads the font into RAM so DOS and (most)
application programs can use it. The TSR is
necessary because the EGA reloads the
ROM character set when the video mode is
changed. By intercepting the BIOS for
video mode changes, you can reload your
custom font in its place. The TSR can be
deinstalled, freeing up the 17K of memory
it occupies for other programs and pre‑
venting incompatibilities.

The source code is written in C (Turbo C,
to be precise), so this article also serves a
second purpose - explaining some of the
techniques for writing resident code in
high-level languages.

In order to use the code included here,
you first need to understand fonts on the
EGA. Then I'll talk about the Cimplementa‑
tion in the source code. After that I'll dis‑
cuss the TSR aspects of the source code and
why you should really write TSRs in assem‑
bly language.

Fonts on the EGA
Programmers
writing
for
the
monochrome display adapter (MDA) and
the colour graphics adapter (CGA) are
stuck with the character sets provided in
those board’s ROMs. If you want adifferent
character set, say as users of APL do, you
have to replace the ROM, as it’s not accessi‑
ble through software. On the EGA, things
are different. The fonts are ‘soft’, meaning
that although the ROM character generator
is used by default, it can be replaced by a

character set of your choosing. In fact, the
EGA can support four character sets in
what IBM calls four different blocks. Nor‑
mally, you use block 0.
The EGA has BIOS support for the loading.
of analternate character set through inter‑
rupt 10h, function 11h ( A H = 11h), sub‑
function 0 (AL = 0). You makea call to this
function with ES:BP pointing toa table con‑
taining your font ( i n a format I will ex‑
plain). DX should be set to the ASCII code
of the first character in your character set,
CX to the number of characters in your
character set (maximum 256), BH set to the
number of bytes per character, and BL to
the block to load (usually 0). These para‑
meters provide the BIOS with sufficient in‑
formation to load your font because of the
way that fonts are stored.
Figure 1 shows a letter g as a magnified
version of its screen image and asa stored
character in memory. The figure assumes
an enhanced colour display in 25-line
mode (as opposed to 43), in which case
each character is 14 scan lines high and 8
pixels wide. A 25-line screen therefore fills
14x 25, or 350 scan lines, asdoes the EGA.
On the monochrome display, a 14x9‑
character box is used and, on the regular
colour display, the CGA8 x8-character box

Reprinted, with permission, from Dr.
Dobb’s Journalof SoftwareTools,March
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is used. The 43-line mode that is popular
on the EGA driving anenhanced colour or
amonochrome display is achieved by load‑
_ ing the 8x 8 ROM character set (because 8
x 43 is 344, just less than 350 scan lines
available). BIOS support exists for this, too,
although two bugs in the original EGA
BIOS make its implementation too big a
subject to digress into here. It was men‑
tioned in January’s issue of EXE, though,
when Robert Schifreen discussed how to
patch ANSLSYS so that DOS uses the whole
of a43-line screen.
Let’s assume that the EGA isdriving an en‑
hanced colour display. In this case, each
character is 14scan lines high and 8 pixels
wide. Representing this in RAM is simpli‑
fied by the fact that each pixel that forms
part of a character can be considered to be
either on or off whena given character is
on the screen. This means that the state of
each pixel can be represented in binary by
a single bit. Furthermore, the designers of
the EGA seem to have chosen a character
width of 8 because this permits each
character-scan line to be represented by
exactly 1 byte.

address of a buffer containing your chosen
character set. This buffer is 3,584 bytes (14
bytes x 256 characters) long. The EGA lets
you load fewer than 256 characters, and it
lets you choose the starting position in the
ASCII sequence. The sequence of charac‑
ters for any one load operation must be

Although the ROM
charactergenerator

is used bydefault, it
can bereplacedbya

character set ofy o u r
own choosing

14contiguous bytes of data. Because g has

When you load a custom font into the EGA
you tell the BIOS, through ES:BP, the

[|
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need a 43-line-mode equivalent of it that
would be loaded at the same time.

Notwithstanding these limitations, the cus‑
font capability of the EGA is impress‑
ive. As stated earlier, avideo mode reset
restores the ROM character set, so your ap‑
plication should perform a reload opera‑
tion every time it performs a video mode
reset. Furthermore, if you want to load
your custom fonts only in certain video
modes, you should check the video mode
before loading. The example program ITA‑
LIC.C in Figure 2 only loads the custom
character set in modes 0-3 (text modes)
and 7 (monochrome).
tom

A Resident Italic Font

In Figure 1,the hexadecimal values of each
scan line are shown above the character.
The arrows that lead in the direction of the consecutive members of the ASCII charac‑
memory show that the letter g is stored as ter set, however,or you will get garbage on
an ASCII value of 67h, the characters next
to it are the ASCII values 66h and 68h. The
latter of these is h.

your 14 x 8 fonts work fine on a
monochrome monitor in 25-line mode, a
different character set is required if you
support different numbers of screen lines.
Suppose, for example, you were going to
incorporate a feature into a database such
that the user could press a hot key and
immediately switch into 43-line mode and
thereby see more records in ‘table view’. If
you had a custom typeface, you would

The example program consists of t w o
parts: ITALIC.C (Figure 2) is the source
code and ITALIC.ASC (Figure 3) contains
the code for the font.

the screen.

Note two important limitations of the EGA
font features. First, characters have a fixed
width (but may vary from 1to 32scan lines
high), soyou do not have the same flexibil‑
ity asin graphics modes. Second, although

co] oan [ore] ones ors | ox

The program first checks the system con‑
figuration to see if custom fonts are sup‑
ported. This is done by means of the func‑
tion get_video_info(), which first checks
for the presence of an EGA in the system
through the recommended BIOS call

| 0x70] ox6 Joxs [owe |ovco]

|

Figure 1 ‐ EGA character representation on the screen and in memory.
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ITALIC.ASC -~- This ia an ASCII representation of t h e i t a l i c f o n t
characters used in ITALIC.c.
This fi l e is #includeD.
In the table below, each row corresponds to a c h a r a c t e r. The
14 elements of each row correspond to t h e 14 scan l i n e s of the
(0x00,

0x00,

0x00,

{0x00, 0 x 0 0 , 0x06,
{0xc0, Ox0c, 0x99,
{ 0 x 0 0 , 0x00, Oxlb,

0x03, O x 9 f ,
0x00, 0 x 0 0 , {
0x00, Ox0e, (
0x06, 0 x 0 c , |
0x00, 0x03,
(0x00, 0x00, Ox0c,

{0x03,
{0x00,
(0x00,
{0x00,
{0x00,

{ 0 x 0 0 , 0 x 0 0 , 0x00, ‘
{0x00, 0x00, 0x00,
( 0 x 0 0 , 0x00, 0x00, |
{ 0 x 0 0 , 0x00, 0x00,
(0x00, 0x00, 0x00,
( 0 x 0 0 , 0x00, 0x80,
{ 0 x 0 0 , 0x00, ‘ O x i f ,
(0x00, 0x00, (0x06, (
{0x00, 0x00, O x i f ,
{ 0 x 0 0 , 0x00, O x 1 f ,
{ 0 x 0 0 , 0x00, (0x03, |
( 0 x 0 0 ,0x00, Ox3f,
( 0 x 0 0 , 0x00, Ox0e,
- ( 0 x 0 0 , 0 x 0 0 , (Ox3f, |

{0x00, 0 x 0 0 ,

{0x00, 0x00, |
( 0 x 0 0 , 0x00, |
(0x00, 0 x 0 0 , |
{0x00,_

(0x00, 0:

(0x00,

(0x00,

0 x 0 0 ,

( 0 x 0 0 , 0x00,

|

0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,
, O x l e , 0x18, 0x18, 0x00, 0x30,
0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,
0 x 3 6 , O x 6 c , Ox6c, O x f c , Oxd9,
Oxed, Ox7c, 0x06, Ox0c, Ox8d,
Oxe3, O x 0 c , 0 x 1 8 , 0x60, Oxee,
O x l c , 0x76, Oxde, Ox98, 0x99,
0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,
0 x 1 8 , 0 x 3 0 , 0x30, 0x60, 0x30,
0x06, Ox0c, Ox0c, 0 x 1 8 , 0x30,
O x l e , O x f f , Ox3c, Oxce, 0 x 0 0 ,
Ox0c, Ox7e, 0x18, 0x30, 0 x 0 0 ,
0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x30, 0x30,
0x00, O x f e , 0x00, 0 x 0 0 , 0x00,
0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x30,
0x0c, 0x30, 0x60, 0 x 8 0 , 0x01,
Oxcf, O x f 6 , Oxe6, Ox8c, Ox8c,
0x0c, 0x18, 0x18, 0x30, 0x30,
0x06, 0x18, 0 x 3 0 , Oxcd, Ox8c,
0x03, Ox3c, 0x06, 0x0c, Ox8c,
» 0x36, Oxcc, O x f e , 0x18, 0x18,
0 x 6 0 , O x 7 c , 0x06, Ox0c, O x 8 c ,
0x60, O x f c , Oxc6, O x 8 e , Ox8c,
0x06, 0 x 1 8 , 0x30, 0 x 6 0 , 0x60,
0x63, Ox7c, Oxcé6, Ox8c, Oxce,
0x63, Ox7e, 0x06, Ox0c, 0x18,
0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x30, 0x30,
0 x 0 0 , 0x00, 0 x 0 0 , 0x30, 0x30,
0x18, 0x60, 0x30, 0x30, 0 x 1 8 ,
Ox3f, 0 x 0 0 , 0x00, O x f c , 0 x 0 0 ,
+ 0x06, 0x06, 0x0c, 0x30, 0x60,
0x06, 0x18, 0x18, 0x00, 0x30,
Oxde, Oxde, O x b s , 0x81,
Oxc6, Oxfe, Ox8c, Ox8c,
Ox7c, 0x66, O x c c , Oxce,
Oxc0, Oxcd, 0 x 8 4 , O x c c ,
Ox66, 0 x 6 6 , Oxec, Oxd8,
0 x 7 8 , 0x60, Oxc4, O x c c ,
O x 7 c , 0 x 6 0 , Oxc0, O x c 0 ,
Oxcd, Oxde, Ox8c, Oxce,,
O x f e , Oxc6, Oxce, Ox8c,

0x00,

0x60,

0x00,

Oxbo,
Oxfo,
0x18,

Oxd8,
0x00,
0x30,

0x00,

0x00,

0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,

0x00O
0x60,
0x00,
0x60,
0x00,
Oxf8,
Oxf8,
Oxf8,
Oxfo,

0x78,

Oxf0o,
Oxfo,
Oxc0,
Oxf8,

Oxed,

0x00,
Oxcd,
0x18,

0x00,

0x80,
0x60,
Oxfo,

0x98, |

Oxf0,
Oxf0,
Oxed,

Oxfe,
Oxcd,
Oxt8,

oxee,

0x78, 0x68, Oxc8, Oxc8, 0x98,
0 x 6 0 , 0x60, Oxc4, Oxcc, O x t e ,
Oxd6, Oxc6, Ox8c, Oxe8c, 0 x 9 8 ,
Oxde, O x c e , Ox8c, 0x8c, 0x98,
Oxc6, Oxc6, Ox8c, Oxd8, Oxe0,
Oxcd,
0x30,
0x98,

Oxd6, Oxd6, O x d c , O x t s ,
0x38, 0x78, Oxds, Ox8c,
0 x 3 , 0 x 1 8 , 0 x 3 0 , 0x30,
0 x 3 0 , 0x60, 0x84, Ox8c,
0x30, 0x30, 0x60, 0 x 6 0 ,
0x38, O x i c , O x l c , Ox0c,
Ox0c, Ox0c, 0x18, 0 x 1 8 ,
0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,

Oxfo, ¢
Oxfo,
Oxfs,

Oxc0,
Oxb0,
0x98,
Oxfo,
Oxf8,
Oxo,

0x08,
Oxf0,

0x00,
0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,
0 x 0 0 , 0 x 0 0 , 0x00,
Ox7c, 0x98, 0x98,
0 x 6 6 , Oxec, O x c e ,
Oxcd, 0 x 8 0 , Ox8c,
O x c c , 0 x 9 8 , 0x98,
O x f e , 0 x 8 0 , Ox8e,
0x60, O x c d , Oxcd,
Oxce, 0 x 9 8 , Oxfs,
0x66, Oxec, O x c c , 0x98,
0x18, 0x30, 0x30,
0x06, Ox0c, Ox0c,
0x78, Oxds, Oxce,
0x18, 0x30, 0x30,
Oxd6, Oxac, O x a c ,
0 x 6 6 , O x c e , Oxcc,
Oxc6, Ox8c, Ox8c,
0x66, Oxce, O x f 8 ,

_Oxcc, 0 x 9 8 , O x f ,
0x66, OxcO, Oxcd,
0x70, 0x38,
0x30, 0 x 6 0 ,
O x c c , 0x98,
0 x 6 6 , Oxce,

Ox8e,
Oxéc,
0x98,
Oxf8,

Oxcd,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,

Oxc0,

0 x 1 8 , 0x18, 0x30, 0x30, O x f o ,
O x 0 c , Ox0c, 0x98, 0x98, Oxed,

O x 7 c , 0 x 6 0 , Oxcd, Oxcd,
O x c 6 , Oxd6, Oxbe, O x f s ,
O x 7 c , Ox6c, Oxcc, Oxcc,
0x38, Ox0c, Oxcc, O x c c ,
0 x 1 8 , 0 x 1 8 , 0x30, 0 x 6 0 ,
O x c 6 , Oxc6, O x c c , Oxcc,
Oxc6, Oxc6, O x d 8 , O x f o ,

0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,

0x00,
0x00,

0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
(0x00,

0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
0x00,
Oxft,

0x00},
0x00},

0x00},
0x00),
0x00},
0x00),
0x00},
0x00},

0x00),
0x00),
0x00},
0x00},
0x00),
0x00),
0x00},
0x00},
0x00),
0x00),
0x00),
0x00},
0x00},
0x00),
0x00},
0x00},
0x00},
0x00},
0x00},
0x00),
0x00},
0x00),
0x00},
0x00),
0x00},
0x00},

0x00},
0x00},
0x00},
0x00},
0x00),
0x00},
0x00},
0x00},
0x00),

0x00},
0x00),
0x00),
0x00},
0x00),
0x00},
0x00},
0x00},
0x00),
0x00),
0x00},
0x00},

0x00},
0x00},
0x00),
0x00},
0x00),
0x00),

0x00},
0x00},

0x00},

0x00, 0 x 0 0 } ,
0x00, ( 0 x 0 0 ) ,
0x00, 0 x 0 0 } ,
0x00, 0 x 0 0 } ,
0 x 0 0 , (0x00),
0x00, 0 x 0 0 } ,
0x00, 0 x 0 0 } ,
Oxcd, 0 x 0 0 ) ,
0x00, 0 x 0 0 } ,
0x00, 0 x 0 0 ) ,
Oxed, 0x00},

0x00, 0 x 0 0 } ,
0x00, 0 x 0 0 } ,
0x00, 0 x 0 0 } ,
0 x 0 0 , 0x00) 2
0x00, 0x00},
0 x 8 0 , 0x00},
Oxf0, 0x00},
0x00, 0 x 0 0 ) ,
0x00, 0 x 0 0 ) ,
0x00, 0 x 0 0 } ,
0x00, 0 x 0 0 } ,

0x00, _

0x00},

0x00, 0 x 0 0 } ,
0x00, 0 x 0 0 ) ,
Oxed, 0 x 0 0 } ,
0x00, 0 x 0 0 ) ,
0x00, 0 x 0 0 ) ,
0x00, 0 x 0 0 } ,
; 0x00, O x l c , 0x06, Ox0c, Ox0c, Ox0e, 0x18, 0x30, 0x30, Oxcd, Ox01, 0 x 0 0 , 0 x 0 0 } ,
(0x00, 0x00, O x l d , O x f 7 , 0x00, 0x00, 0 x 0 0 , 0 x 0 0 , 0x00, 0 x 0 0 , 0x00, 0x00, 0 x 0 0 , 0 x 0 0 } ,
( 0 x 0 0 , 0x00, 0x00, 0 x 0 0 , 0x10, 0x38, Ox6c, Oxc6, OxcG, Oxfe, 0x00, 0x00, 0 x 0 0 , 0 x 0 0 )
Oxd6, O x a c , O x f c ,
0 x 3 8 , 0x70, Oxds,
O x c 6 , Ox8c, O x f c ,
0 x 1 8 , 0x60, O x c c ,
0 x 1 8 , 0x30, 0x30,
0 x 1 8 , 0x30, 0 x 3 0 ,

Figure2 ‐ A nASCII representationof the italicfont. Each row corresponds
toa character.
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(function 12h). Ifan EGA is not present, the
value of BL is returned unchanged, in
which case you exit with a message ex‑
plaining to the user that an EGA is re‑
quired. Some people check for an EGA
card be searching for the IBM signature in
the EGA’s BIOS. Not only is this kludgy, but
it is also specifically disapproved of in the
EGA BIOS listing. If you have to resort to
such means, it’s probably easier to simply
ask the user whether he has an active EGA,
and to ask him to press Yor N.

It is n o t enough to know that an EGA is
present ‐ it must also be active. The user
may, for example, have an EGA driving a
colour monitor and an MDA driving a
monochrome monitor, and be currently
be using the MDA. To see if the EGA is
active, you check that bit 4 of the EGA in‑
formation byte in the ROM data area at
0040:0087h is 0. If not, you exit with a mes‑
sage to the user explaining that the EGA
must be active.

If space had permitted, I would have in‑
cluded code to save the video configura‑
tion and switch adapters. The saved in‑
formation could then be used to restore
the state of the machine on exit. For the
same reason, I have also omitted code to
detect a switch of adapters while ITALIC is
resident. Be warned: ITALIC illustrates a
technique and is not a full-blown profes‑
sional, user-proof program.
Having determined that an EGA is active,
you then determine whether it drives a
monochrome or a colour monitor. The

value of BH is 1 if monochrome and0 if
colour. The result is used to set the global
variable ega_colour appropriately. If acol‑
our monitor is in use, you test for an en‑
hanced colour display. If it’s not present,
you exit with an explanatory message be‑
cause the EGA will use the 8 x 8 font on a
regular colour display and my example re‑
quires 14scan lines per character.
If the system checks out, you return to
main() and set the video mode based on
the type of monitor you are using. You then
check whether a copy of the program has
already been installed. This involves scan‑

ning down through memory from the
program segment prefix (PSP) for two

identification words inserted in the global
data area near the top of the program.
These words are our_id1 = OFACh and
our_id2 = 100h. The function already_

installed() first peeks at the offset of o u r _
id1 with the segment value equal to 1 less
than the PSP. The segment value is then
decremented until 0 is reached or a match
isfound. If a match is found, the next word
is peeked at and compared with our_id2. If
Vol 3, Issue 1,June 1988

uick, fx

stripCha
char *s: tes€)
char c;

ebug

eee

char

* r ‑

Ot:

while(*s)
if(*s==c¢
| )

This function looks OK. It compiles OK.
And it runs OK.

r=s;
while(r)

Or so it seems.

Unfortunately, it contains an insidious
bug that can bring the whole program
(and indeed the computer) to a
spectacular halt.
As aC programmer, this is a nightmare
you'll have to face sooner or later.
And with most C compilers, you're
on your own.
The only way you can find out what’s
going on is to add temporary debugging
instructions to the code. Running the
program back through compiler and
linker at each step.
No C environment can turn code around fast
enough to make this bearable ona real project.
But Microsoft QuickC will get you out of trouble as
quickly asyou can
get into it.
C power.
Because only QuickC
e Integrated menu-driven environment
has
anintegrated
with editor, compiler, linker, debugger
debugger based on
and automatic MAKEfacility.
@Also includes command line compiler,
Microsoft CodeView, the
LINK, MAKE and LIB.
revolutionary debugger
e Full K&R C with ANSI extensions,
e Generates fast, compact, efficient code.
relied on by the world’s
e In-memory compilation at 10,000 lines
top software developers.
per minute.*
ae
:
¢ Supplied with over 350 library routines,
So you can look
including full graphics library, floating‑
inside
your program and
point maths, DOS and BIOS routines.
see what’s really
Supports small, compact, medium and
large memory models.+
happening asit happens.
e Fully source and object code
The integrated
compatible with the Microsoft C
Optimizing Compiler, version 5.1.
debugger is just one of
Supportive editor with parenthesis,
the features that makes
brace and bracket matching; Cut and
Paste editing; Search, Replace and
QuickC the most friendly
Undo commands; support for 43-line
C development system
EGA text mode; on-screen Help with
you can buy.
QuickC, QuickC library functions and
the C language.
QuickC is more than
Source-level animating debugger with
alightning-fast
compiler
watchpoints, dynamic breakpoints and
CodeView compatibility.
and linker. It’s the
*1BM PS/2 Model 60.
complete C solution
+Mediummodel only within integratedenvironment.

*,

_ rtte*(ret): |

continue;

(rt); |

including editor and
MAKE, with all
the help you’ll need,
both on-screen
and off.

Microsoft
QuickC won’t do
your job for you, but
it’ll help you doit
better and faster.
And it eliminates a

oo

a

YES! Please send me more information about Microsoft QuickC,
together with acorrected source listing.
|

|

I ’ m also interested in:
Microsoft C Optimizing
Compiler version 5.1,
with CodeView.
|
Other Microsoft
languages.
i e

tae g

a n aA t

|

NAME .......ccccccscsssssssscecseeterssseseresceneseseasesssoneoesee

|

COMpany ....cesessecceeesereeseeresneneessseesseneeeneeneneenes

|

AAAIESS

.....cscseesescseessseseseeeeseseeeteeaeseeasecseseeseaeees

i a

e e

e

a

e

Microsoft QuickC, FREEPOST, Postcode ........sssescsesesseeeeseerseeesneeseeeeeenenenenenenes
London NW9 S A L , or call
01-200 0200. ( N o stamp
Telephone .......ssseesssesesssseseettensnesesssescnsstennisenses
necessary for coupon if posted
PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPITALS
i n the U K . )

_

MicrosoftQuickC.
i

ei

CIRCLE NO 4
VAT).

Microsoft QuickC requires an IBM® PC. PS/2™ series or good compatible, with DOS 2.0 or higher, 448K memory. t w o 5 1/4" drives or one 3 1/2” drive. RRP £75.00 ( e x
Microsoft, the Microsoft logo, Code View and QuickC are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark and PS/2 is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
Microsoft Limited, Excel House, 49, De Montfort Road, Reading. Berkshire R G ! 8LP. Telephone (0734) 500741
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Graphics
you assume that all characters are equally
likely, the chance of erroneously conclud‑
ing that ITALIC is resident when itis not if
you load halfway up memory on a 640K
machine is 1 in 13,158. If you are uncom‑
fortable with this, you can lengthen the
odds by searching for more than two
words. (There are other, better ways of
checking for the presence of aTSR prior to
installation, and we'll be looking atthese in
afuture .EXE).

If you find a copy of ITALIC, you deinstall it
and print a message telling the user. The
mechanics of deinstalling a resident prog‑
ram are explained in the next section. If
ITALIC is not present in memory, you can
proceed with installation. There are three
distinct phases of this process.
First, you only want to replace the alpha‑
numeric characters in the ASCII set. Bow‑

drawing characters simply don’t draw
boxes if they are italicised.Mystrategy isto
load a copy of the whole 14x 8 ROM char‑
acter set into the buffer called fontarray
and then load only the alphanumeric char‑
acters from the data file ITALIC.ASC. The
advantage of this is that your .EXE file need
n o t be swollen with unnecessary data for
characters that do n o t differ from the ROM
14x 18-character set. Retrieving the ROM
character set is easy thanks to BIOS sup‑
port and is accomplished in get_egafont().
Next, a for() loop overlays the ASCII char‑
acters 32 through 127 with italic characters.
Ifyou refer to the listing of ITALIC.ASC,you
find that the italic font data is set up asa
two-dimensional array with each row con‑
sisting of the appropriate hexadecimal
values for a single character. The listing
shown is actually the output of FONTEDIT,
afull-screen, real-time EGA font editor in‑
cluded in the C Windows Toolkit. Before
you take one look atthe listing and give up
in disgust, note that it will beavailable elec‑
tronically. Details at the end.
The second stage is the loadingof your font
(telling the EGA to use it) using interrupt
10h, function 11h, as described earlier.
This is accomplished by the function load_
user_egafont().At this point the screen dis‑
play immediately changes to reflect the
new font.

setvect(). Finally, you terminate and stay
resident (more on this in the next section).

The new font affects every character on the
screen. The italic font presented here is
probably not distinct enough for serious
text work, but it could be edited to be so.
The italic font in Microsoft Word is created
through exactly the same kind of techni‑
ques. Other fonts along the lines of the
large selection supplied with the Hercules
Graphics Card Plus are also possible.

Havingdetermined
that the EGA c a r d is
active, we m u s tthen

determine whether
i t i s driving amono

or colour monitor.

Resident Programs in
High-Level Languages
AsI stated in the introduction, the experi‑
ence of writing this (simple) TSR in C has
lead me to conclude that such programs
are best written in assembly language.
There are several reasons for this. Perhaps
the most important one is the sheer size.
ITALIC occupies 13K RAM, of which 3,585
bytes are the font buffer, 1,344 bytes are the
replacement font data, less than 100 bytes
are for other global data, and 512 bytes are
for the EXE header. The remaining 11,500
odd bytes are ‘code’. It is this portion that
assembly language could shrink down to
perhaps 600 bytes, (I have not done it for
this program). Asecond reason in favour of
assembly language is the irrelevance of the

portability issue.
The third stage is the resident installation
of a replacement interrupt handler for in‑ An argument often legitimately raised in
terrupt 10h so that you can detect video favour of high-level languages is their
mode changes and reload your font if advantage in terms of development time.
necessary. First, you save the PSP and en‑ In fact, for resident code, even given that I
vironment pointer in the PSP at offset 2Ch was working without the benefit of large
to use for later deinstallation. Next, you literature on the ins and outs of program‑
save the old interrupt 10h address using ming TSRs in high-level languages such as
getvect() and install your own handler with exists for assembly language, so many
14 EXE Magazine

problems resulted from having a compiler
between meand the machine that I spent a
lot of time inside the debugger. Assembly‑
language TSRs are easier to debug.

It can hardly be argued that the problems
arose from the choice of language. Wasn't
it the low-level links that made Csopopu‑
lar as an application language? It is also
difficult to argue that the choice of compil‑
er was the problem. Turbo C has library
support for all the function calls associated
with resident code. Although it lacks a
built-in debugger (at the moment) Peri‑
scope does an admirable job. In-line
assembly language is also available, but the '
objective here was to not usea single line
of in-line code (that isn’t really considered
aswriting a TSR in ahigh-level language).
It might be argued that programming TSRs
obviates the need to learn assembly lan‑
guage. The last person I would recom‑
mend to write a TSR in a high-level lan‑
guage is someone who did not know
assembly language. Ironically, the alleged
portability of Ccode to different compilers
(because it is a high-level language) be‑
comes the opposite with TSRs. Because the
generated code differs across compilers,
code that runs flawlessly compiled with
one compiler can produce subtle and
hard-to-track bugs on another. The truly
‘safe’ code becomes the one that is ‘im‑
mune’ from portability virtues ‐ assembly
language.
These objections aside, here is how you
implement a simple resident program in
Turbo C. Bear in mind that this program
does n o t access the disk or the keyboard,
so many TSR techniques are not discussed.
Fora fuller treatment I recommend ‘Turbo
C: The Art of Advanced Program Design,
Optimisation and Debugging’ by Stephen
Randy Davis. I have no doubt that ITALIC
could be implemented more efficiently in
C than I have done here, but the relevant
question is how these improvements com‑
pare with the real alternative ‐ assembly

language.
First, consider the way that you would im‑
plement this TSR in assembly language.
Near the top of the source code would be
the resident section, preceded byajump to
the installation section, which you would
jettison when the resident part was instal‑
led. In Cyou perform the same installation
steps of saving the old interrupt 10h vector
and installing your own.

Aproblem arises when you wish to termin‑
ate and stay resident. Turbo Ccontains the
keep() function, which implements inter‑
rupt 21h, function 31h, and requires the
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For Sale:‐ Bug free real-time code

Unlikely? N o t necessarily.
We at Ready Systems h a v e spent literally
thousands of man years in design, develop‑
m e n t , a n d OA of a r e a l - t i m e , deterministic
multi-tasking operating system, available on a
w i d e variety of processors.
Millions of copies are in use, a n d thousands
of customers h a v e used our kernel VRTX in a
w i d e variety of applications f r o m submarines
to satellites.

We offer an integrated solution f o r real-time
design w i t h CARDtools, t h e worlds first real‑
time design t o o l along w i t h real-time C, A d a
a n d of course VRTX a n d associated tools.
To fi n d o u t more about h o w we can helpyou
develop your applications to deliver t h e r i g h t
answer on t i m e , visit our U.K. distributor IPL on
Stand 26 at Software Tools ‘88 or r e t u r n t h e
coupon below.
Se

Please send me further information
on the subject matter ticked below.

Name

Ready Systems UK L t d

Position

33 Q u e e n Street

Company.

Maidenhead

a

Berks, SL6 1NB

Address

Tel: 0628 773100

NN

Fax: 0628 773044

Post Code
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Figure 3‐ MAKEFONT makes an italicfontfor the EGA.
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Graphics
number of paragraphs of memory to re‑ documented and should be considered
serve asone of its parameters. Whereas this not fully tested.
is simple to compute in assembly lan‑
guage, it is not so in high-level languages The other part of the TSR code is the dein‑
generally or in Turbo C in particular (the stallation routine, including the dealloca‑
Turbo C manual does not even mention tion of the program’s memory. This prac‑
tice appears to be little known in both C
this problem).
and assembly language (it is certainly not
The method I used in ITALIC was disco‑ officially documented). It probably en‑
vered by Dean McCrory. Turbo C uses two hances the value of a TSR to the user if it is
internal variables: _psp (to contain the PSP removable, however.
address) and ‐brklvl (to contain the
address of the end of the initialised and The first thing you do is restore interrupt
uninitialised data). Asmemory is dynami‑ 10h to its original value. Next, you must
cally obtained and released, ‐brklvl is ad‑ deallocate memory. Deallocating the space
justed accordingly. If you visualise Turbo C occupied by a resident program is aseasy
memory allocation asin the ‘User's Guide’ in Cas in assembly language, and the tech‑
(that is, the data segment follows the code), nique is the same. You must remove the
then adding ‐brklvl to DS and subtracting program itself and its copy of the environ‑
the PSP address gives the size of the code ment. In order to do so, when you first load
and data. That is what I do in the keep() the TSR, you must store the PSP and the
contents of the environment pointer,
statement at the end of main.
which is located at offset 2Ch in the prog‑
Although this is ingenious, you should be ram’s PSP.
aware of some potential problems and
limitations. First, this will not work in the When you try to install ITALIC, already_
large data models (compact, large, and installed() finds a match and stores the data
huge). Second, I do not know what hap‑ segment address of the installed copy in
pens, but you must presumably not farmal‑ the global variable old_ds. When you dein‑
loc() any memory you wish the resident stall the program, you peek at old_ds,
program to use. Third, this is un‑ offset by the address of old_psp to get the

PSP, and then you repeat this using the
offset of old_env to get the environment
address. Next, you deallocate the program
memory using interrupt 21h, function 49h.
ESmust hold the address of the installed
program’s PSP. Finally, you repeat this
function call with ESpointing to the instal‑
led program’s copy of the environment.

It is instructive to run CHKDSK before and
after installationto confirm that this proce‑
dure works. I have found it to be reliable,
but TSRs are a world without rules.

Summary
The techniques for loading custom fonts
described here give a program an edge of
distinctiveness in an ever more crowded
software marketplace. Not only is this now
worthwhile for developers because of the
greater abundance of EGAs, but the code
also works on the VGA. This meansa fairly
long time span for the investment in prog‑
ram development to pay off. Graphics en‑
vironments offer users custom fonts, but
program development is longer. The cus‑
t o m font facilities of the EGA offer a faster
development path that does not require
the wholesale recoding of applications.
(EXE)

Features
@SUPPORT: we have been writing
microprocessor software development
tools since 1974. We offer the knowhow,
training, product quality, and in-depth
documentation needed for demanding
development environments

CROSS SUPPORT
SOFTWARE
for EMBEDDED

@Advanced C and Pascal compiler
design produces ROMmable, highly
OPTIMISED CODE

MICROPROCESSORS

@Hosts include VAX, IBM PC,
APOLLO, SUN, HP 9000

Now wih X-Ray high-level
debugger 68000/020

@Compiler targets include
68000/08/10/20, 8086/186/286,
8080/85, Z80, 64180

@Maths COPROCESSOR support
@Assemblers and simulation/debug tools
for most 8, 16 and 32 bit
microprocessors
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RESEARCH
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Fax: (0256) 57553

@BIT SLICE meta assemblers
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A Toolkit for
Turbo Pascal 4.0
Alan Solomon tries o u t atoolkit of routines for Borland’s new Turbo Pascalversion 4.

Kim Kokkonen is considered to know
more about Turbo Pascal’s insides that any‑
one. Except possibly the Dane that wrote
the compiler. His company, TurboPower
Software, was the first to bring o u t a decent

attention being paid to the needs of ex‑
isting customers, and augurs well for the
future. The third group of programs are
programmer’s tools. These include:

debugger for Turbo 3, and also brought
tools for Turbo program‑
mers. They also sold Turbo Extender,
which let you use big arrays with TP3, get‑
ting around the 64K limit. Sunny Hill Soft‑
ware is another small USsoftware house;
they offereda set of tools for Turbo 3 that
gave more advanced features (such asTSR
support) than anyone else.

SMACS, a keyboard macro processor. It
doesn’t have all the features of Superkey,
but it has all the ones that most people use,
and it’s includedin the price. I used SMACS
while I was writing this review, to write the
T_Prof_4 name with a single keystroke,
and I can see how it could be very useful
while programming. The source code is
also a useful demonstration of how to use
the TPMACRO and TPMACED units.

out many other

Now TurboPower has joined forces with
Sunny Hill, and they have brought out Tur‑
bo Professional 4 (T_Prof_4), one of the

first toolboxes available for Turbo Pascal 4.
At £60, it offers excellent value for money,
and should be purchased (along with
many of the Borland Toolboxes) by any
professional Turbo programmer. The time
saved will recover the money spent within
a few weeks.

Disk One
comes on three diskettes,
although most people will only use one of
them. The first disk is called the Demo
disk, and for this reason I nearly ignored it.
D o n ’ t ithas some excellent software on it,
which stands up in its own right as prog‑
rammer productivity software.

PCALC is aprogrammer’s calculator; this is

slightly better than the Sidekick calculator,
andbetter behaved than Sidekick (but then
what isn’t?). It does binary, decimal and
hex, and has And, Or, Xor, Mod, Shl and
Shr operations.
PTIME is a time manager, for people charg‑
ing anhourly rate. It also has analarm, and
lets you run an SMACS macro at a preset
time. There is also a utility for generating
reports from the file that PTIME creates.

T_Prof_4

The first group of programs are pure de‑
mos, worth running to see the spectacular
display of T_Prof_-4 windows. The second
group of programs are for converting code
written using the previous version of Tur‑
boPower’s tools. It’s good to see such
18
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PREF

is a programmer's quick reference

chart. For each integer 0 to 255, it shows
you the screen character, binary, octal and
hex, the ASCII code, the key that generates
the character, the auxiliary key, and the
video attribute associated with it. I always
feel embarrassed when I have to search the
BASICA manual for this kind of informa‑
tion. All the resident programs above were
written with the T_Prof_4 modules, and I
used then while writing this review. They
didn’t crash once.

MAKEMENU lets you design menus in‑
teractively, for later incorporation in your
code via the TPMENU module. With this,
you can make Lotus-style or pull-down
menus that look very professional and
slick. Anyone wanting to put together a
menu-driven system should look closely at
MAKEMENU in conjunction with TPMENU.
BSORT is a general purpose sorter ‐ it is
faster than the SORT utility that accompa‑
nies DOS and can handle bigger files. It
also acts as a demonstration program
showing how to use the TPSORT unit.

TFIND is a simple program for searching
files for a string of text, while DIFF com‑
pares two files for differences ‐ it is so sim‑
ple asto be useless, but does demonstrate
some advanced memory management

techniques.
REP is a command repeater ‐ it will do a
command a number of times, and can pass
information to the command at each in‑
vocation. This could take the form of fake

Alan Solomon isa Turbo Pascaladdict,
though he also confesses to using For‑
t r a n at times. He also runs S&S Enter‑
prises, which sells other people’s soft‑
ware and claims to recover data from
mangled hard disks. Turbo Profession‑
al 4 is available from Grey Matter
(amongst others) and retailsfor £60 +
VAT. TurboPower Software can becon‑
tactedon 0101 408 438 8608.
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make a splash with your next product, you
need a 32-bit micro that’s fast, very bright and

T

H16

The intelligent

solution for
those at ‘C:
Hitachi Europe Ltd., Electronic Components Division (Northern Europe),
21 Upton Road, Watford, Herts WD1 7TB
Tel: (0923) 246488. Telex: 936293. Fax: (0923) 224422
Anzac Components Limited. Telephone: (06286) 4411. Telex: 847949
Dialogue Distribution Limited. Telephone: (0276) 682001. Telex 858944

Farnell Electronic Components. Telephone:

(0532) 636311. Telex: 55147

impulse Electronics. Telephone: (0883) 46433. Telex: 291496

Micro Call. Telephone: (0925) 825065. Telex: 628783
MMD Limited. Telephone: (0734) 481666. Telex: 846669
STC MULTIcomponent. Telephone: (0279) 442971. Telex: 818763
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optimised for life at ‘C’.
So, if you’re fishing for the right device, you'll
be hooked on the H16 from Hitachi. It has a‑
powerful 32-bit CPU that’s designed for high
speed bit handling. The unique 1Kbyte ring bank
register structure contributes to its advanced
language skills by minimising the drawbacks of
high level languages.
H16 shows all-round performance with a high
level of peripheral intelligence. A 4-channel DMA
controller, serial communications controller and
glue logic all reduce the CPU overhead and
guarantee universal appeal.
We'll make sure your development goes
swimmingly with our range of hardware and
software support options.
At last, it really is safe to go back in the water,
with H16 from Hitachi.
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keystrokes, or something to customise
each repetitionof the command.

Disks Two andThree
All of the above were simply demo prog‑
rams supplied on disk one. See, I told you
it was worth looking at!

The second disk contains the TPU files
which are all that most people will use, and
the source code for the demo programs.
This source code is well worth printing
out. If you examine some of the techniques
used by TurboPower, your own code will
be improved, and you will undoubtedly
learn from their treatment of expanded
and extended memory. Disk three con‑
tains the source code for these TPU files;
the Pascal source of the interface modules
and the assembler source of the external
modules. Having full source code means
that if you don’t want to do things exactly in
TurboPower’s way, you can change the
source and recompile or reassemble it.

The Units
There are ‘about 400 routines here
altogether, although a mere count of
routines doesn’t tell you if there is anything
worth having. Turbo Pascal 4 already does
almost everything you want. The old limita‑
tion on code size isgone, but there is still a
64K restriction on data size, and no one
array can exceed 64K even if the heap is
used. Also, the heap might not be conve‑
nient for some applications.
The main limitations of TP4 are in extreme
cases. So, for example,astring is limited by
the way it is stored to 255 characters, and
there is no support for expanded or ex‑
tended memory. It is now possible to write
ISRs and TSRs using the INTERRUPT direc‑
tive, but it isn’t totally easy.

Screen Handling
The first group of units in T_Prof_4 are
concerned with screen handling. TPCRT is
a greatly improved version of Borland’s
CRT unit. It allows you to switch the diffe‑
rent video pages; if you use this in conjunc‑
tion with TPSCREEN, you can display one
page while writing to another, then when
you are ready, instantly switch pages. It is
also written with TSRs in mind, asthe nor‑
mal CRT’s keyboard routines can prevent
some pop-ups from popping. Fastwrite is a
very fast way to write directly to screen
memory, and there is a group of routines
for controlling the shape of the cursor.
Movescreen will move data from normal
memory to video memory, and if Check‑
Snow is true, it will dosowithout any snow
20
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or flicker on the screen (useful for those
with standard CGA cards).

(horizontal or vertical), a style of frame, a
set of colours,atitle and ahelp row. Menus

are kept on the heap, which leaves the li‑
lets you treat any chunk of mited data space available for the rest of
memory asavirtual screen and write to it. the program. TPMENU is best used in con‑
Then you can move it to the actual screen. junction with MAKEMENU, which means
This chunk of memory could be a video you don’t even have to do any program‑
page other than page zero (the default ming to set up your menus ‐ just design
page), except on a mono card, which has them on-screen.
only one page. TPSCREEN also has
routines for scrolling awindow horizontal‑ The last useful item in the screen unit is
TPEDIT. This gives you a way to get a line of
ly or vertically.
input from the user, and offer hima fairly
The third screen unit is TPWINDOW. This sophisticated WordStar-type editor while
gives you pop-up windows, which can be entering the line, so that a mistype doesn’t
stacked on top of each other. You use Write force him to retype the whole line.
and Writeln, and your output will automati‑
cally wrap and scroll within the window.
TPSCREEN

There is also a FastWrite routine that con‑
fines itself to a given window. When a win‑
dow is removed, the text in the window
below becomes visible in the way you'd
expect. Each window requires 40 bytes of

With this package the
classic “Hello World”
program can be
written asa pop- up in
just 30 lines of code.

overhead plus a buffer that’s the same size
asthe window's capacity (2 bytes for each
character, as there’s the ASCII code and
also the attribute). So a 10 by 10 window
would need 240 bytes, all of which is kept
on the heap. The demo program WIN‑
WOW shows what can be done with these
windows, and I was duly impressed.
TPMENU is the fourth screen unit. This lets
you create Lotus-style horizontally scroll‑
ing menus, or else Borland/GEM/Windows
style pull-down menus. You could also de‑
fine awhole new style of menu if you were
feeling inventive. From a user point of
view, the menus are excellent and intui‑
tive; selections are made using the cursor
and Enter keys to point and shoot, or by
single letter keystrokes if you want to set
that up too. Pressing ESCape has the effect
you'd expect; it backs you up one level in
the menu tree.

String Handling

The TPSTRING unit includes routines that
let you store strings on the heap, which is
useful if you are doing a lot of string pro‑
cessing. There is also ahexadecimal output
routine‐ mine is about five lines long, but I
seem to rewrite it every time I write a prog‑
ram. T_Prof_4 adds Octal and Binary
routines, and a nice little Soundex conver‑
ter. Another unit, TPASCIIZ, gives long
strings (up to 65520 characters). But the
strings must be ASCIIZ (null-terminated)
so you can’t store a zero byte in them.
ASCIIZ strings can be stored and retrieved
from the heap, as otherwise they would
soon eat up the available 64K of data space.
All the usual string functions are available,
including copy, insert, delete, read and
write. TPCMDLIN gives you an easy way to
parse command tails, so that tails like /R 3
/X/Size $12 can be acted on without a lot of
tedious coding.

DOS and BIOS calls
Turbo Pascal already gives you easy access
to DOS and Bios routines. T_Prof_4 makes
it even easier. It gives you easy access to the
DOS print queue; in particular it lets you
submit a file for background printing. One
of the best routines here is ExecDOS,
which improves Turbo’s Exec procedure,
by acting as a front end to it. It also gives
you routines to read and write absolute
disk sectors; it took me hours to write this
myself, because of the bug (Microsoft calls
it an unusual interface) in DOS’s Int 25h
and 26h.

Interrupts and TSRs
It was always very flaky writing interrupt
service routines (ISRs) and terminate and
stay resident (TSR) programs in Turbo 3.

Turbo 4 offers the programmer the ability
A menu can have several items, and has a to do it properly with the INTERRUPT
position on the screen, an orientation directive. T_Prof_4 makes it easy, by wrap‑
Vol 3, Issue 1,June 1988
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ping everything up for you. The main prob‑
lem with writing TSRs and ISRs is that DOS
is not re-entrant because it maintains three
stacks, and switches between them de‑
pending on what it happens to bedoing at
the time. With T_Prof_4, the classic Hello
World program written asa pop-up is just
30 lines of code, and the manual gives this
asan example.
You can choose any hot-key, choose
whether you can pop up in the middle of
DOS doing something or not, and your
TSR can even offer the option to unload
itself from memory when it is safe to do so.
It also replaces the DOS critical error
handler (the routine that gives the Abort,

Retry, Ignore message) with an improved
version. You can also make sure that your

pop-up doesn’t load itself twice, and you
can cope with the 8087 by saving its regis‑
ters before popping.
Once your routine is installed on an inter‑
rupt vector, you can call the old interrupt
vector from your routine, or you can chain
to it, which is useful if you want to pass

memory and normal memory. The demo
program DIFF shows the use of expanded
and extended memory.

Macros
When you write aprogram, it is very handy
if you can give it anautopilot facility, sothat
you can define macros, give them names,
record them, play them back and edit
them. The TPMACRO unit lets you have the
macro facility in your programs, and the
TPEDIT unit adds the editing capability.
There is a macro engine running under‑
neath which is started off with aprocedure
call, and then macro recording can be
switched on or off with procedure calls.
Macros can bewritten to a file or read from
one, triggered off, or cleared. TPMACED
gives the user a full-screen macro editor. I
once wrote a massive Fortran program,
and added a macro facility afterwards be‑
cause I realised too late that driving an in‑
teractive program can be boring when you
have repetitive tasks to do. A macro facility
like this means that you can just set it run‑
ning and go out for lunch.

something on to the old code.
When the hot-key is pressed, the pop-up
tries to pop. If it can’t (perhaps because
DOS is busy), the timer tick starts counting
down from the value you requested and, at
each tick, it tries to pop. When it reaches
zero, it gives up. Anyone writing TSRs
should get T_Prof_4 for the sake of this

module alone.

Sorting
TPSORT is very like the Borland Database
Toolbox sort. You define three routines
which input an element into the sorter,
compare two elements and output ele‑
ments.

Memory Allocation
T_Prof_4 has some very sophisticated
memory management routines. The first of
these is TPEMS, for managing expanded
(LIM, or EMS) memory. You can allocate
16k EMS pages and the routine gives you

Large Arrays
Turbo Pascal 4 still has the annoying limita‑
tion of 64K of data space. T_Prof_4 uses the
heap in normal memory to emulate large
arrays,or it can use EMS memory for arrays
of up to 8 MB (EMS version 3) or 32 MB
(EMS 4). The slowest way to have big arrays
is to use virtual memory, paging the array
between disk and memory as required.
The three methods use almost exactly the
same calling conventions, so it will be easy
to change a program to use whatever it
finds available on the host computer.

These large arrays can beallocated, loaded
froma file or storedto afile, and initialised
to a value. Two routines let you put data
into an element of the array and get data
from anelement. Arrays can only be one or
two dimensional.

BCD Arithmetics

and functions. It is very clumsy to use com‑
pared with the old Turbo Pascal 3 BCD
compiler, and if you are using that, I'd re‑
commend that you don’t upgrade to Turbo
Pascal 4.

Others
TPERRHAN installs a run-time error hand‑
ler which allows you to trap the Turbo
error exit, and decide for yourself whether
to exit to DOS, or try to recover. There are
some errors that can’t be recovered; stack

overflow, heap overflow and anything to
do with the 8087. TPINLINE is an assort‑
ment of inline macros, which is really just a
piece of machine code inserted directly
into the executable code by the Turbo
compiler.

Conclusion
Is there anything missing? Yes, of course
there is; whatever one programmer pro‑
vides, another programmer will feel is in‑
sufficient. I wanted support for IEEE reals
on machines without the 8087, and some
support for communications would be
useful. The PC’s BIOS support for the asyn‑
chronous port is pathetic, and everyone
writes their own buffered ISR. I've heard a
rumour that this will be coming out of Bor‑
land soon, so perhaps this is why it is ab‑
sent.

The other big thing missing from TP4 is a
source level debugger, and given Turbo‑
Power's past ability in this area (TDebug
plus) we can hope that something comes
out Real Soon Now, although Borland are
about to launch their definitive answer t o :
Microsoft's Codeview.

Turbo Professional version 4 is a must for
every Turbo programmer whose time is
worth money. The source code is pro‑
vided, partly because you can examine and
learn from it, partly because every prog‑
rammer can always improve every other
programmer’s code, and partly because if
you upgrade your TP4 compiler, you'll
need to recompile the units. But Turbo‑
Power didn’t have to provide the source
code of the utilities, and it’s atoken of their
excellent attitude that they did.

Turbo Pascal version 4 does n o t support
Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) arithmetic.
With version 3, you could buy a version of
TPthat used BCD for reals (giving 18digit
accuracy), but very few people used it. If The menu maker and windower will add
you use TP4 with an8087, you get 19digits polish to any program, the big array and
of accuracy, but you still get rounding big string handler will be useful to anyone
errors, which can be unacceptable for with that kind of problem, and I confident‑
zine.
some financial applications. Anyway, you ly expect to see a horde of TSRs hitting the
The extended memory routines work dif‑ can’t assume that all computers have an market, based on the T_Prof_4 TSR mod‑
ferently; they work in words of memory 8087. TPBCD restores this lost BCD capa‑ ules. Now even the Sunday programmers
rather than pages, and you can allocate and bility, except that everything is done using can write rock-solid TSRs that don’t crash
deallocate extended memory, and move arrays of bytes to store the BCD number, the system.
[EXE)
blocks of memory between extended and all arithmetic is done by procedures
back handles to refer to them with. Then,
an EMS page can be mapped onto physical
memory by using this handle, and you can
use the data stored in that memory. If the
concept of EMS memory still confuses you,
see the article in March’s issue of the maga‑
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Portinga
multi-taskingsystem
from MS-DOSto OS/2
It was early 1986and, although heknew that a multi-taskingoperatingsystemfrom Microsoft
was on the cards, Peter Coates usedMS-DOSasthe basisf ohis
r multi-taskingrendezvoussystem.
When OS/2finally arrived, it was time toport the system across and it was decided to use a DLL.
What lessons were learnedin theprocess?
Monday night at about 7.30 there was a
phone call. It was David. “I've arranged a
really important demo of SNADS for Thurs‑
day week”. I was going to be down in Lon‑
don anyway that week. “Good”, I say. “I was
just thinking how good it would look if we
could show it working under OS/2”, says
he. This is a system which I had been work‑
ing on for over a year. “Do you think you
could get something working by then if
you use the PS/2 we've got down here:
you'll have Monday, Tuesday and Wednes‑
day?”

others) tried to guess what sort of facilities
the new operating system would have. Un‑
fortunately, we guessed wrong. I thought
that all the Ada hype of recent years would
affect their thinking and that arendezvous

mechanism would be provided, and so
that’s what we put into our little multi‑
tasking system (BackTrap) under DOS. I
also thought that rescheduling would be
cooperative rather than preemptive. How
wrong can you be?

The rendezvous mechanism actually has
certain attractions. Pipes and their big
“You are out of your tiny mind”, says I. SoI . brother, queues, are all very nice but they
drive down to London the following day, are very one-directional. Often when you
and spend seven days converting a con‑ have a server process you not only want to
vincing subset of the system to run under give it information, but also to get informa‑
OS/2. Several very valuable lessons were tion out: in SNADS-PC there are several
learned, as SNADS (System Network named servers with anonymous clients.
Architecture Distribution Services) is not a’ This is quite easy to do with arendezvous,
trivial system. It involves several indepen‑ as shown in Figure 1. This is the basic
dent tasks running concurrently, and the mechanism behind the entire system. The
first job was to look at our interprocess question was whether to restructure the
communication mechanism under DOS whole system to use queues (named or
and BackTrap (see separate box), and the otherwise), or pipes, or semaphores, or to
IPC facilities under OS/2 to determine implement the rendezvous mechanism
under OS/2; and if so how?
what direction to go.

When we first started on SNADS-PC, we
knew that IBM and Microsoft were even‑
tually going to announce a new operating
system for 286 based machines, and we
also knew that DOS was anunnatural host
for a system like SNADS, but we wanted to
get on with it. We (like, no doubt, many
22
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The approach we chose was to implement

the BackTrap rendezvous mechanism, and
to do this we used aDynamic Link Library
(DLL) and the signalling was done using
memory semaphores, with the informa‑
tion being passed in shared memory seg‑
ments. The basic form of this proved to be

relatively straightforward, the problem re‑
maining being that other assumption ab‑
out cooperative rescheduling, which had,
I’m embarrassed to admit, permeated the
SNADS code. Under DOS, BackTrap only
reschedules when the currently active pro‑
cess issues an INT 21H, INT 20H or INT
16H. OS/2 can reschedule at any time.

Creating a DLL
One of the most irritating and unnecessary

difficulties I encountered was the mislead‑
ing nature of the example DLL in the OS/2
Developer's Toolkit. I was following the C
example asmost of BackTrap and SNADS is
in C. Idon’t like writing in assembler: I lack
the necessary self discipline. There is
enough rope in C to do practically any‑
thing, but in assembler I’m all too likely to
get in an awful tangle. However every now
and thena little assembler glue is needed,
but it is powerful stuff. DLLs need an
assembler main entry point. This entry
point doesn’t need to do much, and the
sample one looks pretty generic, and even
works for the supplied example. It is,
however, wrong. Messing around with
linkers and segments is as much fun as
clearingablocked drain. This is exactly the

contacted at Whincroft, Upper Colqu‑
houn St, Helensburgh, G84 9AQ.
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Figure 1 ‐ Implementationofa rendezvous

cally on return from BackTrap. Active con‑
texts are kept in a double linked circular
list. It's double linked for ease of deleting
contexts, and circular because of a hangov‑
er from the round-robin scheduling in the
DOS version.

H o w a rendezvous works

part that the sample gets wrong. Aswritten,
the sample causes the DGROUP segment
to be concatenated with the code segment

and therefore to be read-only. This is not The data structure behind BackTrap is cal‑
what is generally wanted. The solution led a context, mainly because that is what it
here was to combine the logic of the sam‑ is in the DOS version, where it contains
ple with the segment directives of the nor‑ things like registers and interrupt addres‑
mal Cstartup code. A little more assembler ses. The OS/2 context structure is a much
glue is needed to make DS point to the more modest object containing little more
DLL's data segment on entry to each DLL
routine, and to restore the user’s DS on
exit. This is avery simple bit of code and is
shown in Figure 2.

One of the most

Using this code it is possible to code DLLs
in C without too many special considera‑
tions. However, it must be noted that the
compiler’s assumption that DS=SS is not
valid, so bad code will begenerated if you
attempt to take the address of any automa‑
tic variable. Also, if you want to return a
value from aDLL routine, the expression in
the return statement must not refer to any
static or external variable or to any con‑
stant, as you have to go through the exit
routine to restore the user’s DS before the
return statement. It wasn’t until somewhat
later I found out about the /Au switch on

the compiler which must be designed for
this purpose: it assumes that DS is not
equal to SS, soit loads DSon entry to each
subroutine and restores it on exit. Howev‑
er if you use the /Au switch, all pointers are
32 bits wide and, besides producing less
efficient code, it makes it very hard to use
standard library routines.

irritating

difficultiesI
encounteredwas
the misleading
n a t u r eo f the
example DLL in the
OS/2 developer's
toolkit

than a buffer pointer and length, a name,
and a few RAM semaphores. Named tasks
(servers) give themselves a name by intro‑
ducing themselves, and keep their con‑
texts until they are freed when the tasks
While on the subject of coding caveats, exit (using an“exit list” routine). Unnamed
here is another one: it is not uncommon in tasks (clients) are given contexts as
Cto have aprocedure returna value in an needed, and these contexts are freed typi‑
address passed as a parameter. Often the _
address may be NULL indicating that the
user is n o t interested in that value. | _
Obviously address parameters passed to | _
DLLs have to be far pointers. The IBM (Mic‑
rosoft) C compiler correctly coerces the
constant NULL into the far pointer NULL,
but not an expression evaluating to NULL
(such asavariable whose value is NULL).
This gets converted to DS:0000, which
looks like a perfectly reasonable, non
NULL, pointer. It is up to you to work
roundthis one, but you have beenwarned!
Vol 3, Issue 1,June 1988

The rendezvous works like this: a client
task issues a resume giving the id of the
} correspondent task, amessage buffer, the
length of the message, and atime out value.
Resume puts the calling task’s context in
the rendezvous queue of the specifiedtask.
A shared memory segment is allocated to
the target task (to be freed, a shared mem‑
ory segment must be freed by every task
which can address it). The target task’s sus‑
pended semaphore is then cleared, the
calling task’s waiting semaphore is set, and
then resume waits for the waiting ‑
semaphore to be cleared, indicating that
the rendezvous has completed. The wait
for semaphore specifies atime out asgiven
by the user, and so may fail, in which case
resume has to abnormally terminate the
rendezvous by removing itself from the
target task’s queue. Resume then returns
either -1 in the case of a time out, or the
length of message actually accepted by the
target task. Meanwhile, before this, or
while the resuming task is waiting on its
waiting semaphore, the server task calls
suspend specifying a message buffer, the
length of the buffer,atime out, the address
of an integer to receive the length of the
message received ( <= the length of the
buffer), and the process id of the task we
want to hear from. Suspend first checks to
see if its rendezvous queue is empty, and if
it is it sets its suspended semaphore and
waits for it to be cleared. Then, knowing
that there isat least one task on the rendez‑
vous queue, they are each looked at to see
if they meet the rendezvous criterion.
Here, BackTrap is more limited than Ada: it
allows aserver task to specify an open ren‑
dezvous, ie accepting any resuming task, or
aspecified task. Ada allows a list of accept‑
able tasks, but we did n o t see any need for
that. If none of the tasks in the queue is the
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one we want, then again the task gets
blocked on the suspended semaphore. If a
wait-for-semaphore times out, then sus‑
pend returns -1 to the calling task. When a
rendezvous is accepted, the content of the
shared segment specifiedin the context of
the resuming task is copied into the used
buffer and freed, and the id of that task is

returned.

refrain, you’re going to hear it a lot), the
system went straight across with no diffi‑
culty other than some embarrassing diffi‑
culties with an EBCDIC to ASCII / ASCII to

EBCDIC conversion routine. In fact I had a
demonstrable and apparently stable sys‑
tem up and running by Tuesday evening.
Of course it fell over when we showed it at
the demo, but at least the DOS version be‑
haved itself...

Obviously suspend and resume were im‑
plemented entirely differently under DOS, Final thoughts
but the important thing is that the interface
is practically identical. Thus once I had a So what do I think of OS/2 after the event?
stable multitasking environment which be‑ Well for one thing it is awhole lot easier to
haved the same on both systems, the port debug multi-tasking systems under OS/2.
of SNADS began to look possible. Indeed This must come asa surprise to someone.
other than that part of the system depen‑ The second thing is how remarkably stable
dent on Extended Edition (Get used to that OS/2 was while I was using in earnest fea‑

which probably have not been used
much yet.

tures

I certainly have some gripes, like not being
able to attach CodeView to more than one
task at a time, and not being able to access
symbolic information in a DLL. It would be
churlish to complain about the docu‑
mentation: it is after all so much better than
DOS, but the area of DLLs is liable to be‑
comea bit like that of Terminate-and-Stay
resident routines ‐ an area of unwritten
expertise ‐ unless they upgrade the docu‑
mentation there. It seems likely that a lot of
software for OS/2 will become available
very quickly if my experience of porting is
anything like typical.
(EXE)

What is BackTrap
BackTrap is a Multitasking add-on to DOS and a Dynamic Link
Library on OS/2 offering a set of portable rendezvous primitives.
Under DOS it does its own cooperative rescheduling, but under
OS/2 it uses the interprocess facilities available. Under DOS, more
or less asaside effect, it also provides command line editing anda
History function. The primitives provided are asfollows:
task_handle

BTP_who_is(char *name);

the task handle of the task passing the message. If task is non zero
then suspend will only accept resumes from the task specified. If
time_out is non zero, then the task only remains suspended for
the number of ticks specified, and if no resume has been received
in that time then suspend fails and returns -1. If len is not NULL,
then the integer pointed to is set to the number of bytes actually
copied.

Get process id of anamed task.

void BTP_delay(int period);

task_handle BTP_who_am_lI(void),
Get current process id.

Prevent the task from being scheduled for the time specified. The
time is specified in ticks, or 65536/1193180ths of asecond ‐ about
18.2 ticks per second under DOS and a very similar unit under
OS/2. The actual delay will be longer than this as the task only
becomes available to be scheduled after that time. There could be

i n t BTP_introduce(char far *name);

Give a task a name.
int

anadditional delay of arbitrary length depending on what other

BTP_resume_to(task_handle task,
char *msg,
i n t len,
i n t time_out);

Resume execution of asuspended task. The data passed to resume
is copied to the address which the target task passes to suspend.
The amount of data copied is the smaller of the length given to

tasks are running.

void BTP_pause(void);
Stop the current process from being scheduled until either an
event flag is set, or a resume ispending

void BTP_sétflag(task_handle task, i n t mask);
Set an event flag.

resume, and the length given to suspend. The number of bytes
actually copied is returned. If the target task has not issued a void BTP_clrflag(task_handle task, i n t mask),
suspend, the calling task is stopped until it does. If the target task Clear an event flag.
doesn’t exist, or exits before issuing a suspend then resume will
return with a r e t u r n code of -6, invalid handle. If other tasks are i n t BTP_tstflag(task_handle task, i n t mask),
already waiting to resume asuspended task, this task is added to Test an event flag.
the back of the queue. If time_out is not zero then the rendezvous
window is only open for time_out ticks, after which resume fails i n t BTP_probe(void);
Returns TRUE if a resume is pending.
with a return code of -1, not ready.
task_handle

BTP_suspend1(char *buffer, i n t len,
task_handle task,
i n t time_out,
i n t *rlen),

Suspend execution of atask pending a resume message. If there is
a message pending, then the rendezvous will complete im‑
mediately, otherwise the task will be suspended. Suspend returns
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void BTP_lockin(void);
Stop all BackTrap events (stop all rescheduling under DOS). This
-call is necessary in OS/2 before tstflag and probe to prevent there
being any critical exposure.

void BTP_reschedule(void);
Signal a reschedule point under DOS, and re-enable reschedul‑
ing, ie the opposite of lockin for both DOS and OS/2.
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}the multiuser multitasking Concurrent” DOS family
Concurrent DOS 386

Concurrent DOS XM

Allows you to harness the full potential of the Intel 80386
microprocessor. As a 386 PC user. As an OEM. A s a system
builder. Concurrent DOS 386
uses the 80386 architecture
to allow up to four gigabytes
Concurrent
of address space. Provides
Multiuser’Multitasking

compatibility w i t h popular
PC DOS single user and
Concurrent multiuser
applications. The standard
retail pack t u r n s your 386
machine i n t o a central

Doss

Gives extended capability to users working w i t h Intel
8086/80286 based machines. It allows you to r u n popular
PC D O S programs simultaneously
as w e l l as a wide choice of
multiuser Concurrent software

including accounting, database,
word processingor project
management. Yo u can take full

advantage of expanded memory
cards to w o r k in up to 8 Mega‑
bytes of address space. Standard
retail packs provide 3 user
support w h i l e 6 user
configurations are available
via multiuser packs, f r o m o u r
Authorised Concurrent Dealers.

powerstation distributing
high performance support
to 3 users while multiuser
packs l e t you configure for

up to 10 users.
Choose t h e

386 a n d unleash i t s p o w e r !

E v e n y o u r 16-bit PC c a n be a Powerstation.

The Concurrent DOS Family
@Provides f u l l multiuser multitasking.
@ Runs existing PC D O S applications.
™@
Easy to manage system operation. No system manager needed.
® Toolkits available for ISVs, OEMs and VARs for system building and programming.
® Runs the same single or multiuser software on 8086, 80286 or 80386 PCs without change.
Concurrent DOS derives from Digital Research’s decade of experience developing multitasking, multiuser
operating systems for microprocessor-based designs. Telephone ( 0 6 3 5
) 35304 f o r your information pack.
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String Handling
in Modula-2
Steve Collins andcolleagues at

RTA conclude their explanationof how they implementeda word

processorfor the PC using Modula-2. This month, they outline theprocesses that needto be
written, andgive some startingpointsfor acentre-justification routine. There isalso a discussion
of how best to representapage of text in memory.

Figure 1‐ The centreJustifyfunction

In last month’s article wedesigned and implemented the string type and basic string
handling functions. This month the inten- | _

oe

tion is to implementa very basic word pro- |
cessor using the principles of Data Abstrac- |
tion and to show the use of the string hand‑

ler asabuilding block in the final system.
For many, the mere mention of the terms | _
Data Orientated Design or Data Abstrac- | _
tion can induce an automatic shutdown
and an early lunchbreak. This is fair com- |~
ment as, on the whole, these buzzwords
have been cheapened through over use
and incorrect definition. Most program- |
mers, through experience, have de- Lo
veloped their own techniques for

So

Figure2‐The Text’ data type

problem-solving. Although many of these
methods do achieve the required result,
the end rarely justifies the means. The solu‑
tion is often overdue, the code unmaintain‑
able and even inaccurate. This is not a re‑
flection of the programmer's intellect nor
their capacity to program a computer, but
has more to do with the design approach.
In the days of unstructured languages, a
programmer's merits lay in his or her
knowledge of the underlying machine
architecture ‐ how, if you used such and
such command, this would use register A
instead of the big register B. This was fine
as far as the machine was concerned, but }
madea real pig’s ear out of the source code
RTA is a software house specialising in
Modula-2. They can becontactedat Can‑
ning House, 59 Canning Road, Croydon, |
CRO 6QF. RTA will supply full source and
executable codefor the wordprocessor in
returnfor an SAE and a blank,formatted
disk.
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Figure
3 ‐LineList data type containingLine element.
a a p
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Programming
Diagram 1 ‐Levels of abstraction in a wordprocessor model

and was a nightmare to debug and main‑
tain.

The Data Orientated
Approach

It is now the late 80’s ‐ machines are faster
and more powerful than ever, but there are
still many programmers who stick to the
old school of thought. The software world
can no longer afford this type of program‑
ming approach ‐ it must keep up with the
more scientific hardware world if we are to
see more productive and creative comput‑
ing in the 90’s.

The problemwewish to solve is the imple‑
mentation of a basic word processor. Ow‑
ing to limited space we shall concern
ourselves with the centre justification func‑
tion (see Figure 1) and the actual modell‑
ing of a page of text.

It is tempting to functionally decompose
the centre justify function. True, it is possi‑
ble to write this using the string handler
functions already defined (see last month’s
article), but the problem arises from the
fact that these functions operate on a mod‑
el of a string ‐ StringOfChar ‐ rather than

Data Orientated Design is part of a far lar‑
ger design philosophy - Software En‑
gineering. The aim of Software Engineer‑
ing is to take programming out of the
world of Confusion and into the world of on a page of text.
Science.
F i g u r e 4a‐Listofwordsfield.

Figure 4b‐WordInformationfield

need to construct a model of the text
before we think about the functions that act
upon it. This is not to say we should not be
aware of the functions when designing the
model ‐ data and functions go hand in
hand. Rather it is saying that the data struc‑
ture must be established before you
attempt to perform any operations upon it
‐ introducing the actors before the plot, if
you like.
We

At the most basic level a piece of text is a
hierarchy of data in a determined order.
Text is asequence of lines, a line is a sequ‑
ence of words and a word is asequence of
characters. In design terms we may use
each stage in the hierarchyasanew level of
data abstraction. Thus the text data object is
built from the line data object, which in
turn is built from the word data object, and
a word may in part be represented by a
string ‐ StringOfChar.

This is not the whole story. In our original
definition, text is asequence of lines. Our
design only allows for one line, so what is
needed is amethod of representingasequ‑
ence of lines. This can be done using a
dynamic data structure such asa list, the
pros and cons of which were discussed in
last month’s article.
Diagram 1 shows the levels of abstraction
of the Modula-2 data structures we are de‑
fining. Text may be representedasa list of
lines. Before taking this any further, it may
be worth our while to consider some other
more ‘functional’ attributes of text, for ex‑
ample size, which can be represented us‑
.EXEMagazine 27
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The POLYTRON Version Control System (PVCS)
simplifies and automates Configuration Manage‑
ment soprogrammers and managers can effectively
control the revisions and versions of source code.
PVCS is the most widely used change control
product and is used by the leading software,
aerospace, manufacturing and service companies.

source files, libraries, object code and other files.
The levels of security can be tailored to meet the
needs of nearly every project. PVCS works on all
major LANs including 3Com, Novell and the IBM
Token Ring Network.

“PVCS has helped usmaintain nearly

90programs and utilities. Without it
wewould not have the quality of our
upcoming release ofNetWare.”

“In terms of features, PVCS pro‑
vides everything necessary to a
largemulti-programmerproject ‑

_ Jonathan Richey
(\
Manager, NetWare Utilities
Novell

more than any other package
reviewed. No restrictions areplaced
in the development environment
andall aspects of operation can be

customized for specific project
needs.”
PC Tech Journal

Adopt PVCS on Your Existing Projects

September 1987

A Practical Necessity for LANs

Unmatched Flexibility
©Storage & Retrievalof Multiple Revisions of Source Code
¢ Maintenance of a Complete History of Changes
¢ Control of Separate Lines of Development (Branching)

¢Resolution of Access Conflicts
¢ Optional Merging of Simultaneous Changes

©Release and Configuration Control
¢ Project Activity Reports
©Management Reports

While important for single-programmer projects,
PVCS is absolutely essential for multiple-program‑
mer projects and LAN-based development efforts.
Ina LANenvironment, source code filesare simply
too easy to change. Because any change to any file
can have major ramifications, coordinating and
keeping a record of changes is critical. Project
leaders can determine, on a module-by-module
basis, which programmers can access or modify

You can obtain the benefits for your current pro‑
ject without disrupting development, regardless of
how long your project has been under way. You can
build PVCS archives from revisions stored in your
present files or simply adopt PVCS from the cur‑
rent date.

PolyMake Reads PVCS Logfile Format
PolyMake, the leading Make utility, understands
the structure of PVCS logfilesand is able to correctly
determine the date and time of any revision. This
prevents unnecessary operations that occur when
the date and time of the complete project archive
itself is used aswith other make utilities.

used to track and monitor changes are inter‑
changeable between any PVCS product.

¢ Command or Menu Interface

Project Control
PVCS maintains individual archieves of all project
components in your system ‐ source code

modules, data files, documentation and even ob‑
ject code libraries. These “source documents” can
be written in any language or multiple languages.

Personal PVCS ‐ Offers most of the power and
flexibility of Corporate PVCS, but excludes the
features necessary for multiple-programmer
projects.
Corporate PVCS ‐ Offers additional features to
maintain source code of very large and complex
projects that may involve multiple programmers.
Includes multi-level branching to effectively main‑

Fast Retrieval of Revisions
PVCS uses “reverse delta storage” which saves disk
space and speeds retrieval of versions of any file in
the project database. A delta is the set of differences
between any revision and the previous revision.
PVCS can rapidly recreate complete versions of any
file whether it is the most recent revision of a
module or the original version of the entire project.
Differences are automatically detected and stored.

Network PVCS ‐ Extends Corporate PVCS for

use on Networks, File locking and security levels
can be tailored for each project.
PVCS for VAX systems ‐ Requires VMS. Uses
the same interface and archive format as MS‑
DOS version. Supports branching and offers file
locking and other security features for multiple‑
programmer projects.

Se pn
ee

2,375

**5 Station LAN License. Call for pricing
on larger Networks.

TO ORDER:
(027 979) 2566
The Software Construction Company
28 Churchmead, Roydon,
Harlow, Essex CM19 5EA

ALL PRODUCTS EX-STOCK

POLYTRON===
High Quality Software Since 1982

CODE GENERATORS

IMPEX/Query
REPORT BUILDER
System Builder

£79.95
£79.95

£99.00

COMMUNICATION TOOLS
Turbo ASYNCH PLUS
£69.95
COMPILERS
Turbo Pascal v.4.0
£55.00
DATA ACQUISITION & CONTROL
MetraByte Dash-8 and Dash-16 £99.00
DATABASE TOOLS
Btrieve
£180.00
Turbo Database Toolbox
£49.00
TURBOSmith
£69.95

DEBUGGERS

£35.00
£69.95

TDebugPLUS

Tmark
DEVELOPMENT ENVIROMENTS
Alice: The Personal Pascal
£89.95

TURBOPOWER with source code £69.95
TURBOREF
£49.95
WINDOW TOOLS
Flash-Up Windows
£59°95
Flash-Up Developer’s Toolbox
£39.95
FontWINDOW
£69.95
FontWINDOW/PLUS
£185.00
MetaWINDOW
£110.00
MetaWINDOW/PLUS
£185.00
TurboWINDOW/Pascal
£55.00

£49.95
£49.00
£75.00
£49.95

£49.95
£69.95
Turbo POWER TOOLS PLUS = £69.95
TURBO Advantage
£49.95
Turbo-Plus
£59.95
GRAPHICS TOOLS
HALO
£175.00
TurboHALO Universal Graphics £89.95
TurboHALO Graphics
£89.95
Turbo Pascal Graphix Toolbox
£59.95

£99.00

UTILITIES
Turbo EXTENDER
£55.00
Turbo Optimizer
£45.00
Turbo Optimizer with source code £89.95
Turbo Spawn
£39.95
TURBOPOWER UTILITIES
£49.95

PLEASE NOTE

Detailed Fact Sheets available on all
products listed.

Lattice C v.3.2
Microsoft C v.5.0

Btrieve
db_Vista
dBC I I I v.2.0

£180.00
£160.00
£160.00

Advanced Trace 86 v.2.3
C-SPRITE v.2.02B
Pfix-86 Plus

£115.00
£105.00
£220.00

BRIEF v.2.0
£140.00
dBRIEF v.1.3 (Requires BRIEF) £70.00
Pmate
£115.00
C FUNCTION LIBRARIES
C TOOLS PLUS v.3.0
£110.00
C Utility Library
£105.00
Greenleaf Functions
£90.00
PforCe v.1.03
£230.00
GRAPHICS LIBRARY

Essential Graphics v.1.1

£69.95
£69.95
£69.95
£59.95

SCREEN TOOLS
TURBO Advantage Display
£69.95
Screen Sculptor
£89.95
Speed Screen
£35.00
TEXT PROCESSING TOOLBOX
Lightening Word Wizard
£49.95
TUTORS
Turbo Pascal Tutor
£29.00

£195.00
£195.00
£99.00
£95.00
£149.00

£199.00
£250.00
COMMUNICATION LIBRARIES
Greenleaf Communications v.2.04 £90.00
Multi-Comm
£120.00

|C
O MCP I L E R
S
BorlandTurbo C v.1.5
£60.00

SCIENCE & ENGINEERING TOOLS
Science & Engineering Tools
Statistical Toolbox
Turbo Pascal Numerical Methods
TURBO Advantage Complex

C DOCUMENTOR
MKS Toolkit v.2.2
Norton Utilities Advanced
PolyLibrarian II v.2.0D

£60.00
£60.00

Microsoft QuickBASIC
Turbo Basic

ON-LINE GUIDES
The Norton Turbo Pascal Guide

C SCAN

This is only asmall selection of our exten‑
sive range of Software Development Tools
please call for complete list.
All prices exclude V.A.T., but include first
class delivery by recorded post. Always call
for latest price on any product.

DOS TOOLS

DOS/BIOS/Mouse Tools
EDITORS
Turbo Pascal Editor Toolbox
XTC with Pascal source
GAMES TOOLS
Turbo Pascal Gameworks
GENERAL TOOLS
KeyPlayer
Mach 2

UTILITIES

FACT SHEETS

CALL FOR 8 PAGE TURBO
PASCAL CATALOGUE

UNIX Tools on DOS
MKS Toolkit v.2.2
Over 110 programs that perform tasks on
machines like the I B MPC with the ease that
one would expect while working under
UNIX. Designed especially for those
developing software in aDOS enviroment.

Only £99.00 excluding V.A.T.
Call for four page fact sheet

PVCS
The Most Powerful & Flexible Source
Code Revision & Version Control System
Personal PVCS £99.00
For single-programmer projects
Corporate PVCS £225.00
For larger, multiple-programmer projects
Network PVCS from £570.00
CALL FOR CATALOGUE

A COMPLETE DATA ACCESS
SYSTEM C-INDEX+
WITH SOURCE CODE
PC-Lint v.2.00G

TEXT MANIPULATION
C Beautifer

TRANSLATORS
FOR_C (Fortran to C)

£495.00

* Variable length keys and data
¢True multi-user
* Keys and data in one files
* Compile and run-time definition
¢Automated multi-key storage
° Written in K&R C
* Complete with full source code
* No royalties
ONLY £175.00

CALL FOR FACT SHEET

THE SOFTWARE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LTD.
28 CHURCHMEAD, ROYDON, HARLOW, ESSEX CM19 5EA
TELEPHONE (027 979) 2566 FA X (027 979) 2609
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the WordSpace field: this plays an impor‑
in justifying and padding out
words, (see figure 4b.)

Figure5 ‐ The data constructorfunctions

tant part

F o r t h e main l e v e l s :

Constructor functions

- w h e r e t h e f u n c t i o n s t a k e t h e c o m p o n e n t fi e l d s
the relevant types.
PROCEDURE m k Te x t

and c o n s t r u c t

( numberOfLines,
n u m b e r O f Wo r d s ,
s i z e O f Te x t
: CARDINAL;
l i n e s I n Te x t
: LineList )

= :T e x t ;

PROCEDURE m k L i n e ( l i n e N u m b e r,
numberOfWords,
sizeOfLine
: CARDINAL;

wordList

: Wordlist

)

: Line;

We have now designed our data types
according to the data abstraction diagram
(diagram 1). Asin last month’s article, each
of these data types requires fundamental
accessor and constructor functions, (see fi‑
gure 5.) To summarise, we have three
levels of abstraction: Word, Line and Text.
Between each level there is a ‘Mezzanine
Level’ ‐ a dynamic data structure which is
used by the next level. For example, LineL‑
ist is used by Text. Each level is im‑
plemented in terms of its data.

PROCEDURE mkWord ( wordNumber,

wordPosition,
wordSize,
wordSpace
WordString
For

each

o f t h e fi e l d s ,

: CARDINAL;

t StringOfChar )

: Word;

a c c e s s o r f u n c t i o n s must b e w r i t t e n ,

f o r example :
PROCEDURE o b t a i n W o r d S t r i n g ( word : Word )

: StringOfChar;

A Page of Text

( * t h i s o b t a i n s t h e w o r d s t r i n g fi e l d i n a n y g i v e n w o r d * )
PROCEDURE o b t a i n Wo r d S i z e ( w o r d : W o r d )

At some point or other, when dealing with
your own custom-designed Types in
Modula-2, conversion functions are re‑
quired. For example, it is not possible to
pass the centreustify function (see figure 1)
a string. The two conversion functions we

: CARDINAL;

( * r e t u r n s t h e v a l u e s t o r e d i n t h e w o r d s i z e fi e l d

*)

F o r t h e mezzanine l e v e l s :

To add a s i n g l e ’ e l e m e n t ’ t o t h e r e l e v a n t l i s t :
PROCEDURE p r e fi x L i n e T o L L i s t
PROCEDURE p r e fi x W o r d To W L i s t

( l i n e To B e P r e fi x e d : L i n e ;
lineList
: LineList ) : LineList

( w o r d To B e P r e fi x e d : W o r d ;
wordList : WordList) : WordList;

And t o a c c e s s t h e d a t a i n t h e l i s t s :
PROCEDURE fi r s t W o r d I n W L i s t

( wordList : Wo r d L i s t ) . : Word;

(* head of l i s t *)
PROCEDURE b u t F i r s t W o r d I n W L i s t
(*

tall

of

list

Modula-2 offers the facility to place each
data type and level in a separate module.
The underlying structure of these modules
ishidden using anopaque data type, there‑
by omitting the data structure from the de‑
finition module.

( wordList : W o r d L i s t ) : W o r d L i s t ;

*)

Likewise f o r LineList.

Thus t o a c c e s s t h e a c t u a l word s t r i n g f r o m t h e second w o r d
the l i s t : ‑

require are stringToText and textToString
(see Figure 6).

These functions are quite complex, so for
the sake of simplicity we will spare the

reader a fully coded explanation. In truth
the actual conversion is straightforward.
The difficult part arises in capturing the
attributes of each datum. For example,
when building a WordList the words must
be in order and have the correct numbers
etc. Figure 7 shows the pseudo code for
constructWListFromString.

in

Designing the
centreJustify function
the stage where we may
design and implement our wordprocessor
functions. We have a suitable model and
some useful conversion functions, along
with our string handler (see figure 8) for a
definition module of some basic word‑
processor functions. These are very-.ele‑
mentary; there are many more that could
beimplemented using our text model.

We are now at
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ing various units. In this design we use size
in lines, words and characters (see figure
2). Itis worth noting that the pointer type is
used in this case not to builda list structure
but to reduce data redundancy when mov‑
ing pages of text around (see last month).

This comes in useful when a line is ex‑
tracted from a large page of text and the
position of the line is required. The Word‑
sInLine field is constructed in much the
same manner as the LinesInText field in
the Text data type, (see figure 4a).

The Text data type is the top level of our
abstraction; along with the various size
fields it containsa list of lines. The line list
is a list containing any number of ‘Line’
data types, where a Line is a list of words
along with additional information con‑
cerning size, (see figure 3). Also included
in the Line data type isa Line number field.

The Word data type contains a string,
StringOfChar, that consists of the actual
stream of characters that represents a
word. Also included is the word number,
useful for finding a word in a line. The
position of the word in a line is useful
when adding or removing words. Word
size is in characters. An interesting field is
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We now return to our original aim ‐ to
design centreJustify. The most basic defini‑
tion of this function is‐ ‘pad out the spaces
between the words in a line, until the line
is of the length specified by the size para‑
meter. CentreJustify works by going
through the text justifying line by line until
Vol
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Programming

PROCEDURE s t r i n g To Te x t ( s t r i n g To B e C o n v e r t e d : S t r i n g O f C h a r )

s

PROCEDURE t e x t T o S t r i n g ( t e x t To B e C o n v e r t e d : T e x t )

Figure 7 ‐Pseudo Codefor constructWListFromString

| ded out with spaces. The rest of the list may
be accessed recursively using butFirstWor‑
T e x t ; dInWList and firstWordInWList. Adding
spaces to a word is a matter of in‑
crementing the WordSpace field (see fig
4b). This may beconveniently done by us‑
ing the addSpacesToWord function, (see
fig 9).
One problem lies in calculating how many
spaces are to be added to each word to pad
the line out evenly. That is to say that, if a

IF
moreSpaces in

THEN

string

prefixWordToList (

c r e a t e Wo r d

(

calcWordNumber,

c a l c Wo r d P o s i t i o n ,
c a l c Wo r d L e n g t h ,
calcWordSpaces,
getWordFromString),

line is 23characters in length and we wish
to pad it out to 27 characters, it would be
untidy to add 4 spaces to the first word
only.

constructWListFromString(restOfStringWithoutWord )
END;

(*positionOfSubString is used to l o c a t e ‘ w o r d s ’ in t h e s t r i n g , by
fi n d i n g t h e p o s i t i o n o f t h e s p a c e s between e a c h w o r d . Then
p a s s i n g t h e v a l u e to middleChars which a b s t r a c t s t h e s t r i n g t h u s

middleChars ( p o s i t i o n O f S p a c e , l e n g t h O f Wo r d , s t r i n g )
Where:
p o s i t i o n O f S p a c e = p o s t i o n o f t h e space j u s t b e f o r e t h e w o r d + 1
- j d . e . t h e a c t u a l s t a r t p o s i t i o n o f t h e word.
lengthOfWord = p o s i t i o n O f S p a c e minus t h e p o s i t i o n o f t h e s p a c e
j u s t a f t e r t h e word . * )

Figure 8‐DEFINITIONMODULE WPOperations;
(*

IMPORT L i s t

....

*)

These values can now be passed to the
work-horse function justifyWordList, (see
fig 10). ustifyWordList evenly distributes
the spaces byrecursively adding aconstant
number of spaces, (totalSpaces DIV num‑
berOfGaps),to each word. The remainder,
ifany, from the division is added to the line
one space per word until there are no
more spaces left to add.

: CARDINAL;
PROCEDURE c e n t r e J u s t i f y ( s i z e
p a g e O f Te x t t T e x t ) T e x t ;

PROCEDURE g e t L i n e ( l i n e N u m b e r : C A R D I N A L ;
p a g e O f Te x t : T e x t ) : L i n e
PROCEDURE g e t W o r d ( l i n e N u m b e r,

wordNumber : C A R D I N A L ;
) & Word:
p a g e O f Te x t
PROCEDURE s i z e O f Te x t

( units : SizeUnits;
p a g e O f Te x t * T e x t )

: CARDINAL;

( * S i z e U n i t s = ( c h a r s , w o r d , l i n e ) t h i s i s a n enumeration t y p e
used f o r s e l e c t i n g which u n i t s t h e s i z e i s required i n * )

Figure9‐P addinga word with spaces

Given that we now have our single line, we
must access the WordsInLine field. This

field is a list of the words and it is at this
level that we can do the processing. The
firstWordInWList function is used to access
the first word in the list which isto be pad‑

This limitation is proving less and less of a
problem in recent years with the advent of
faster machines and more optimised com‑

« Word:

RETURN mkWord ( WordNumber,
WordPosition,
WordSize,
WordSpaces + numberOfSpaces,
WordString );

END; (* WITH *)
END addSpacesToWord;
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and recursion
Our original decision to use recursion was

WITH w o r d ’ DO (* t h e r e c o r d fi e l d s a r e dereferenced *)

there are no more lines left. To achieve this
the LinesInText field must be accessed
from the Text. It is then possible, using
firstLineInLList and butFirstLineInLList
(head and tailing), to move through the list
removinga single line ata time.

Pros and Cons of iteration
to demonstrate the elegant underlying
structure of the data types. Recursive algor‑
ithms in themselves are very powerful and
play an important part in functional speci‑
fications. It is unfortunate that many prog‑
rammers tend to be biased against recur‑
sion for reasons best known to themselves.
In saying this, we must also acknowledge
that recursion may prove inefficient in
some applications. Every function in the
text suite has been defined recursively and
most have been implemented in this man‑
ner. The main overhead when using recur‑
sive functions is that every time a function
calls itself (recurses) the state of the func‑
tion and its values must be recorded. Soif
there is a deep recursion then it may well
bepossible to run out of stack space.

PROCEDURE addSpacesToWord ( n u m b e r O f S p a c e s : C A R D I N A L ;
word
: Word
)
BEGIN
|

52

To solve this, we must calculate the num‑
ber of spaces needed in total to pad the line
out. This is obtained by (LineSize ‐ size)
where the ‘LineSize’ (see figure 3) is from
the line header and ‘size’ is the first para‑
meter in the centreustify function. The
next step is to calculate the number of gaps
in a line thus: (numberOfWords ‐ 1). Note
that the number of gaps is not the number
of spaces, that is to say that ifa line contains
four words there are going to be three gaps
‐ one between each word.
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Programming
pilers with better stack management. an elegant solution to problems but the solution better represents the data struc‑
ture and ‐ it may be argued ‐ is clearer to
Nonetheless, a great deal of programming overheads are considerably less.
understand. The problem arises from the
is still done on relatively small machines
and this must be taken into consideration. The difference between recursion and fact that the function calls itself n times,
Iteration offers a good and easy alternative
to recursion. Iteration does not offer such

iteration is demonstrated by the length where n is the length of the string and,
function (see Figure 11). The recursive therefore, requires n number of stack
frames.

Conversely, the iterative solution requires
less stack ‐ the procedure is called once
and only needs one stack frame. The itera‑
tive solution’s Achilles’ heel is that values
must be mutable ie variables. This may
leadto unwanted side effects.
Asalways in computing, there is a trade-off
between good design and practical ap‑
plication. Again I return the reader to

Algorithms+Data Structures = Programs
by N.Wirth for some sound advice regard‑
ing this dilemma.

Overview
Having now designed and constructed our
model of a page of text, the next stage isto
prototype and test the application module

in accordance with the original specifica‑
tion, with each function being tested separ‑
ately. Given that the modules pass the test‑
ing stages, it is now possible to move to
designing the user interface ‐ screen lay‑
out, windows, cursor control etc. The user
interface is a little more straightforward
than the data model, and is designed in‑
teractively with the end user.

Figure 11 ‐The recursivesolution:

Most of the code already exists in various

commercial Modula-2 libraries. The proce‑
dures and functions in these libraries are
used initially to piece together a basic but
effective interactive interface. The user is
allowed to use the interface and pass com‑
ment regarding any alterations. The
amendments are made and the new ver‑
sion is returned to the end user. Modula‑
2’s concept of separate (reusable) modules
is well suited to this type of ‘iterative’ pro‑
totyping, asit enables the programmer to
cut and change the code without having
devastating effects elsewhere in the code.

Final Comments
The overall design method has only been
hinted at, yet we feel that we have made a
point in showing that Modula-2 may be
used effectively to implement well de‑
signed systems. Of course, an important
point in anengineered approach is that the
design ought to be language independent,
but Modula-2 does prove, in our opinion,
to be a more powerful tool than, say, For‑
tran. If you have any comments or argu‑
ments, please do drop us a line.

| EXE]
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Windows Programming
In thissixthpart of hisseries,Jay Chapman continues to enhance hissample Windows
application. This month,beexplains how to recover text that hasscrolledout of awindow and
starts to delve into memory allocation.

Where were we?
We left WINAPP.EXE last month with a new
Scroll Window up and running but only
partially, and with not too much finesse.
Wecould type data into the window, delete
the last character typed (up to the begin‑
ning of the current line) and move on to
enter the next line by pressing the RETURN
key, at which point the window contents
scrolled up to leave space for the next line
to be typed in. We also saw how the new
window could be given a default size and
position, and code was introduced to deal
with the user moving or resizing the win‑
dow. Finally, it was possible to scroll the
window contents explicitly using the win‑
dow’s ‘built-in’ vertical scroll bar: the user
could scroll a line or ahalf-page at a time
either up or down.

Where does all the data go?
There remains a major problem for us to
solve. Whenever any of the displayed text is
scrolled off the top or bottom of the win‑
dow’s client area it is lost forever. Even if
the window is immediately scrolled in the
opposite direction all that gets scrolled
back is an empty background. In consider‑
ing why this issowe will goon to refine the
design of the scrolling window. In particu‑
lar we will have to arrange storage for the
data that relates to any part of the screen
display that will require painting again
sometime in the future. This will lead us
into a discussion of Window's memory
allocation functions.

At the moment all scrolling is being hand‑
led by the Windows SDK ScrollWindow()
routine. This routine is responsible for
doing two things. Firstly, it copies the area
34
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of screen memory being scrolled into its
newly mapped position (logically on the
screen, physically in screen RAM). Second‑

since if we have to store data we will be

restricted by the finite amount of RAM
available in the machine.

ly it causes aWM_PAINT message to be sent

to the window procedure advising that the
newly uncovered area of the client area
needs repainting ‐ this was described in
detail last month.

The Model
Before presenting the solution to the prob‑
lem let megeneralise: we have some data
that needs presenting on the screen. If it
will only be displayed once and can then
be forgotten life is very easy ‐ this is what
we did with the characters being typed in
last month. Life is not usually so easy,
however. It is fairly obvious that if we scroll
up a line or page and then scroll down
again we expect the data to reappear (un‑
less our mental model of viewer and paper
expects someone to go to work with an
eraser every time the data/paper goes out
of view). Also, if we close the window and
then open it again we don’t expect the data
to have evaporated.

We will also have to place some restric‑
tions on the scrolling permitted. We will
only be able to view either data that exists
in the present (the current input line) or
the past (those lines that we have stored
data for). That is to say we cannot view the

future, so we must not allow the contents
of the window to bescrolled any further up
once the current input line is displayed on
the bottom line of the window. Similarly
we cannot view further into the past than
that defined by the contents of the storage
allocated, ie if we have storage space for
100 lines available we can only scroll the
window contents down until the 100th line
is shown in the top line of the display. Any
more, and we have no data available to tell
us what to paint.
Note that it is preferable to stop the scroll‑
ing assoon asthe extent of possible data/

paper is reached on the display. In other
words we don’t let the user scroll the win‑
dow past such extents (perhaps displaying
In a sense, therefore, we have to make the blank lines where there is no ‘paper’ to
‘limbo’ regions, ie those regions beyond map from) since the ‘metaphor’ heis work‑
the visible client area, into something ing with would then suggest that ‘paper’
more substantial. They must be capable of exists where in fact it does not. Users are
keeping a record of what is on the ‘paper’ quite good at reshaping the metaphors
even when we are not looking atit ‐ if we being useda little, though. In our case not
are to implement our model of the ‘viewer only does the paper we are viewing have a
finite size but it is created almost ‘under
onto a large sheet of paper’.
the pen’ which is writing the characters

Practical Implementation
Restrictions

Jay Chapman is a lecturer and writer
who specialises in the Human‑

Making the implementation more realistic
will also force us to make some decision
about the maximum size of the ‘paper’
Vol 3, Issue 1,June 1988
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Graphics
/ * State o f t h e s c r o l l i n g window. * /
s h o r t n S c r o l l C l i e n t D x , n S c r o l l c l i e n t D y , nNumLinesInWindow, n C h a r D x , n L i n e D y ;
/* S c r o l l i n g Buffer variables.

*/

HANDLE hMemScrollLine [ SCROLLBUFFERSIZE lee
s h o r t n S c r o l l L i n e S i z e [ SCROLLBUFFERSIZE ] ;
char
c i n p u t l i n e [ INPUTLINESIZE ];
short nBottomLineIndex = 0, n S c r o l l O f f s e t = 0, nCurrentColumn = 0;

/*seessssessesesssssecseessssss==t/
PaintScrollWindow(hDC, r c P a i n t )
/*2emeesessessseseseesessessecas=*/
hDC; RECT r e P a i n t ;
/ * P a i n t ( a t l e a s t ) t h e r c P a i n t a r e a o f t h e S c r o l l Window. * /

HDC
{

s h o r t nLineIndex, n L i n e Y;
Set

TextColor (hDC,

RGB(OxFF, 0x00/*DEBUG*/, 0 x 0 0 ) /*

SetBkMode (hDC, TRANSPARENT)
;

Ye l l o w * / ) ;

f o r ( n L i n e I n d e x = nNumLinesInWindow +
n S c r o l l 0 f f s e t + nBottomLineIndex,
nLineY
= nScrollClientDy
- nNumLinesInWindow * nLineDy - n L i n e D y ;
nLineIndex > = n S c r o l l O f f s e t + n B o t t o m L i n e I n d e x ;
n L i n e I n d e x - - , nLineY + = nLineDy)
{

s h o r t n S c r o l l B u ff e r I n d e x =
( n L i n e I n d e x >= SCROLLBUFFERSIZE

? n L i n e I n d e x - SCROLLBUFFERSIZE
(nLineIndex < 0

? SCROLLBUFFERSIZE + n L i n e I n d e x
: nLineIndex
)

);
(nScrollBufferIndex != nBottomLineIndex)
I t ’ s a l i n e s t o r e d i n a g l o b a l memory b l o c k . * /

if

/*
{

HANDLE hMemCurrentLine = h M e m S c r o l l L i n e [ n S c r o l l B u f f e r I n d e x ] ;
( h M e m C u r r e n t L i n e ! = NULL)

if

{

LPSTR

lpMem

=

GlobalLock

(hMemCurrentLine) ;

Te x t O u t ( h D C , 0,

nLineyY,
lpMem, n S c r o l l L i n e S i z e [ n S c r o l l B u f f e r I n d e x ]

e

GlobalUnlock

(hMemCurrentLine) ;

/* Code to demonstrate u s e f u l n e s s of p a i n t i n g r e c t a n g l e . */
if (bGraphicsOnScreen ||

( n L i n e Y + nLineDy > r c P a i n t . t o p
nLiney
< rcePaint.bottom)

&&

)
{

into the bottom line of the window and it
disintegrates just past the current 100th ( o r
whichever) line. In fact it’s sort of hyper‑
dimensional.

Afinal comment on the scrolling concerns
the elevator on the scroll bar. When the
window is fully scrolled in either direction,
as discussed above, the elevator will be
hard up against either the top or the bot‑
t o m of the scroll bar. This will reinforce the
user’s awareness of the fact that he can
scroll no further,

Full or Partial (Re)Painting
Ifanother window covers our window and
is then removed, what happens? Well, Win‑
dows can redraw all of the non-client area
of the window (caption bar including title,
border, mouse sensitive control points). It
can even fill in the background colour of
the client area. There is no way that it can
recreate what you had caused to be drawn
in the client area, however, because it has
noknowledgeof your data, its format, or its
mapping onto the screen.
One last little problem: imagine that the
window covering up our own window
only covered up (say) a4 cm square in the
centre of the client area. When this area is
uncovered (by the user moving/closing the
offending window) what has to happen?

s h o r t nLineDx;

M o v e To ( h D C , nLineDx
« nLineY + nLineDy * 1 /
L i n e To ( h D C , n L i n e D x + 1 0 , n L i n e Y + n L i n e D y * 3 /
)

4);
4);

}
}

else

:
i s the l i n e being b u i l t i n the input b u f f e r.
(nScrollBufferIndex == nLineIndex)

/*

It

if

I f n L i n e I n d e x i s n ’ t t h e same a s n S c r o l l B u f f e r I n d e x
t h e n w e have t h e ‘ w o r s t c a s e ’ s i t u a t i o n where t h e
c u r r e n t ‘ l a s t ’ l i n e i s the topmost f u l l h e i g h t l i n e
b e i n g d i s p l a y e d and t h e c u r r e n t i n p u t l i n e m i g h t b e
‘ v e r t i c a l l y wrapped’ ( d u e t o t h e n a t u r e o f t h e c i r ‑
c u l a r b u f f e r ) and b e d i s p l a y e d i n a n y p a r t i a l l i n e
above t h e t o p m o s t f u l l l i n e a l r e a d y m e n t i o n e d .
I f the p a r t i a l l y displayed l i n e i s n o t t h e c u r r e n t
i n p u t l i n e we can proceed to o u t p u t the l a t t e r :
Te x t O u t (hDC, 0 , n L i n e Y, c i n p u t l i n e , n C u r r e n t C o l u m n; )
/*

}
}

/*wassessesesesssassssssssessssssssesseesssssssesecesessssesscss=*/
/*eeeeseeees

l o n g FAR PASCAL S c r o l l W n d P r o c ( h W i n d o w, message, w P a r a m , 1 P a r a m )
s e es s s s a s s a e s s e s S s S e s s e s e r s s s e s s e a s s s S e s s s s s e s s s e s k /

s w i t c h (message)
WM_CHAR:

* Before d o i n g a n y t h i n g w i t h t h e a r r i v i n g c h a r a c t e r w e must e n s u r e
t h a t t h e window i s n o t i n a s c r o l l e d s t a t e .
I f t h e c h a r a c t e r i s a c a r r i a g e r e t u r n t h e n s c r o l l t h e window u p
one l i n e and r e s e t t h e c u r r e n t column o f f s e t t o t h e l e f t - h a n d
e d g e of t h e window. C o p y t h e i n p u t l i n e i n t o a g l o b a l b l o c k .
I f t h e c h a r a c t e r i s a back s p a c e t h e n move back t o t h e p r e v i o u s
column ( u n l e s s i n column z e r o ) and o v e r w r i t e t h e c h a r a c t e r t h e r e
w i t h an OPAQUE s p a c e to e r a s e i t .
O t h e r w i s e d i s p l a y t h e c h a r a c t e r a t t h e c u r r e n t column o f f s e t i n
t h e bottom l i n e of t h e s c r o l l window.
(nScrolloffset != 0)

{

Figure 1 ‐ additions to WINAPP.C.
36
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Well, if we can solve the problem for the
whole client area we can certainly solve it
for part of the client area ‐ just redraw the
whole damn thing. But what if it takes
several minutes to recreate some fancy
graphics that were being proudly display‑
ed? Maybe it would be better to arrange to
repaint the absolute minimum necessary
to correct the screen image, so as to save
processor and user time.

WM_PAINTing
When any of the nasties discussed above
occurs, Windows will send to ScrollWin‑
dowProc(.) aWM_PAINT message which is
dealt with in lines 437 to 446. Two things
happen. The BeginPaint()/EndPaint() pair
of calls are required by Windows and
among other things deal with the Paint‑
Struct variable. The important thing from
our point of view is that one of the fields of

this structure is filled with the details of the
rectangular area of the client window that
has been uncovered and, therefore, needs
repainting at this point in time. This area
could have been uncovered because of
scrolling, the removal of a (partially)
covering window, the opening of the win‑
dow or whatever. In fact it may well be the
case that more than one uncovering has
Vol 3, Issue 1,June 1988
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compatibility between MS-DOS, OS/2 and Windows. During the course you will
have the opportunity to use OS/2 running on an AT.

OS/2 for Software Developers

4 Days

This course covers the major features of the OS/2 kernel including multitasking,
memory management and inter-process communications. Example programs
will be developed to highlight the main OS/2 features. Each delegate will be
provided with a PCthroughout the course to use for hands-on practice.
To

Windows Presentation Manager for
Software Developers

4 Days
Aimed at software developers using either OS/2 Presentation Manager or
Windows 2. The concepts and requirements for operating with the graphics

All courses are h e l d , at our
Central London premises. Other
courses f o r which syllabuses
are available include:
Ada

Pascal
Cc

Unix

MS-DOS
Real Time Software and
Systems
Using MS-DOS and PC

Applications
Digital Signal Processing

display interface (GDI) and the multitasking environment will be covered in
detail. Each delegate will b eprovided with a P Ct h r o u g h othe
u t course t o use for

dBASE III Plus

a
Data Communications and Networks

68000

hands-on practice.

3 Days

This course presents a practical approach to data communications, covering
both capabilities and limitations. State-of-the-art transmission media and
standards are explored and the physical and logical layers explained.

or
Local Area Networks

3 Days

OS/2 Device Drivers

OS/2 LAN Manager Administration and Operation
OS/2 LAN Manager API Programming
OS/2 for the User
A number of new OS/2 courses will be announced later this year. To
receive details as soon as they are available, ensure you are On Our
mailing list by phoning 01-353 9841. The Microcomputer Unit’s close
working relationship with Microsoft means that all the latest information
will be covered on these courses.
CO

TELEPHONE TODAY FOR A DETAILED SYLLABUS

h at t e

e n

N

E

CIRCLE NO 12

8086
Interfacing

This course is aimed at providing participants with the basic knowledge for
evaluating, designing and implementing LANs. The course will cover hardware,
software and protocols as well as the various standards. Particular attention will
be paid to networking personal computers with emphasis on the current state of
the LAN market.

‐‑

Lotus 1-2-3

E

Graphics
nScrolloffset = 0;
S e t S c r o l l P o s ( h W i n d o w, S B VERT, 0 , / * r e d r a w =>*/ T R U E ) ;
I n v a l i d a t e R e c t ( h W n d S c r o l I , (LPRECT)NULL, / * e r a s e =>*/ T R U E ) ;
UpdateWindow (hWndScroll) ;
s w i t c h (wParam)
c a s e CR:
S c r o l l W i n d o w ( h W i n d o w, 0 , - n L i n e D y, (LPRECT)NULL,
if (hMemScrollLine[nBottomLineIndex] != NULL)
/ * A l r e a d y have a g l o b a l b l o c k . * /

(LPRECT) NULL) ;

if (nCurrentColumn ==

h M e m S c r o l l L i n e [ n B o t t o m L i n e I n d e x ];)

else
G l o b a l R e A l l o c ( h M e m S c r o l l L i n e[ n B o t t o m L i n e I n d e x ] ,
n C u r r e n t C o l u m n , GMEM M O V E A B L E; )
else / * N o c u r r e n t global block * /
“

mediately if required.

if (nCurrentColumn > 0)
hMemScrollLine[(nBottomLineIndex] =
G l o b a l A l l o c ( G M E M MOVEABLE, n C u r r e n t C o l u m n; )

{
s h o r t nColumnIndex;
LPSTR lpMem = G l o b a l L o c k ( h M e m S c r o l l L i n e[ n B o t t o m L i n e I n d e x ] ) ;

The paint structure also contains the hand‑

{

le of the relevant display context which we
need for the GDI calls we might make in
repainting part or all of the Scroll Win‑
dow’s contents. In particular the routine
TextOut() will need it. So, the hDC and the
rcPaint rectangle are both passed in the call
to PaintScrollWindow() which is responsi‑
ble for the repainting work. Before we can
look at this routine we have to decide on a
method of storing the data that will keep it
available whether on or off the screen, dis‑
played completely or partially covered

cinputline[nCurrentColumn++] = wParam;

over.

for

(nColumnIndex = 0;

nColumnIndex < n C u r r e n t C o l u m n ;
nColumnIndex++)

lpMem(nColumnIndex] = c i n p u t l i n e [ n C o l u m n I n d e x ] ;
G l o b a l U n l o c k (hMemScrol1lLine [nBottomLineIndex]) ;

i

nScrollLineSize[(nBottomLineIndex] = nCurrentColumn;
nCurrentColumn = 0;
if
(--nBottomLineIndex < 0) /* don’t f a l l o f f bottom of buffer.

nBottomLineIndex =

SCROLLBUFFERSIZE - 1 ;

break;

default:
D r a w and s t o r e t h e new c h a r a c t e r , p r o v i d e d t h e r e * /
i s space a v a i l a b l e i n t h e c i n p u t l i n e b u f f e r .
cis
(nCurrentColumn < INPUTLINESIZE - 1)

/*
/*
if

)
break;

Virtual Paper

c a s e WM
PAINT:
{
PAINTSTRUCT P a i n t S t r u c t ;

B e g i n P a i n t ( h W i n d o w, (LPPAINTSTRUCT) &PaintStruct) ;
P a i n t S c r o l l W i n d o w ( P a i n t S t r u c t . h d c , P a i n t S t r u c t . r c P a i n t; )
Va l i d a t e R e c t ( h W i n d o w, (LPRECT) NULL);
E n d P a i n t ( h W i n d o w, (LPPAINTSTRUCT) &PaintStruct) ;
}

break;

WM_SIZE:

case
if

occurred (imagine that two pop-up win‑
dows are simultaneously removed) and
Windows will combine the t w o areas into
one by combining a second WM_PAINT
message with an already outstanding WM_
PAINT message. This is why all other mes‑
sages overtake WM_PAINT messages in the
application’s message queue ... acall to Up‑
dateWindow() can be used to force the an
outstanding WM_PAINT to be actioned im‑

( w P a r a m == SIZENORMAL)

{

n S c r o l l C l i e n t D x = LOWORD
n S c r o l l C l i e n t D y = HIWORD
if (nLineDy)

(lParam) ;
(lParam) ;

nNumLinesInWindow = n S c r o l l C l i e n t D y / n L i n e D y ;
S e t S c r o l l R a n g e ( h W i n d o w, SB_VERT,
-(SCROLLBUFFERSIZE -

nNumLinesInWindow), 0,

Taking a simple view of things we see that
our virtual sheet of paper would ideally be
an infinite two dimensional array of char‑
acters ‐ provided only characters are to be
input and displayed (which is the case
here). Windows may seem to have some
infinite characteristics at times (requires
infinite memory, infinite CPU speed, infi‑
nite patience to program, infinitely long
learning curve!) but infinite memory we
don’t yet have so let's make some practical
restrictions.

FALSE

We'll limit the width of the paper to some‑
thing reasonable like 80 or 120 characters

)

else
r e t u r n ( ( l o n g ) DefWindowProc(hWindow, m e s s a g e , w P a r a m ,

lParam));

break;

c a s e WM_VSCROLL:

ae nLinesToScrollBy = 0;
s w i t c h (wParam)
S c r o l l p a p e r h a l f a page u p . */
n L i n e s To S c r o l l B y = -nNumLinesInWindow / 2;

c a s e SB PAGEDOWN: /*

i f ( n S c r o l l O f f s e t + n L i n e s To S c r o l l B y < 0 )
n L i n e s To S c r o l l B y = - n S c r o l l O f f s e t ;
break;

c a s e SB_LINEDOWN: /* S c r o l l p a p e r a l i n e u p .
n L i n e s To S c r o l l B y = - 1 ;
i f ( n S c r o l l O f f s e t + n L i n e s To S c r o l l B y < 0 )
n L i n e s To S c r o l l B y = 0 ;
break;
c a s e SB PAGEUP: /*

S c r o l l p a p e r h a l f a p a g e down. */

n L i n e s To S c r o l l B y = nNumLinesInWindow / 2;
if

( n S c r o l l O f f s e t + n L i n e s To S c r o l l B y >
SCROLLBUFFERSIZE - n N u m L i n e s I n W i n d o w )
n L i n e s To S c r o l l B y = - n S c r o l l O f f s e t + SCROLLBUFFERSIZE ‑
nNumLinesInWindow;

break;

Figure 1continued- additions to WINAPP.C.
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(INPUTLINESIZE ‐ defined in the .h file).
The idea of being able to scroll the window
(as in Windows Terminal) isso that we can
review recent input both in terms of what
we can see in the Scroll Window when it is
on screen and in terms of a number of
previously displayed lines which have
already scrolled off the top of the window.
How many lines? Whatever suits you (up to
memory limits). Say 100, or 200 perhaps.
SCROLLBUFFERSIZE, also defined in the .h
file, states how many lines are held in
memory. This includes storage for both the
lines on screen and those off screen.

The Scroll Buffer
So, we end up with a two dimensional
array of characters which consists of
SCROLLBUFFERSIZE lines, each of a max‑
imum length of INPUTLINESIZE charac‑
ters. In fact asimple t w o dimensional array
Vol 3, Issue 1,June 1988

Graphics

Figure 1continued- additions to WINAPP.C.

move the block should it need to do so.
nCurrentColumn holds the number of
bytes we require (since it is an index into
the first free column on the screen and/or
byte in the cinputline[] array). Asis often
the case with such memory allocation
mechanisms Windows does not necessari‑
ly allocate exactly the number of bytes we
ask for; instead we are guaranteed to re‑
ceive at least as many bytes as we have
asked for ‐ there may well be more. I will
come back to this point ina moment.

GlobalAlloc() returns a handle to the block
of memory rather than apointer;we need a
pointer in order to copy the contents of
cinputline{] sowehave to lock the memory
in place (so that any pointer to it will re‑
main valid whilst we are using it). Global‑
Lock(), in line 389, both locks the memory
and returns a pointer that will remain valid
until GlobalUnlock() in line 396 is called
on the handle. The for loop (lines 392 to
395) isresponsible for the copy. In line 398
wecarefully store the length of the line just
stored into the array nScrollLineSize{|. This

could end up being very wasteful of mem‑
ory since not all lines input will be of the
maximum permissible length. Instead we
will have asingle one dimensional array of Windows provides several routines to deal
characters to hold the characters being in‑ with memory allocation. We will use the
put on the current bottom line of the global heap routines. This makes sense,
screen. As soon as the user hits the return particularly where a lot of memory might
key to move onto the next line we will copy have to be allocated since the local heap
the input line’s characters into a dynami‑ must satisfy all its allocation requests from
cally allocated array of characters of (in just 64K. If we allow for athousand stored
theory) exactly the correct length to hold lines of text, each 100 characters long ‑
the characters. A second linear array, of somewhat excessive I admit ‐ we will run
SCROLLBUFFERSIZE elements, will be out of local memory. We will request glob‑
used to point to the storage holding the al memory in exactly two sets of circumst‑
lines of characters. In other words we im‑ ances ‐ let’s deal with them in turn.
plement a sparse array that copes quite
well with left justified text displayed in the When we first start up an instance of
WINAPP.EXE and start entering text we
Scroll Window.
have no global memory in use and the
array of handles will contain nothing but
Global Memory Allocation NULL handles. This array, hMemScrol‑
The dynamically allocated memory chunks lLine{], is declared in line 50 and is filled
required will be provided from Windows’ with zeros ‐ which correspond to the Win‑
controlled global heap. To keep Window's dow’s NULL handle value. Asthe user types
options open we will allow these chunks to in the characters forming the lines of text
be moveable so that Windows can reorga‑ they are displayed on the bottom line of
nise the global heap whenever it sees fit. the screen and are simultaneously stored
This has asaconsequence the fact that we in the cinputline[] character array (line
cannot just store long pointers to the 432). The ‘if statement (line 422) ensures
blocks since Windows may move the block that wedo not overflow the input buffer.
and the pointer would then be out-of-date
and downright dangerous. Instead we will The window’s client area is scrolled asbe‑
store an unchanging handle to the block. fore (line 373). It is now time to transfer
All we are really doing isa form of indirect the contents of the cinputline|] array into a
addressing where we always access via a global memory buffer ‐ and atthe moment
secure value (ie via the handle which in we have no such buffer. This takes us to
effect is an index into a Windows data line 384 where we eventually request a
structure in which Windows keeps track of block using GlobalAlloc() in line 380.
the current location and size of the mem‑ GMEM_MOVEABLE allows Windows to

is done because, although there is a func‑
tion GlobalSize() that will return the size
of the block allocated by Windows, we
must not assume that our line is exactly the
same length asthe block allocated.
I have tried without success to find exact
details of the allocation mechanism in the
Windows Manuals. Experiments have re‑
vealed that the smallest block that will be
allocated is 16 bytes (1 paragraph). After
that the block size will increment by 32
bytes giving allocations of 16, 48, 80, 112,
144 and so on. I assume that one must not
rely on these sizes however.
If the program hadbeen running for some
time it might well be the case that we had

already allocated a block of memory for
the line which is now furthest ‘in the past’
in the cyclic buffer. This line’s storage must
now be used for the current input line. In
other words we have reached the far side
of our piece of virtual paper.
In this case we do n o t want to allocate a
block but rather to reallocate one. Effec‑
tively, whether we end up with the same
block that we had before or not, we will
have a new block suitable for handling the
current input line whether this is larger or
smaller than the previous line that was
stored. The reallocation is carried out in
line 380. If the current line is empty (the
user has just typed a carriage return and
nothing else) and wepreviously hada non‑
empty line (so storage space has been allo‑
cated in the past but isno longer required)
then GlobalFree() is called in line 378 to
put the memory back in the global pool.
.EXE Magazine 39
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A very important point that must not be berepainted in red. In this way I can easily
forgotten is implemented in the window tell whether text has been displayed by re‑
procedure dealing with the WM_ painting (red) or upon its initial input (yel‑
DESTROY message (lines 616 to 627).

low).

In general, if this optimization in terms of
‘do the minimum’ is necessary it would be
better to modify the calculation of the main
for loop’s end points rather than loop
through all the lines deciding that many of

Quite simply we must return any global
memory still allocated, before Posting
them need not be displayed.
ourselves a Quit Message (line 626). If we rcPaint
don’t do this nobody else will do it for us, Sometimes it will pay to only do the mini‑
Scroll Bar messages
and your memory will appear to shrink.
mum amount of repainting required to
As
mentioned earlier the extent of scroll‑
complete the window's display, ie paint
only the area designated by rcPaint. Having ing must be constrained to the size of pap‑
Mapping
said that, both of my 80386 and 80186 er that we have data storage space allocated
We now have everything nicely set up to machines output awhole screen sized win‑ to implement. If you compare this month’s
enable us to repaint the Scroll Window’s dow’s worth of text in the blink of aneye so code for dealing with the WM_VSCROLL
client area. Provided we know how the it is not really worth optimizing these message and SB_ sub-messages (from line
stored text lines map onto the screen it will routines. The output of time consuming 467) with last month’s you will see that anif
be a simple matter of redrawing the re‑ graphics is another matter however so | statement has been added which checks
levant characters at the appropriate places have added the code in lines 302 to 310 to for attempted out-of-bounds scrolling and
in the window.
corrects nLinesToScrollBy to something
reasonable.
The mapping is quite straightforward
‘when the window is not scrolled. The
At various points (when the window has
nBottomLinelIndex variable is used to re‑
scrolled) the position of the elevator on
cord the index into hMemScrollLine[]
the scroll bar needs to be set. This is done
selecting the handle to the Global Memory Sometimes it
by using SetScrollPos() in lines 366, 460
block that will hold the line to bedisplayed
and 598. Also, whenever the height of the
at the bottom of the scroll window. Since
window changes the amount the elevator
the
we can calculate how many lines high the
will move during scrolling must change.
client area is (eg when the window is re‑
For example, if the window is 20 lines tall

w i l lpay

to only do

sized for any reason ‐ line 455) we just
output the correct number of lines above
and including the current line (which is in
the cinputline[] array rather than in a block
of Global Memory).
Note that ‘above’ will need interpreting
when the line ‘above’ the topmost line in
the circular buffer is referred to since the
buffer wraps back to index zero. This cal‑
culation is performed during the running
of the paint procedure (line 257) when
nScrollBufferIndex ‐ which takes note of
the wrapping effect associated with the
circular buffer ‐ isinitializedin lines 273 to
280.

If the window is scrolled the variable
nScrollOffset records by how many lines.
This is used in the for loop (line 267) to
offset the indexing into the hMemScrol‑
lLine[] array. With the scrolling thus
accounted for in the characters held in the
relevant (locked) global memory block are
printed (lines 289 to 295) and the client
area is built up line by line. The current
line is a special case and is discussed and
dealt with in the listing in lines 314 to 327.
In line 264 the text colour is selected. Nor‑
mally the colour chosen would be yellow
since that is the colour we have been using
for displayed text in this window. To help
with debugging the code associated with
dealing with the WM_PAINT messages I
have changed the green byte in the RGB
macro call to zero which causes the text to
40
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minimum amount of

repainting required to

complete the
window's display.

slow down the whole process of window
repainting. Repainting a large window will
now take several seconds as will the re‑
painting of even a couple of square cen‑
timetres uncovered in the lower part of
such a window because the main for loop
(line 267) repaints all the lines in the win‑
dow whether they are in the area specified

and the ScrollBuffer{] holds 100 lines then
scrolling at a page at a time will require
four scrolls to view the whole of the paper
so the elevator will cover the whole dis‑
tance along the scroll bar in four steps. If
the window is only 10 lines tall the paper
will bescrolled over ‐and the elevator will
move along the full length of the bar ‐ in
nine steps instead. This problem is neatly
dealt with by setting the range of values
that the scroll bar can cope with to corres‑
pond to the number of lines outside the
window (lines 456 to 459).

Exercises for the reader
You may have noticed that the subject of
sideways scrolling of the window has been
omitted. How quickly can you addthe code
in? It should be almost as easy asturning
your monitor on its side!

by rcPaint or not.
Note that the drawing of the graphics de‑

pends on the if statement in line 298. As a
simple control I have used the Boolean
variable bGraphicsOnScreen (which re‑
cords whether the graphics in the main
window are being displayed or not and is
effectively set or unset from an existing
main window menu item) to specify
whether the tests for being in rcPaint’s ver‑
tical boundaries are to be done (lines 299
and 300). In this way it is simple to observe
the considerable speed differences with

and without the rcPaint check.

Next Month
Next month, I'll explain how to define your
own controls. After that, we will draw this
series to an end with an article about the

differences in programming for Windows
versions 1 and 2. Having reached this
point, we will then concentrate for a few
months on the OS/2 Presentation Manager,
including articles on how to write PMcode
from scratch and how to convert existing
Windows applications.
LEXE]
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NEOW - The Windows Specialists

Windows Developer?
If you're not already considering MS Windows how much longer can you ignore the most significant advance
in personal computing. NEOW are dedicated experts in Windows software and can offer new or experienced
developers a unique service, helping you to write better software.

Actor

Windows 2 Dev K i t

Actor and a personal computer are all you need to
write powerful, interactive MS Windows programs
in a shorter time than ever before possible. But
Actor is more than a programming language. It's a
sophisticated development environment suited to
all types of programming, simplifying even the
most complex task. Actor's origins lie in objectorientated languages, the natural choice for
windowing environments, and utilises the latest
incremental compilation and interactive debugging
techniques to provide unrivalled productivity.
Actor provides 1000's of lines of pre-written code,
and has no runtime charge.

The Microsoft Windows development kit provides
the libraries for you to write Windows applications
_in'C', Pascal or assembler. As a developer you

benefit from device independence, graphics,
menus, multitasking and data exchange. It includes
editors for cursor, bitmap , icon and dialog box
creation. You will also be developing far more
powerful applications with features not possible in
lesser environments. And Windows provides the
natural route to OS/2 Presentation Manager
applications, ensuring your investment and giving
you a head start on the competition.

Quartz

SQLBase

Omnis Quartz is aprofessional database and
applications development system utilising many of
Windows features. Quartz supports a relational and
hierarchical file structure offering upto 2560
MBytes of storage. Input forms, menus, buttons and
overlapping windows can all be quickly created to
produce prototypes for evaluation or approval. Its
unique language providesa rich variety of functions
and control structures and data can beimported
from dBase, Lotus and most other packages.
Multiuser and runtime systems available.

management system for PC networks. It can be used
as aDBMS engine for stand-alone applications
development, asa database server for PC
workstations on a network, or asa gateway to
mainframe DBMS's. SQLBase features the
complete SQL language syntax. It offers advanced
concurrency, automatic consistency, and dynamic
recovery - capabilities never before available on
PC's. Single and Multiuser versions available. Fully
compatible with Windows.

SQLBase is a distributed relational database

Other products include editors, code generators, debuggers and books. All for Windows. A l l from NEOW.
e
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NEOW. 470 London Road, Slough, Berkshire. SL3 8QY. (0753) 45115
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Software

Liveware Matters
Part one of our series on the software development life cyclepresentedan overview of the entire
process. In part 2, Philip Sully examines the subject of people themselves, andhow best to organise
them in order to get a job done on time, within specificationandwithin budget.

The most important part of any sofware
project is the team ofpeople who actually
produce it. Without people, no code will
ever begenerated. This article looks at how
to manage people. To be more precise, il
examines the best ways to organize them
into teams in order to make the most
efficient use of theirprogramingskills. Of
course, a project does n o t simply require
programmers. It also needs ‐ quality
controllers, managers, time schedulers
andso on. All these areas will bediscussed,
as will the topic of how best to motivate a
team. Hopefully, after reading this, you
will understand the questions that should
be asked before starting to assemble a
group of people to complete a
programming lask.

The Team asthe Vehicle
Software projects typically comprise a
large number of tasks, each of which de‑
mands combinations of labour, skill and
time to complete. The first problem, aswe
all know, is that not all combinations of
these three factors will produce an effec:
tive team. It is the ‘nine women can'tdo in
one month what one woman can do in
nine months’ syndrome. In other words,
the tasks are not perfectly partitionable. In
software engineering terms, the reason for
this, as Fred Brooks asserted in his book
The Mythical Man Month, is that the in‑
crease in the communication burden with‑
in the project is n o t linear. This means that
increases in the number of labour units
employed does not necessarily result i n a
pro-rata increase in effectiveness.

The second problem is that not everyone
has the same skill levels. Further, skill
levels in’ individuals will change. They
42. EXE Magazine

learn (hopefully), Suppose, in order to
the skill level variation problem,
we increase the number of labour units
involved. How far should we go?

counter

The size of a team
The most effective team size is very difficult
to predict, but itis a function of atleast two
factors: individual judgmental discretion
and activity cycle time. Where the discre‑
tion given to an individual is low and the
time taken to execute an activity is short,
large teams can be effectively controlled.
Take for example the activity of laying
pipes i n a trench. Each individual has next
to no discretion and the time to put a
length of pipe down is, say, t w o to five mi‑
nutes. In such situations a supervisor
would be able to effectively manage ateam

people. But, as a contrast, a
lead draughtsman can usually control only
4 to 5 people because each draughtsman
has considerable discretion and each activ‑
ity tikes a long time and requires much
communication. The size of ateam is often
determined by arithmetic means. But this
approach can often be seen to ignore all
the collective experience of mankind.

of 20 or more

Bydefinition, ateam must consist of two or
more participants. But what about the up‑
per limit? Throughout his history, man has

found a need to band together in order to
achieve goals that either could not be
reached on his own, or were more effi‑
ciently reached in concert with others.
These goals have ranged from fighting for
survival, through working to survive, to
playing to enhance the quality of survival.
In most cases, an upper limit to the num‑
ber of people used to constitute the team
can betraced.

The Romans used fighting units often men
to form a unit, lead by a Decurion, and ten
units were commanded by a Centurion.
Modern armies have also formed them‑
selves into similar structures. Few team
sports exceed 11 players. Rugby is an ex‑
ception, but even in that game, it is found
efficient to divide the team into forwards
and backs, each sub-unit having its own

leader.

Project work versus
operation work
The difference between project work and
operation work is mainly centred upon the
degree of routineness and innovation. In
project work there is usually quite a degree
of innovation and there is a definite start‑
ing point and a definite end point. For
operational work, there is continuity in the
form of the work being of an on-going na‑
ture.

This nature of project work does beg ques‑
tions about how we should man the pro‑
ject. Should we have a central pool from
which we draw out people with certain
skills? Or should we, instead, construct a
team specifically for the project in ques‑
tion?. Each approach has its advantages. If
the situation is routine then the pool
approach tends to have associated merits
(eg economies of scale due to being able to
make resources more fluid to match de‑
mand). I n a project where there is innova‑
tion and possible risks, though, a team is
often a more flexible unit related to the
software development tasks.

Philip Sully is with Yourdon Internation‑
al, basedin London. Hecan becontacted
through the editorial office.
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Isn’tit about time

you found out about
Integrated Computer

Aided Systems
Engineering (I-CASE)?
Allit takes ishalf a day of your
time. Arthur Young (IES) L t d are holding } day
more

seminars on Information Engineering and its Integrated

Computer Aided Systems Engineering product set: IEW. You can
see first hand the effect they could have on your systems planning,

analysis and design. And how systems backlog really can become a

problemoft h e past.
You’re welcome to attend one ofthese free seminars, either
on June 10th or 28th at o u r London offices, or on July 1st at o u r

Manchester offices (Commercial Union House, Albert Square,
M2 6LP.) To booka place, or simply f o r further information,

contact Trudie Goodall at Arthur Young (IES) Ltd., Rolls House,

7 Rolls Buildings, Fetter Lane, London EC4A 1NH. Telephone:

01-831 2191.

A r t h u r Yo u n g (IES) L t d
A MEMBER OF ARTHUR YOUNG INTERNATIONAL

Software
This solution is no different to the similar
situation with other work group situations
such as the armed forces or in large con‑
struction projects. It’s been found that the
more you break downa project into small
tasks that can behandled by small teams of
around 3 people, the easier it will be for
the person scheduling the work to ensure
that the job is being done, and that it is
being completed within the total time
allotted for it.

Motivation

Selection criteria for the
members
The effective team rarely comes about
through luck. The more effective teams I
have seen in the past have had abalanced
mix of personality type conducive to the
team working asa cohesive unit. What are
these useful personality types? A resear‑
cher named Belbin at the Administrative
Staff college at Henley presented an idea
‘that a team should be constructed from a
group of people that made the team a
cohesive and effective unit. The suggestion
is that a team ought have a mix of persona‑
lities as illustrated in Figure 1. This pro‑
vides a list of all the attributes that are
needed in a team for its effective working.
Aslong asthe team has someone with each
attribute,somuch the better. Of course, it’s
likely that team members may individually
have more than one role in the team.

concerned, the patterns in the printout
almost always show up any badly written
code.
At this point I think it is worth discussing
the relationships between the end product
and the nature and organisation of the
work involved to produce it. From many
workers in this field the relationship of
effort and size of software product has dis‑
tinct indications that it has diseconomies of
scale.
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function? The Hawthorne experiments did
show that all attempts at improving the
work site had effects. But the effects were
not immediately predictable. Social be‑
haviour cannot bepredicted with the same
degree of certainty asfactors in the physic‑
al sciences.

Barry Boehm, a key writer in the field of
software engineering economics, does
Two theorems are shown in Figure 2. outline the importance of organisational
These indicate that effort and duration are, issues in his assessment of the various sen‑
of course, related, but in a much more sitivities to productivities. The basic Con‑
complex way than you might have im‑ structive Cost Model of Boehm’s does
agined.An effort of 1man month will trans‑ show the effect of various effort adjusters
(cost drivers) and the group with the
late to aduration of about 2.5 months.
greatest sensitivity is the personnel capa‑
bility (see Figure 3). This sensitivity over‑
What size team?
rides items like product complexity and
Earlier in this article we have alluded to an timing constraints. The diagram shows just
effective upper limit to the team size which how much the capabilities of ateam affects
was based upon the idea of sports teams. software development, especially when
There are also practical limitations, from a compared to such variables as the lan‑
project leader’s point of view. He or she guage experience of the team members or
must be able to maintain a good working the overall complexity of the project.

This is very much like the situation that is
mentioned in the book by Fred Brooks
(The Mythical Man Month), in which the
author likened the team types to a
surgeon’s team. Here, the roles were Chief
programmer, Administrator, Librarian and relationship with all the team members,
and I believe that this criterion puts the
Language Lawyer.
limit at around 11. Some people's ideal is
The key question is whether to recruit into aslow as7.
the team these complimentary personality
types? Personally, I'd say that you certainly
How many teams?
should. Exactly how to go about recruiting
people with these qualities is the subject of If the project under development isof such
many books, and I don’t intend to delve asize that the work required is too much to
into the subject here. Suffice it to say that, be assigned to one group, the obvious
in many people’s opinion, a well‑ solution is to put together ateam of teams.
structured formal interview with a poten‑
tial employee will tell you more about that
person than a dozen aptitude tests and
psychological exercises can. One method
used byacertain software company may be
of interest, however. The candidate is
asked to bring along a printout of some
code he has written recently. He is then
asked to hold up the printout, and the in‑
terviewer studies it from the other side of
the room. Although this method won't
highlight good code, says the company
44

How predictable are people? Can anyone
calculate the level of motivation necessary
to extract a given level of extra effort? Is
there a motivation versus effort transfer

According to Fred Herzberg, motivation
may be explained in terms of tw o major
components ‐ the hygiene factors and the
motivator factors. The hygiene factors en‑
sured that basic working conditions were
at least satisfactory (eg lighting, ventilation
and comfort) whilst the real motivating fac‑
tors were related with self actualisation
(personal growth). Within the systems de‑
velopment industry a survey was made
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Figure 3 ‐ One view of thefactors that affect thefinalcost of software development.
To achieve ahigh quality product, pay peo‑
ple according to MTBB (mean time be‑
tween bugs). To achieve a low building
cost, fix deadlines for each stage of the
work and pay according to whether (and
how soon) the deadlines are reached. If
What are the consequences of this to the you are working ona fixed-price contract,
industry? It underlines that people have ex‑ this is even more important. To achieve
pectations towards the development activi‑ maintainability of the product, set out pay‑
ties that are positive contributions towards ment schedules related to the time taken to
being productive.To quote Townsend,: apply a change or anenhancement.
‘You can’t motivate people if the door is
To keep the project itself on time, pay
locked on the inside’.
according to deadlines reached and, to
keep within budget, make it clear to the
Remuneration
team from the outset that satisfactory com‑
Before deciding how, and how much, to pletion within budget will result in a
pay people, it is worth firstly seeing what bonus.
does motivate people and to ask ourselves
what we should be optimising? I suggest
The walk through
that the items we should be looking at are
these. From the product point of view, we The nature of the software project de‑
need high quality, low cost to build and mands that there is much communication
good maintainability. For the project, it that is required through the project’s dura‑
must be on time, within its specification tion. Also, some communication channels
remain after the project’s completion. The
and within budget.
communications channels involved are
A remuneration scheme ought ideally to t e a n t member ‐ team member, team ‑
be tied to each of these characteristics. management and team ‐ users. Note that
However, we all know that compromises all these are two-way links.
are made between cost, quality and func‑
tionality. Therefore, any formula we con‑ The nature of each type of communication
struct ought recognize this compromise. channel is different. Communications can
The following is a suggested scheme be split into product-related and project‑
related messages. Within the team,
associated with the above categories:
(Fitz-Enz 1978) and the results did show

the key preference towards personal
growth. These were, in order, Achieve‑
ment, Possibility for Growth, Work itself,
Recognition and Advancement.
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product-related messages include re‑
quests for technical help, discussion of
structural and design details, testing
strategy and the testing itself. Project‑
related communications include progress
reports, requests for resources and gener‑
al intra-team liaison.

Within the team-user communication
channels, product-oriented messages in‑
clude requirements specifications,systems
analysis, testing and the request for
changes. Project-related topics include the
timetable, progress reports and, again, re‑
quests for changes and alterations.
Within the team-management communica‑
tions, product-based communications in‑
clude quality assurance and testing, while
project-based ones cover timetables, prog‑
ress, testing and anticipating potential
problems:
For the project to deliver an effective pro‑
duct within the pre-planned criteria the

communication must be frequent and
effective. The two problem areas are intra‑
team and team-user communications.

The remedies that I suggest for improving
intra-team communications is the walk‑
through. This is an active form of meeting
for technical issues such as the structural,
detailed specification, testing strategies
and coding. How is it different from other
.EXE Magazine 45

Software
types of meeting? It isdifferent in the way it

flow diagrams) on an_ electronic lack of priority, and lack of consideration
whiteboard. The user would have had tui‑ to the implementation.
tion in reading DFDs and Data dictionary
definitions. The constructed diagrams The penalty of failure can be in its cheapest
often give rise to much discussion, and form the lack of confidence from your
here the users’ input is often invaluable. client and consequential lack of return cus‑
constructive rather than a tribunal, and a Once the diagrams are agreed, an image tom. The highest penalty is immeasurable,
particular member of the group will pre‑ from the electronic white board is auto‑ and depends totally on the nature of the
sent (walk through) a piece of design or matically taken for use in the next stage of project that failed.
coding. The other members will make development.
positive contributions as to the style and
Communication failures can be remedied
quality. If there are potential problems, The chief benefit of this JAD approach is by the incorporation of walk-throughs and
they will hopefully be spotted at this stage. continuity. The users are in one place and JAD, but it does rely on the management of
IBM has developeda special type of walk‑ they have a notation to view a representa‑ the company constructing an infra struc‑
through session called Code Reading, tion of the system (DFDs and the Data Dic‑ ture for running better projects by incor‑
which was discussed in April’s issue of tionary) ina more immediate medium. Im‑ poration of proper project procedures,
.EXE. The whole idea is that one can inter‑ agine all the time that is spent chasing user/ quality assurance and change control proc‑
cept potential problems before detecting clients, setting up appointments and then edures. Ifa project is well documented and
it still fails then at least you have the chance
them in testing. It also becomes an ideal
vehicle for the less experienced team
to learn from the mistakes.
members to acquire good practices and to
Many technically excellent systems have
learn from their colleagues. The meetings
For
come unstuck at the Implementation stage
are kept to the relevant team members and
because either they underestimated the
atime limit of 2hours issuggestedto main‑
effort or simply ignored it. Often the style
tain participant interest. The whole idea is
of implementation is not even considered.
to develop asmuch aspossible the concept
Basically there are t w o styles of imple‑
of ego-less programming. Remember all
mentation, namely big bang and stream.
the time that it is ateam effort.

is organised. Principally, it is designed to
be with as little as possible hierarchy in‑
volved and for small groups of the con‑
cerned team members. The atmosphere of
the meeting must bestructured soasto be

theprojectto
deliver an effective
productwithin the

pre-planned

Brainstorming

criteria the
communication
m u s t befrequent

The above style of meeting, arranged with
minimum hierarchy, is agood format for
problem solving and idea generation. But
there are phases in a project’s lifespan
where active contributions for the genera‑
tion of ideas are required. The session lam
referring to is brainstorming, where the
participants literally idea dump’ asa re‑
sponse to stimuli provided by amoderator
which may be cue from the problem having to agree all the requirements. With
directly or from some random source. This JAD, users can interactively participate,dis‑
may be an ideal way to generate options in cuss and document.
the design stages of aproject, and such ses‑
sions should take place at all stages of the Progress reporting
project.
Who with? How often? This group of com‑
munications is related to team‑
Development
management communication. The format
Occasionally, it can be beneficial to allow of a progress report ought to be consistent
end users of the software to attend walk‑ and regularised but it does rely on some
through sessions. One insurance company decision concerning the reporting inter‑
I know of actually uses an active participa‑ val. The project milestone isessentially too
tion method that I think is worth outlining. large a unit to be reported on. A suitable
The method is knownas|JAD, or Joint Ap‑ size of work unit to be included in a prog‑
plication Development.The, JAD.approach ress report would be one that takes be‑
is optimised for the requirement capture tween half aday and 5 days to complete.
phase of the project.

a n d effective

Joint

The big bang approach is where the whole
implementation is accomplished as one
event happening, say, over a weekend. As
you can imagine it is one that is fraught

with a lot of associated risks. With prepara‑
tion and heavy helpings of user involve‑
ment, though, it can succeed.
The stream approach is where the imple‑
mentation is phased into a series of events
where the implementation load is spread
over along time period.It is much the safer
and easier route to take.

More information
IBM runs a course entitled Managing the
Application Development Process, which
goes into more detail about topics n o t co‑
vered here. This course, andthe methods it
teaches, was reviewed in April’s issue of
.EXE.
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Languages

Why use a4GL?
Jim Fisheroffers his own opinions on whyprogrammersshouldalways use specialised4GLs to
write database applications, ratherthan codingfrom scratch in afavourite high levellanguage.

Old habits die hard and this is nowhere
more true than in computer programming.
The fact that BASIC and COBOL, to name
but two common programming languages,
are designated as‘high-level’ has more to
do with the fact that the computer industry
has, at least, moved away from program‑
ming in machine code or assembler than it
does to represent a degree of complexity
commensurate with the rapid explosion in
use andthe sophistication with which com‑
puters are applied to today’s commercial

problems.
That is not to denigrate the advance such
languages represented in their day. It is
merely a recognition that, with the inexor‑
able march of technology, today’s high‑
tech must inevitably, and by comparison,
be tomorrow's low-tech. It is n o t a ques‑
tion of one man’s meat being another
man’s poison. It is a mark of progress.

Today, the term ‘Fourth Generation’ is
liberally applied to many new products
(and in the context that machine code was
the first generation; Assembler the second;
with COBOL, BASIC and their counterparts
the third, the term is not invalid). Yet there
is insufficient evidence that these have
been greeted with the popular enthusiasm
that accompanied the announcement of
their forebears.

Perhaps the answer lies in the fact that
third-generation, ‘high-level’, languages
are regarded by computer programming

professionals as sufficiently sophisticated
for their own needs; whilst saving enough
of the mystique and complexity of the task
to ensure their continuing employment.

Job security

.EXE Magazine

With modern applications developers ‑
such as dBase III, RBase V, Dataflex and
TAS ‐ the systems analysis stage can be eli‑
minated altogether, since it is very much
inter-woven with the programming phase.
Using an editor, the programmer is able to
embark upon an immediate interactive
programming session, with the user at his
side if need be. Since such advanced pro‑
ducts inherently contain facilities such asa
central data dictionary, a screen painter
and a program generator, the programmer
can feel comfortable developing applica‑
tions with the user ashe or she unfolds his
or her requirements.

Another fact is, however, that there are not
enough programmers to write all the ap‑
plications industry and commerce desires
now. Programmers are under no threat. It
has been estimated that applications de‑
mand isgrowing at45 percent per annum,
and that there are more applications wait‑
ing to be developed than have ever been
programmed in the history of computing
and that, before long, the entire workforce These facilities automate the simple, bor‑
will need to become programmers in ing yet time-consuming parts of the ap‑
order to satisfy this apparently insatiable plications development cycle. Those parts
with which the user cannot identify and
demand.
which, traditionally, have to be repeated
Therefore, to overlook or ignore the use of time and time again using old methods.
modern applications developers is to wil‑ They do n o t detract from the program‑
fully neglect one’s duty to the employer mer’s skill in developing anapplication to
that pays each month’s salary and the needs meet a user's requirement ‐ with which
of the company to get or stay ahead of the the latter can identify and for whom the
competition. Along with this objective goes very ‘unfolding’ of a system can be a won‑
der to behold!
everybody else’s salary too.

An example of what can be achieved using
modern products is seen in the micro‑
Since the use of fourth-generation pro‑ computer end of the industry, although
ducts has widespread advantages in the de‑ equivalent examples can be found in mini
velopment of users’ applications, this is and mainframe environments. Traditional‑
hard to understand ‐ but the observation is ly, programming comprised preliminary
equally true, whether one looks at main‑ and detailed design and flow-charting (col‑
lectively called systems analysis), the actual
frame, mini or micro-based systems.
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programming sessions, testing and debug‑
ging, then, finally, implementation.

Jim Fisher is with Walker Fisher PR, consul‑
tants to Megatech which distribute the TAS
database/language/compiler. He can be
contactedon 01-686 5602. Megatech ison
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asy to use, easy to remember,
SAMNA has been written for
people who need the widest range
of word processing and desktop
publishing facilities to produce
professional documents.
Unlike other software products,
SAMNA PLUS IV has the same
user interface and functionality
whether it runs under DOS,
Networks,UNIX, CTIX, AIX or

XENIX.
SAMNA works across the board
and will provide consistency

throughout your organization
even allowing text files to be
transferred between your PCs
and UNIX systems!

under UNIX
on AT&T models 3B2, 3B5 and
3BI5
on NCR Tower models 32/400,
32/600 and 32/800
under AIX
on IBM 6150
under CTIX
on Convergent Technologies

under PCDOS, MSDOS 3.0 or
higher
on IBM PS/2 models 30, 50, 60,
80and onall true compatibles
on IBM PC, XT, AT
a n d all true
compatibles
onNetworksof Novell,
IBM PCNET,
IBM Token Passing Ring,
MSNET, 3COM,
BICC lsolan,
Ungermann-Bass and Banyan

SSeries
and
on 80386 processors supporting
UNIX SYSTEMV Version III
or SCO XENIX

WORD PROCESSING PLUS
SOUTHBANK HOUSE, BLACK PRINCE ROAD, LONDON SE1 7S}

01-587 1121
CIRCLE NO 16

Languages
Defining screen layouts using third‑ TAS in the UK, “Modern applications de‑
generation products meant specifying the velopment products are to programming
exact screen contents at every cursor posi‑ what Word Processing was to typewriting.
tion; yet screen painters within modern ap‑ Fourth-generation languages have the
plications developers allow programmers power to combine in a single statement
to work with almost a blank page and what was previously several commands.
WYSIWYG commands to obtain colour, Old style programming required that the
graphics, boxes and text exactly asthe user design of anapplication was translated to,
wishes them to be. Similarly, report‑ and understood by, a variety of people ‑
generators enable screen and printed out‑ from systems analyst to programmer, to
put to be defined quickly and simply; not punch card operators ‐ so, we had to get it
slowly and pedantically.
right first time because of the cost implica‑
tions. Until this year, die-hard program‑
Applications developed for one company mers could still claim 3GLs had the advan‑
can be quickly and easily tailored to fit the tage that they could still be used down to
foibles of another set of users, using mere the level of bit manipulation. However, ap‑
editors within the applications develop‑ plications developers, like TAS, can call
ment product or word processing pack‑ machine code subroutines.
ages.

“Because programmers had to do every‑
Third-generation languages are ‘unstruc‑ thing for themselves, they had complete
tured’ and, assuch, require programmers control and, if anything went wrong, they
to have an intimate knowledge of the lan‑
guage’s syntax; whereas fourth-generation
developers release the programmer's
creative abilities and free him or her from
the constraints and tedium of even making
such considerations. Most developers’ edi‑
tors automatically take care of syntax.

To overlook the use

ofmodern

Right first time
Most importantly, modern applications de‑
velopment products provide a way
through the ‘now you've done it, you know
how not to do it next time’ syndrome.

Traditional methods of programming are

applications |
generators is to
neglectone’s duty to
the employer that
pays each month's
salary

hence costly, to put
right the shortcomings and defects of the
developed application. Using new de‑
velopers, however, means that it is simple,
straightforward and relatively cheap to
make the changes the user did not original‑
ly foresee or convey to the programmer.
The end result is a more professional‑ knew the problem lay within their prog‑
ram. Because 4GLs contain the functions of
looking system to which users can relate.

too time-consuming,

The restructuring of a database to add a
new field is aninordinately complex activ‑
ity with BASIC or COBOL, yet it can be per‑

“have afacility known asa Database Brow‑
ser which allows programmers to view a
data file like a giant spreadsheet ‐ where
data fields are displayed across the top of a
file, from left to right; with individual re‑
cords listed against the data field from top
to bottom. Screens can be considered as

simply windows positioned anywhere on
these spreadsheet-like matrices. Such a
view is simply impossible with any other
way of writing applications programs yet
considerably simplifies the programmer's
abilities to see in total and cross-check
what he has prescribed.
“In the past, programmers had to write test
data files with which to check their prog‑
ram files. It would beimpossible to write a
Browser in BASIC; much less use the facil‑
ity.

That these latest applications developers
force the programmer to follow a structure
is itself ablessing rather than a criticism,
since it does make debugging a simpler
and similarly easily-structured routine. Be‑
cause aprogrammer quickly learns where
asub-routine is within any application, it is
arelatively simple matter to examine those
other parts of the program which are iso‑
lated from these proven schedules.

Like the best of these latest applications
developers, TAS uses a sophisticated bin‑
ary tree (B-tree) file access mechanism.
This means any file can have multiple keys
(20 or more), held in sorted order, to con‑
siderably improve search and retrieval
speeds. Experienced users will know that
re-sorting amended records in BASIC can
appear, literally,to take forever.

Lastly, the very best current-generation ap‑
plications developers include a compiler,
so that users programs can n o t only be
written quickly, but also they can be com‑
piled to the smallest possible executable
program generators, screen painters, pro‑ code sothey run quickly too. This also pro‑
cedural languages and so on, program‑ duces stand-alone executable files that pre‑
mers have been inclined to question the vent user access to the source code of the
developer if a problem arises within a application.
program but they should be assured that
current products are at least asstable and
What next?
mature asthe 3GLs they currently use. The
mere fact that products like Dataflex,dBase All in all they do represent the best of the

formed simply with modern applications
developers. Therefore, the use of such pro‑
ducts is not only efficacious for today’s new
application; it is equally efficient for mod‑
ifying that application to meet tomorrow's and TAS exist is a testament to the fact that present moves forward. One wonders
some programmers, at least, recognise the what their widespread adoption will lead
changed circumstances.
need for them and that they are a better to next. It will befascinating to beator near
Time savings can be many orders of magni‑ alternative to high level languages like the forefront of future of developments.
Especially to see whether the pace of
tude; yet the user can always get the ap‑ BASIC.”
acceptance quickens the pace of yet further
plication heor she envisaged ‐ sothere is
programmer development tools and, espe‑
kudos to be gained by the DPdepartment Quick browsing
cially, the use of artificial intelligence
within the organisation too.
Van Dort quotes one specific example as methods.
According to Theo Van Dort, managing evidence of the benefits such 4GLs can
LEXE]
director of Megatech, which distributes bring. “Products, such as TAS,” he says
Vol 3, Issue 1,June 1988
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WHO’S WHO IN
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING?
Advanced Programming Techniques . Advanced Systems Architectures . Alsys . Analyst
Workbench Products . Apollo Computers . Arthur Young . Axion British Telecom. British
Aerospace . Computer Resources International . Cullinet . Delta Software International .

a

Deductive Systems . Densitron . Department of Trade & Industry . ERROS . Excelerator
Software Products . Ferranti . GEC Software . IPL . Imperial Software Technology .
Information Engineering Products . Instrumatic . Interactive Development Environment .
LBMS . Logica SDS . Marconi Defence Systems .McDonnell Douglas . Michael Jackson
Systems . Micro Focus . Microtec Research . MF Systems . National Computing Centre .
Oracle . PA Consulting Group . Pansophic Systems . Parsoft . Pioneer Computer Systems .
Praxis Systems . Program Analysers . Program Validation . Real Time Products . Relational
Technology . Rex Thompson. Scicon . Software Sciences . Strategic Systems Technology .
Systematica . Systems Designers . Tektronix . Telecomputing . Thomson Computers .
Vista Computer Systems . Warren Point International . Yard Software Systems . Yourdon .

THAT’S WHO
And that’s who can help you with your software development projects. But only if you
come to Software Tools ’88, the only exhibition dedicated specifically to software

engineering.
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below or phone Debbie Gales on 01-868 4466.
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e S P E E D B U I L D E R : t h e analyst’s workbench w i t h
t e x t a n d graphics support

M I C H A E L JACKSON U K
22LITTLE PORTLAND STREET
LONDONW I N 5AF
T E L : 01-499 6 6 5 5
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Ray Duncan
This month, Ray looks at the available 80386-specificsystem software thatallows applications to
takefulladvantage of Intel’stop-of-the-range CPU.
In the previous two installmentsof this col‑ communicate with one another and can’t
umn, I've tried to give you aglimpse of the address extended memory directly.
reasons why some software developers ‑
particularly those who must implement Alternative Operating
compilers or very large, complex applica‑ Systems
tions ‐ are soexcited about the Intel 80386
microprocessor. The 80386 offers a true As far asalternative operating systems go,
32-bit architecture and address space, there are currently four to choose from:
speed to burn at 20 MHz (with chips asfast Digital Research Concurrent-DOS 386 and
as35 MHz expected within two years), up‑ FLEX-OS, Intelligent Graphics Corporation
ward compatibility with current proces‑ (IGC) VM-386 (purchased recently from
sors, and permanent relief from the claus‑ Softguard), Softwaré Link PC-MOS/386 and
trophobic 64K segments of the 8086, 186 80386 UNIX (several vendors, including
Microport and Santa Cruz Operation).
and 286.

Well, reading about nifty 80386 features is 80386 UNIX is definitely aviable candidate
all very fine, but what if you want to do ‐ if you can live with its huge memory and
something practical with them right now disk overhead, its baroque user interface,
and not two years from now, when an its oblique documentation (all 80Ibs of it),
80386-specific, 32-bit version of OS/2 and all of its other little idiosyncrasies. You
appears? Suppose your program brain‑ can buy 80386 UNIX off the shelf. It com
child is suffering from memory starvation, with a complete set of programming tov.
uses huge data structures, is already being and it will let you write monstrously big
loaded in five layers of nested overlays, and multitasking virtual-memory applications.
generally cries out for a bigger and better If you are content to switch to UNIX and
CPU. The 80386 seems ideal, and machines stay there, you can start tomorrow. The
based on it are getting cheaper by the day, UNIX market, although much smaller than
but how does a developer make sense of the MS-DOS and OS/2 market (and likely to
the current chaotic situation in 80386 sys‑ stay that way), isgrowing, and is much less
price-sensitive: a typical UNIX program‑
tem software and put the processor to
work properly without burning any ming tool or application costs from three
to ten times as much as its MS-DOS coun‑
bridges?

Control Programs
Wecan immediately dispose of the control
programs, which are exemplified by
Windows/386 and Quarterdeck’s Des‑
qView. These programs, although they
themselves run in the 32-bit protected
mode of the 80386, do not support 32-bit
protected mode applications. They simply
set up one or more 8086 virtual machines,
each with aprivate 640K address space and
run one 16-bit MS-DOS (real mode) ap‑
plication in each. The applications can’t

I have looked carefully at PC-MOS/386 and
VM/386, and both appear to be pretty solid
products, but I have my doubts about their
long-range prospects. IGC and Software
Link are just taking advantage of a tempor‑
ary window in the marketplace, and have
no real depth or breadth in their product
line (neither can offer you compilers, for
example). Both of these operating systems
can multitask MS-DOS real mode applica‑
tions well, and can (theoretically) support
32-bit protected mode applications ‐ but
none of the dominant application com‑
panies is targeting either system, and you
don’t want to be a pioneer, do you? Some‑
times pioneers are heroes. On the other
hand, sometimes they are the guys with the
arrows in their backs.

DOS Extenders
Now let us turn our attention to DOS Ex‑
tenders. In the simplest terms, aDOS Ex‑
tender isa term for aprogram which estab‑
lishes a 32-bit protected mode environ‑

on behalf of anapplication, but still
lets that application use MS-DOS for file
However, if you think you might want to services and I/O. ADOS Extender works by
someday migrate back to the mainstream, loading an application into extended
you should adopt UNIX only after very memory, then switching the CPU into pro‑
careful consideration. The UNIX memory tected mode, setting up the various de‑
model, application program interface and scriptor tables and registers appropriately,
(proposed) standard graphical user inter‑ and giving control to the application.
face is vastly different than OS/2, soporting
your application to 80386 UNIX now, and When the application makes a request for
back to OS/2-386 later, might be a lot of some operating system service such as
reading a file, the DOS Extender intercepts
extra work for relatively little return.
the request, switches the machine back
What about the other operating systems I into real mode, performs any necessary
mentioned? Personally speaking, I address translation or copying of data from
wouldn't touch a Digital Research operat‑ extended memory into conventional
ing system product if you paid me, no mat‑ memory (below 640K), then passes the re‑
ter how fantastic it was, based on my ex‑ quest on to MS-DOS. When MS-DOS re‑
perience with their lack of direction and turns, the DOS Extender switches the
their abysmal product support over the last machine back to protected mode, again
few years. They still manage to eke out a performs any address translations that

terpart.

80386-specific system software falls into 3
basic categories: control programs (some‑
times called virtual machine monitors),
alternative operating systems, and the so‑
called DOS Extenders. Let’s take a closer
look at each of these categories.

living on their declining CP/M royalties and
by selling real-time operating systems to a
few high-priced vertical markets, but
they've long since squandered any credi‑
bility they had in the real world where you
and I must work.

ment
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might be needed and hands the results of
the operation back to the application.
Some DOS Extenders provide additional
functionality too, such as interprocess
communication or multitasking services.
There are currently three different sources
for DOS Extenders: A.I. Architects, Intelli‑
gent Graphics Corporation (IGC), and
Phar Lap software. All three products in‑
clude a debugger and various utilities and
allow the purchaser (by the purchase of a
separate distribution license) to embed
the DOS Extender into an application
program for resale. Of course, to create
such a program, you also need to buy an
80386-specific compiler or assembler and
linker (we'll talk about these next month).

A. L. Architects sells Developers Kits for
both an 80286-specific and an 80386‑
specific DOS Extender, called OS/286 and
OS/386 respectively. The 80286 version
can be used with most of the popular MS‑
DOS C and Fortran compilers; the 80386
version can be used only with Metaware’s
C and Pascal compilers. The A.I. debugger
is actually anintegrated command proces‑
sor and machine language debugger, and
can execute DOS-like commands and
batch files as well as tracing, inspecting,

and modifying machine language prog‑

Why use aDOS Extender instead of switch‑
ing to 80386 UNIX? One good reasonis that
you can continue to run all your favorite
IGC’s DOS Extender product is called X‑ MS-DOS-based text processors, word pro- °
AM and appears to be an_ incidental cessors, data bases, telecommunications
offshoot of IGC’s VM/386 operating system programs, and the like during the develop‑
project. Its documentation and debugger ment process. Although we keep hearing
are the weakest of the three DOS Exten‑ about 80386 UNIX’s “DOS-Merge,” it is not
ders discussed here. X-AM is currently sup‑ yet available in aform that is reliable or fast
ported byC, Fortran, and Pascal compilers enough to be usable. Another good reason’
from MetaWare, Language Processors Inc. is that since the DOS Extenders all use MS‑
(LPI), and Science Applications Interna‑ DOS for file system services, you don’t
tional Corp. (SVS).
have to reformat your fixed disk or have
two incompatible partitions.
Phar Lap’s DOS Extender, called RUN386,
is part of their 80386 Assembler/Linker The last, and probably best, reason to use a
package, which is used by almost every DOS Extender instead of 80386 UNIX is: if
80386 developer regardless of their selec‑ you create an application for resale that
tion of high level language. A basic debug‑ incorporates a DOS Extender, you can
ger (similar to MS-DOS DEBUG) is in‑ simply market it on MS-DOS disks and
cluded with the assembler/linker; amore through normal MS-DOS software chan‑
sophisticated symbolic debugger (roughly nels, marking it “80386-based PC re‑
equivalent to Microsoft SYMDEB) can be quired.” The user just installs and runs the
purchased separately. RUN386 can be used program in his accustomed manner and
with the C, Pascal, and Fortran compilers will not usually be conscious of anything
available from MetaWare, LPI, and Micro‑ special going on, except that the applica‑
Way. My own company has recently re‑ tion performs better than its competitors
leased an 80386 product that incorporates (those 32-bit registers, remember) and
RUN386, and we have found Phar Lap’s will be much more responsive since there
software products to be stable and reliable is no need for overlays or other memory‑
and their technical support is outstanding. conservation strategies.
USE
rams.

Prospero Pascal f o r MS-DOS
Prospero Fortran-77 f o r MS-DOS

Professional quality f o r PC users
Pro Pascal is a professional-quality Pascal compiler
used by software houses, universities, government
departments and industry throughout the world.
Pro Fortran-77 is preferred for technical computing,
and is widely used by engineers, scientists and
research departments.

Special offer: Free
Both are available to PC users for £320 each. They
£60 BIOS Library
Specially for PC users we
have produced two BIOS

graphics libraries, PAS-PC
and F77-PC. These use the
features of the PC BIOS for
graphics, comms, keyboard
and sound control. They are
suitable for mono, CGA or
EGA monitors and will set up
text windows and havea full
range of graphics commands.
As a special offer to .EXE
readers we will supply this
library, normal price £60, free
with Pro Pascal or Pro
Fortran-77. Offer only applies
to end users and is valid until
31/10/88.
Vol 3, Issue 1,June 1988

are suitable for any PC using MS.DOS 2.1 or later.
They are supplied on three 5%" disks with a 250
page loose-leaf manual. With the compiler are a
linker, librarian, run-time library and symbolic
debugger as well as sample programs. Free hotline
support is available to registered users.

a DOS extension library which provides advanced
features such as wildcard directory search. You can
transfer any program you have written using many
other Pascal or Fortran compilers with a minimum of
fuss. Once you have written your program you can
transfer to other machines using another Prospero
compiler. And, if you have access to a mainframe or
minicomputer, you can restrict the compilers to using
the standard language so that your program will run
immediately. That’s what we mean by Portability.

For more information telephone Prospero in London
on 01-741 8531. Credit cards accepted for telephone
orders. Or send £320 (+ 15% VAT in UK) to
Prospero Software Ltd, Department 1006, 190
If you already have a Pascal or Fortran compiler,
Castelnau, London SW13 9DH, England, saying
why buy these ones? Simply, because they work.
which compiler you require. Postage is free in the
They are reliable and fast; the programs produced are UK, £5 in Europe and £10 elsewhere.
tightly coded and very fast. Pro Pascal has been
validated to ISO 7185, the international standard for
Pascal, so you can be sure it works. Pro Fortran-77
has been validated to ANSI X3.9 1977. Both
IGUAGES FOR MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONALS
compilers have many useful extensions ‐ Pro For‑
tran-77 will accept Fortran-66 code ‐ Pro Pascal has 190 CASTELNAU, LONDONSW13 9DH, ENGLAND TEL 01-7418531 TELEX 8814396

Prospero Software
Te
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Clarifying dBase
Source Code
You're supposed to writeflowcharts before you start coding. If you don’t, andyou're
programmingin dBase, there’s always Clear. This isan application that willgenerateflowcharts,
tree diagrams andstructured listingsfrom dBase source code. Colin Pratt-Hooson checks it out.

Clear is aset of tools for Program Develop‑
ers which automatically generates com‑
plex flow charts and tree charts of your
dBase applications. These powerful
graphical tools are assisted bya formatted
source printing capability to provide you
with a complete set of program develop‑
ment and documentation tools, and the
ability to see your code from many diffe‑
rent angles.

available on this menu are: Select a file to
process, Change the directory to search,

Flow charts represent the interaction of the
control statements in your programs by
means of symbols and directed lines show‑
ing the program flow. Tree charts, howev‑
er, present a more systematic view of your
programs by depicting all the modules in‑
volved in an application and their respec‑
tive places in the control hierarchy of the
program. Source prints list the formatted
code of your programs complete with line
numbers, logical block indentation, titles,
procedure names and critical dates. The
printouts in this article show the different
types of output that Clear can produce.

charts the specified file.

If, like me, you are one of those people
who are used to bar menus, like those in
dBase and Lotus 1-2-3, Clear will be very
simple to operate asit too uses this menu
method. When Clear is used for the first
time, Global variables can be set up and
saved to disk. These include the path name
for source files and the type of printer you
have. Installation was fairly painless, and
was aided by the on-screen help which
accompanies the printed manual.

- M e n u Structure
The main Clear menu has 4options. These
are Actions, File, Global and Exit/Run. I'll
gothrough the File menu first. The options

List the current directory, Renamea file
and Deletea file.

When selecting a new directory, Clear
allows pattern matching soyou can display
only .PRG files, for example. When produc‑
ing a tree chart any files called by the file
selected are automatically picked up and
added to the tree, whereas a flow chart just
Having selecteda file to act on, you move
to the Actions menu to actually produce
the output. The menu has the following
options: Diagram type, Output device,
Flow chart options, Tree chart options,
Source print options, Custom titles, Hard
copy set-up, Page preview and GO.

Diagram Type
This option allows you to specify which of
the three diagram options (flow chart, tree
chart or source print) are to be produced
and they are simple ON/OFF toggles. You
can choose to output to screen or printer,
and the printouts can be white on black if
you prefer (and if your ribbon can stand
the pace). All that bitmapped data takes a
lot of disk space, so don’t print to disk un‑
less you really want to. My sample applica‑
tion (4.5K of source code) took 1.3MB of
space when printed to disk. It does mean,
of course, that you can then use the PRINT
utility to print the file in background mode
later.

Flow chart options
The Flow chart options setting determines
the way in which the flow chart will appear.

Full mode shows every logic step line by
line, and there’s also aCompressed mode
that groups several lines of code together.
There are also options here to change font
size and to specify whether to include the
source code’s comments in the printout.

Tree chart options
The Tree chart options menu determines
the output for tree charts. You can choose a
number between 2 and 8, which is the
number of sub-levels you require. You can
have the boxes printed in outline or in 3D,
and again you can turn off source code
comments if you wish.

Source Print Option
The only option is to have logic lines on or
off. These lines simply join up IF ELSE ‑
ENDIF and DO WHILE loops etc.

Custom Titles
This menu option allows you to specify a
job title, description, name of project,
programmer’s name and date. This in‑
formation will then be added to printouts if
you wish. You can also specify whether to
use high or low resolution printing, and
the number of copies to beprinted (up to
9). Once all the options have been chosen

In Touch, in Mid Glam, on 0222
882334. It costs £95for the dot matrix
version, and £145 for the HP Laserjet
version.
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Let’s go
halves
In halfa day we'll help
you start revolutionising

your systems development
activities.

Isn’t it time you found o u t how practical and powerful
an automated software engineering approach can be?
Already, a large and growing number of systems
developers have discovered that AUTO-MATE PLUS
can pay for itself in the first phase of a single project.
Excellent support for modern top-down structured
methods, particularly SSADM*/LSDM

Automatic generation of systems through on-line
prototyping, with automatic DBMS syntax
generation and automatic program code generation
The fullest set of analysis, design and specification
facilities available in the CASE market.
Discover more about AUTO-MATE PLUS at one of
our half day presentations. To book places, r e t u r n
the coupon today or call Caroline Kiely or Diane Allum
on 01-636 4213. Dates and locations are listed opposite.
*SSADM was jointly developed by the CCTA and LBMS.

It’s time | discovered more about AUTO-MATE PLUS!
NAME
POSITION

COMPANY.

Learmonth & Burchett Management Systems Plc
Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London W I N 9LF
Telephone: 01-636 4213 Telex: 261960 Fax: 01-636 2708

ADDRESS
e

e

:

TEL

POSTCODE

NUMBER OF PLACES
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Applications
for the selected source file, there's a spe‑
cial confirmation screen so that you can
check all your settings before setting the
printer going. It’s well worth making sure
that you have done everything right, as
printing takes some time. I'll discuss just
how long, later on.

ing how far the processing has reached.
Any errors encountered in the source file
are highlighted here.

Design

Other Uses

chosen, selecting the GO option from the
main menu makes the printer spring into
life.

Clear has several other features that I
found useful, and these include viewing
flowcharts in trace mode. This allows the
user to display the flow chart on the moni‑
tor, and then to be able to step through the
logical flow of the system following both
Yes and Nodecisions, which isanextreme‑
ly useful feature when debugging.

On screen you are presented with an in‑
teresting status display graphically show‑

Clear can also be used in the system de‑
velopment cycle in the following ways: De‑

Starting the printer
Once all the setup options have been

sign implementation, testing, integration,
documentation and maintenance.

Design is the most critical stage in Software
development and Clear can help you -in
designing the system, as well as in com‑
municating this design to other members
of your team. Clear can help you to visual‑
ise the hierarchyof your future system with
a tree chart. You can quickly generate a
tree chart from only sketchy source code,
and iron out potential design problems be‑
fore significant programming to provide
you with agraphical support for your sys‑
tem design concepts with very modest
effort.At this stage of design Clear serves as
a logic debugger (using its trace mode). It
enables you to improve the basic program
structure by drawing the user’s attention to
the logical inconsistencies in the design of
the program.

Implementation
store .t. to test

During the implementation stage of your
application development, Clear can be
effectively used asa checking tool. Every
time you change your program proce‑
dures, you can quickly produce new flow
charts. Compare the new diagrams with
the ones generated during the design stage
to make sure you are following the original

* To C r o c e

da while t e s t

STORE L E N M U - 2 T O L l

.t.

ittok

STORE L E N I M L - 3 T O l e

gtor@

if wzone = " I "

do while i t s o k

to

design. Looking at the diagrams will help
you to evaluate the advantages and dis‑
advantages of the t w o versions. Flow charts
of completed programs should be kept
handy during the implementation of the
rest of the system modules. This will help
to avoid needless repetitions and possible
logical contradictions in your code.

O

Testing
fi n d t a r e g n o

store ri to mri

STORE TR TO MITR

i f w r i = w r e g r o .AND. METHOD

A

f

ni

19,20 S A ’ “ p l e a s e r e k e

Figure2 ‐Example codef o ra 1-2-3Add-In @Functioncreated with
LotusDeveloper Tools (continued)
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Although Clear is not acompiler, it can be
used for consistency checking. It reports
all the logical errors encountered in the
process of reading and parsing the prog‑
rams selected for flow chart generation. In
particular Clear acknowledges errors such
asopen logical blocks (missing ENDIF, EN‑
DDO or ENDCASE statements) incorrectly
nested logical structures, non-executable
code and some others.

Integration
When all the system components are im‑
plemented and tested, the integration
stage of software development begins. It is
very important to make sure that all the
necessary components have been incorpo‑
rated into the system. Clear helps in this
respect by pointing out any unidentified
and non-existing procedures on the t r e e
Vol 3, Issue 1,June 1988
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chart of the main procedure. These must | Printers and Printing
be written or otherwise incorporated into
AsI have mentioned, printing takes a long
your application. In addition, you can view
time. Myapplication (a 4.5kb file), took 55
flow charts of all the system components in
minutes to print and produced 12sheets of
trace mode to make sure that all the calls
paper on my Epson dot matrix printer.
are made in correct places, and all the
Hopefully, the Laserjet version will im‑
necessary parameters are set when control
prove on this performance. By the way,
is transferred.
.
Clear prints in landscape mode only,
though a portrait option wifl be available
shortly.
Documentation
Documentation is typically the most time
consuming and perhaps, the most tedious
stage of software development. With Clear
this is somewhat less tiresome with its
documentation tasks ‐ drawing the dia‑
grams to visualise the flow of the programs
and the architecture of the system. You can
also use Clear to produce source listings of
the whole application. These printouts will
have sequential line numbering corres‑
ponding to the flow chart representation,
will be paged by procedures and will also
feature customised titles.

Maintenance
If, like me, you find it necessary to support
other people’s applications, Clear can be
very useful to the user for examining the
system flow.

Hardware Requirements
Clear is designed to run on IBM PC/XT/AT
or any 100% compatible systems requiring
at least 512 RAM. Monitor cards supported
are CGA, EGA, Hercules. If your system has
an IBM mono adapter, only hard copy and
file output is possible. If your system has a
Hercules graphics card you must initialise
full Hercules mode prior to running Clear.
If you intend to print to disk, ahard disk is

essential.

System Limitations
Clear’s capacity to generate complex dia‑
grams mostly depends on the system mem‑
ory that you have available. The following
limitations however, prevent Clear from
generating the drawing (even if your sys‑

enough free memory). First, the
largest source file that the system can read
is 256K, and a maximum of 256 symbols
per single tree chart (or procedures per
single application, if the number of levels
is not limited). A flow chart can have 128
symbols.
tem has

While working with Clear you should re‑
member at all times that Clear is not a de‑
bugger. Though it does report encoun‑
tered problems in some cases, Clear is
guaranteed to work successfully only with
source code which is operational and free
of syntactical errors.

Verdict
If you require useful, meaningful and de‑
flow and tree charts for the docu‑
mentation of your system and you can wait
a while for output, Clear is a very useful
package and it is to be recommended. If
you havea laser printer, it will be even
more useful asthe hard copy will not take
aslong to arrive. I personally found Clear
to be a unique and useful piece of software,
and I believe it will help to improve the
quality of the systems that I produce. I fully
intend to hang on to the review copy of the
software and to continue using it.
cent
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Programming

- Lotus Developer Tools
In which Adam Denninglooks at the LotusDeveloper Tools ‐a product thatallowsyou to write
add-in code and @functionsfor 1-2-3 andSymphony.
Writing add-ins for Lotus 1-2-3 is not new.
As the marketing people from 4-5-6 Word
will tell you, it’s been going on for a long
time. However, the way that add-ins are
produced has changed.

Early versions of HAL, before it was bought
by Lotus, were developed by people who
disassembled the 1-2-3 code by hand and
added links to their own functions. Nowa‑
days, Lotus sells akit especially designed to
help develop such add-ins. The Lotus De‑
veloper Tools, the subject of this review,
are rarely seen in Lotus advertising,
though, and few dealers stock them.
However, if you’re involved in using Lotus
for commercial or in-house applications,
they may beworth a look.

gon. A 1-2-3 worksheet is comprised of
cells, marked by column and row position
within the worksheet. Each cell can be
assigneda value or a formula which causes
its value to be calculated automatically
from the values entered into other cells.
Such aformula is one form of a 1-2-3 mac‑
ro, where a macro is a series of cell entries
in a single worksheet column. Macros may
include 1-2-3 commands and any type of
cell entry, and they may also simulate spe‑
cial keypresses. Macros may also make use
of 1-2-3 @functions, which are built-in
functions which take arguments and return
results, just asyou'd expect from afunction
in any language. These ‘at-functions’ are
specified in a formula by typing ‘@’ fol‑
lowed immediately by the function name.
For example, if acell were to be filled with
the sum of all the cells in the range B1to
B23, you may enter the formula

@SUM(B1..BR3)

Figure 1 ‐ Functionsavailable to the developer in the calculator.
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into the relevant cell. 1-2-3 will then calcu‑
late the value of that cell and display the
value in it. The @function being used is
@SUM and the parameter passed to it is
the ‘range’ B1 to B23. Ranges form a fun‑
damental part of the worksheet philoso‑

phy.

Add-Ins
A feature given to 1-2-3 (and Symphony)
but not talked about much until now is the
ability to attach ‘add-in’ applications to the
program. This is where the Lotus Develop‑
er Tools come in, asit is the suite of prog‑
rams which enables the programmer to
take advantage of the add-in feature. Add‑
ins may comprise applications, asin new
commands, new menus and so forth, or
new @functions.An add-in can contain up
to 48 new @functions. In order to allow
1-2-3 to use an add-in application, it must
first be attached. This is done on a per‑
session basis, although acertain amount of
auto-loading may be performed at start-up
in the normal Lotus way. To attach an add‑
in, the add-in manager must first be instal‑
led in the 1-2-3 ‘driver set’. The add-in man‑
ager is supplied with the Developer Tools
disc as the file ADN-MGR.DRV. It may be
added to or removed from your desig‑

The Lotus Developer Tools (assembly
language version) costs £126.50 in‑
cluding VAT. You have to order it from
Lotus in Windsor, on 0753 840281.
Adam Denning is a programmer with
GPT MicroScope in Maidenhead, spe‑
cialising in data communications such
as X.25 switches andPADs. Borlandhas
stated, by the way, that it isdevelopinga
similarpackagefor Quattro.
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“Don't buy it, David.

Copy mine...”

Software t h e f tin the UKis
currently estimated to cost
developers over £150m in
lost revenue every year.
It happens every day.
It happens to you.
Yet you can stop
unauthorised use of your
software so easily with the
Software Sentinel key.

GET DAVID’S MONEY

Software Sentinel is a software
key which plugs into any personal
p
computer's parallel printer port to authorise the
execution of your software program. Software
Sentinel controls access. Users can make
unlimited copies of the software and run them
wherever and whenever they wish ‐ as long as
each copy is accompanied by the appropriate
Software Sentinel key.

Software Sentinel runs under
DOS and versions of XENIX and
on all IBM PCand PS/2 models
and compatibles. Using the
algorithm technique it is over
a 100 times faster than fixed
response security devices.
It does not tamper with the
operating system, requires
minimal implementation
and is totally transparent
to the user.
Software Sentinel is the
world’s most widely used
software key with over 250,000 units worldwide
already protecting £200 million of software.

SEND FOR YOUR EVALUATION KIT

See how you can protect your revenue. Try Software
Sentinel for yourself. Simply return the Freepost
coupon with a cheque for £50 + VAT or telephone
for further details.
Software Sentinel from California Software. Don’t let
David get away with it.
Freepost 989
470 London Road,
Slough, Berks., SL3 8BR

CALIFORNIA
SOFTWARE
PRODUCTS, LTD.

CALIFORNIA
SOFTWARE

YES. | WANT TO PUT A STOP TO UNATHORISED USE OF
MY SOFTWARE

(-] PLEASE SEND ME AN EVALUATION KIT. | ENCLOSE A
CHEQUE FOR £50 + VAT PAYABLE TOCALIFORNIA
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS LTD.

PLEASE TELEPHONE ME TO DISCUSS MY

PRODUCTS, LTD.

REQUIREMENTS.
[

Shirley Lodge, 470 London Road,
Slough, Berkshire SL3 8QY, UK

Tel: 0753 41278

_

]

PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION.

POSITION.

ADDRESS...
Registered trademarks: Software S e n t i n e‐l Rainbow Technologies
Inc: IBM PCand P S /-2 International Business Machines Corporation:
XENIX
‐ Microsoft Corporation
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Programming
T h i s sample a d d - i n i s p r o v i d e d t é show y o u , t h e
d e v e l o p e r, t h e d i f f e r e n t ways y o u can u s e t h e
t o o l s library procedures, and demonstrates t h e

;Purpose:

basics o f t h e a d d - i n i n t e r f a c e . I t also g i v e s
y o u _ a g u i d e l i n e f o r s t r u c t u r i n g y o u r own a d d - i n
application.
T h i s sample a d d - i n i s d i v i d e d i n t o t h e
f o l l o w i n g modules:

Structure:

(opgwent of

t a e s ) -- r e t u r n s t h e v a l u e of t h e
y t e a t a s p e c i fi e d s e g m e n t / o f f s e t
memory l o c a t i o n . A l l v a l u e s a r e d e c i m a l .
@POKE ( s e g m e n t , o f f s e t , v a l u e ) - - r e t u r n s t h e

GRBEN

previous value of the byte
a t s e g m e n t / o f f s e t m e m o r y l o c a t i o n and
changes t h e e e
a t t h e s p e c i fi e d
l o c a t i o n . All v a l u e s a r e d e c i m a l .
@ FA C TO R I A L ( v a l u e ) - - r e t u r n s i n t ( v a l u e ) !

These modules a r e s t r u c t u r e d i n s u c h
a yay t h a t y o u c a n u s e a l l o f them o r o n l y some
o f t h e m i n o t h e r a d d - i n s y o u may w r i t e .

Potential

This add-in l e t s you look at a
memory l o c a t i o n s p e c i fi e d b y a segment and o f f s e t
a d d r e s s , and p u t a s p e c i fi e d
value i n t h a t
l o c a t i o n . Yo u c a n a l s o c a l c u l a t e a
f a c t o r i a l o f a s p e c i fi e d v a l u e .

;Uses:

T h i s sample a d d - i n is an example o n l y . It is n o t
intended f o r u s e as a c o m p l e t e p r o d u c t . There
a r e many t h i n g s n o t i n c l u d e d i n h e r e t h a t s h o u l d
be in y o u r own a d d - i n s . Some of i t s weaknesses
a r e t h e sonsousna! it h a s v e r y l i t t l e e r r o r
h a n d l i n g i n c l u d e d , i t l a c k s a eecpiee= u s e r
i n t e r f a c e , and i t has v e r y l i m i t e d c a p a b i l i t i e s .
INCLUDE 123 mac.asm
INCLUDE 123head.asm

PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC
PUBLIC

funcnum
functab
init
term

snumber o f f u n c t i o n s i n a d d - i n
z f u n c t i o n d e fi n i t i o n t a b l e

EXTRN

ds_123:WORD

z i n i t i a l i z e d i n I N I T procedure

g i n i t i a l i z a t i o n procedure
g t e r m i n a t i o n procedure

PRR A R K A R E K E
; d e fi n e c o d e s e g m e n t h e r e

PR RRRR REE E

zsee 123_mac.asm f o r macro code

There i s n o d a t a s e g m e n t ( s t a r t d s ) . A 1 - 2 - 3 A d d - I n
i s a b i n a r y f o r m a t t e d fi l e , n o t a n e x e c u t a b l e fi l e .

NOTE:

@Function fi l e

:

funenum
functab

3

; T h e r e a r e 3 @functions in t h i s a d d - i n
t h i s byte

equ
equ

P e e k at segment,offset
n t ,offset
;Poke value at se

éfact “facts 1

FUNC” DEF

7Function

:

@peek, p e e k , 2
@ p o k e , poke,3

FUNC_DEF

FUNC” DEF
FUNC7DEF

end

Factorial of nu r

S

ADD_

veloper Tools.
Lotus Developer Tools comes with soft‑
ware for attaching add-ins to both 1-2-3 and
Symphony, and it is used in conjunction
with the Microsoft macro assembler V3.00

or higher, the Microsoft linker and the
EXE2BIN utility. A driver set is a 1-2-3 file
which contains the device drivers for each
of the input and output devices used in a
given 1-2-3 configuration. For example, it
would contain the Hercules screen adap‑
tor driver if you had aHercules video card
on your system, and it would contain the
Epson printer driver if you’re using 1- 2-3
with an Epson printer. The add-in mana‑
ger, once added to your driver set, causes
the keypress ALT-F10 to have a function.

¢ b r i n g i n a d d - i n macros
s b r i n g in add-in equates

ideveloper's required e n t r y points

startcs

nated driver set with the utilities

MGR.EXE and DEL_MGR.EXE respectively,
both of which are supplied with the De‑

The Developer Tools

package also allows
the developer of add‑

in @functionsto
perform various
degrees of worksheet
manipulation.

names a s t h e y a p p e a r o n t h e s p r e a d s h e e t

db '@PEEK(',0

db ‘@PO K E

“Pact.

(’,0

db ’ @FACTORIAL(’ ,0
g u s e d to

pokeval db ?
aK

;

E

K

EE

s t o r e value to

poke i n t o m e m o r y

K

@ f u n c t i o n s p e c i fi c v a r i a b l e s g o h e r e .

Fselialtalaltialialialielialial

EXTRN
EXTRN
EXTRN
EXTRN

: @ P E E K ( s e g m e n t , o ff s e t ) - -

location.
s p e c i fi e
A l l values a r e decimal.
proc
mov

p o p s TOS t o s i g n e d i n t e g e r
s s t o r e s i n t e g e r a s a fl o a t a t TOS
s m u l t i p l i e s TOS b y TOS-1
:
; c h e c k s s p e c i fi e d arguments o n s t a c k

fl t 2 i n t : N E A R
int2f1lt:NEAR
m u l fl t : N E A R
statkadj:NEAR

ax,2

r e t u r n s t h e value of t h e b y t e at a

sNOTE: P u t n u

r of expected
The number
t o t h e number
Macro.

garguments in AX.

oeepene

;should
g i n t h e FUNCDEF

7For a l l @function e n t r y
¢points, s t a r t by s e t t i n g AX

call

J¢
start

stackadj

abortl

func

g t o t h e number o f a r g u m e n t s i n
j t h e @ f u n c t i o n , c a l l STACKADJ

to

rg

&t h a t at least

of arguments is
p r e s e n t , and i f n o t t h e n
g a b o r t processing.
;that

number

#The START_FUNC macro
; p r e s e r v e s 123’s D S r e g i s t e r
g a n d makes t h e c u r r e n t D S
sequal t o C S t o e l i m i n a t e t h e
gneed f o r CS overrides.

Figure 2 ‐ Example codefor a 1-2-3 Add-In @Function created with
Lotus Developer Tools.
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When this key combination is pressed dur‑
ing ‘READY mode, a new menu is display‑
ed. This menu has options Attach, Detach,
Invoke, Clear, Setup and Quit.
The Attach option allows you to attach an
add-in to the current 1-2-3 session. If
selected, it providesa list of files found in
the current directory which have the ex‑
tension .ADN and allows one to be
selected. This selected add-in file is then
loaded and its contents become, effective‑
ly, part of 1-2-3. The detach option allows a

previously-detached add-in to be removed
from the system (ie from the current ses‑
sion of 1-2-3). Add-ins comprised of
@functions may not be detached. The
third option, Invoke, allows an attached
add-in to be run. It presents a list of the
add-ins which have been attached and
allows you to select one; once a selection
has been made, the chosen add-in is ex‑
ecuted. If the selected add-in contains
@functions,it is not anapplication assuch
Vol 3, Issue 1,June 1988
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Figure2 continued‐Example codefor a 1-2-3Add-In @Function
createdwith LotusDeveloper Tools.
fl t 2 i n t

zget o f f s e t o f f stack i n t o a x
zand p u s h t h e o f f s e t

ax

s g e t segment o f f s t a c k i n t o ax
sand p u s h t h e segment

poe

7 z e r o o u t ax before peek

into es
s p o p s e e n t ris
spop o f f s e t r e g s t e r i n t o s i
al,byte

intatit .

ptr

es: [ s i ]

sget byte at es:([si]
on t h e stack

gand p u t it

end_func

abortl:

@POKE (

s

e

g

returns

123.

- r e t u r n s t h e , +pobcain v a l u e of t h e b y t e
a t s e g m e n t , o f s e t memory l o c a t i o n and

-

changes t h e b y t e a t t h e s p e c i fi e d
l o c a t i o n . A l l values a r e decimal.

poke

far
ax,3

#Poke a t memory a t s e g m e n t , o f f s e t
sNumber o f e x p e c t e d a r g u m e n t s
scheck number o f a r g u m e n t s

stackadj
abort2

fl t 2 i n t
okeval,al
lt2int

ax

s n o t enough p a r a m e t e r s
and s w i t c h D S
oke i n t o a x a n d
zget the byte to
¢save in b y t e variable
# g e t o f f s e t o f f stack i n t o a x
spush o f f s e t o n t o s t a c k
¢ g e t segment o f f s t a c k i n t o ax
7push s e g m e n t o n t o s t a c k
7 z e r o o u t a x b e f o r e peek
#pop
se
nt
re
ister into es
pe
register into si
s p r e s e r v e s i f o r poke
A o y R a h a e s f o r poke
e s : i s
sget byte a t e s : [ s i ]
gand p u t it on the stack
¢ r e s t o r e e s f o r poke
¢ r e s t o r e s i f o r poke
sclear ax f o r p o k e value in al
f p u t b y t e t o poke i n a
:[si],al
g a n d p u t it in memory
7preserve

ofiset

ai
b
i n totic
t2
a

L e

p t r

es
si
ax,ax
a l , pokeval
byte p t r e s

i}

¢restore DS
if
not

oonge

abort2:

f r e t u r n t o 123.

@poke

;@FACTORIAL(value) --

r e t u r n s i n t ( v a l u e !)

@fact

far
ax,1

stackadj
abort3
s t a r t func
call Flt2int
push ax
mov. a x , 1
c a l l i n t e fi t

jc

pop ax
emp a x , 1
j l e fend
push ax

c a l l i n t 2 fl t
c a l l mul_ fl t
m pf a l

cnt and

fend:
abort3:

@fact

endp

ret

arguments

sNumber o f e x p e c t e d a r g u m e n t s
scheck number o f a r g u m e n t s
# n o t enough p a r a m e t e r s
7preserve

and s w i t c h

DS

s g e t value o f f stack i n t o ax

sand

preserve on program

stack
on number s t a c k
p o i n t and
srestore ax to o r i g i n a l value
zcheck to s e e if we a r e d o n e
F a x <= 1 then end
p u t

7 a s fl o a t i n g

spreserve ax
g a n d p u t it b a c k on t h e number s t a c k
s f o r m u l t i p l i c a t i o n TOS * TOS-1
r e s t o r e a x f o r n e x t pass

zat lower value
sand l o o p

srestore DS
e i t n o t enough a r g u m e n t s

KKKKKEKKKKK

End of t h e @function p r o c e d u r e a r e a

K E K K E K ERK

nit

proc

far

sdummy r o u t i n e f o r i n i t i a l i z a t i o n
s d u r i n g t h e a d d - i n l o a d i n g sequence
s p r i o r t o a v a i l a b i l i t y o f the
7933 TOOL.LIB p r o c e d u r e s .
?This p o i n t i s a l s o c a l l e d
gwhen r e t u r n i n g t o 1-2-3 from t h e
7System

command.

7zero AX to return

w i t h e r r o r code c l e a r

¢dummy r o u t i n e f o r t e r m i n a t i o n
s p r o c e s s i n g when e i t h e r
: / S y s t e m o r /Quit i s c a l l e d

smacro to e n d t h e segment

and so cannot beexecuted. In this instance,
an error is generated. The Clear option
causes all currently-attached add-ins to be
62
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macros. These are:

z i f n o t enough a r g u m e n t s
greturn to

offset,
m e value)
n t ,

whenever 1-2-3 is started. It also allows the
add-in manager to auto-invoke any one of
the auto-loaded add-ins. It also allows one
of the three keypresses ALT-F7 to ALT-F9 to
beassigned to given add-ins, although add‑
ins with more than one function generally
should not be assigned to these function
keys. The add-in manager itself contains
some @functions which may be used in
@ISAAF(“function_name”)

endp

peek

|

7Use t h i s macro as t h e l a s t
sstep f o r a l l procedures t h a t
sare @ f u n c t i o n c a l l s . I t
s r e s t o r e s D S t o 123’s D s .
spassed b y f u n c t i o n

ret

Programming

removed from the system, while the Setup
option allows up to eight add-ins to be
autoloaded by the add-in manager

0 if the function named as
“function_name’ is not attached and1 if it
is.

@ISAPP(“application_name”)
returns 0 if the add-in application
named as “applicationtname” is not
attached and1 if it is.

which

Naturally enough, sample add-ins are pro‑
vided with the Developer Tools system.
The example application add-in adds three
potentially useful debugging commands to
1-2-3. The first dumps the current contents
of the microprocessor’s register to the
worksheet. The second dumps an area of
the stack to the worksheet and the third
dumps an area of memory in hex and ASCII
to the worksheet. This add-in also makes
use of 1-2-3’s context- sensitive on-line
help facility to show you how to access the
help system from within an add-in applica‑
tion. The example @functions add-in pro‑
vides three new @functions: @PEEK,
which takes a segment and offset and re‑
turns the byte contents of the specified
location, @POKE, which takes a segment,
an offset and a byte value and places the
byte value into the specified memory loca‑
tion, and @FACTORIAL, which returns the
integer factorial of its parameter.

Adding @functions
To create add-in @functions for 1-2-3, the
Developer Tools comes with a skeleton
assembly language source file, with co‑
pious comments and ‘holes’ in which you
can place your code. The task is simplified
by the provision of numerous library
routines to implement almost all of the
functionality a developer needs. For exam‑
ple, a classic floating-point calculator is
provided which uses the floating-point
stack mechanism to give the developer the
functions listed in Figure 1.

Other functions provided by the Develop‑
er Tools package allow the developer of
add-in @functions to perform various de‑
grees of worksheet manipulation. For ex‑
ample, it is a simple subroutine call to get
Vol 3, Issue 1,June 1988
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of a specified cell, and a turned on the stack. Apart from. that,| worksheet, to scan a rage of cells and per‑
@function routines may do almost any- | form an add-in action on each active cell
thing. The initialisation and termination found, to get the size of the worksheet and
routines do not need to do much in ‑ of the text screen, to get the current direc‑
@function add-ins, so they are essentially tory and the current worksheet name, to
dummy procedures. The developer of the put information and get information from
To generate an@function add-in for 1-2-3, add-in application does not have such a a cell, to execute macros and so forth.
one takes the @function add-in skeleton straightforward task, but it is still fairly sim‑ There also is a whole set of routines which
assembler source file, which includes two ple to code anadd-in. Both application and | allow a logo to be displayed as well as
Lotus header files; one contains macro de‑ @function add-ins are binary images cre- | memory allocation routines and extensive
finitions and the other contains equates. ated from the linker output using (albeit 1-2-3-style) | menu-processing.
The module must provide four public en‑ EXE2BIN, so total code AND data space is There really doesn’t seem to be very much
try points in order to beattached; the first is limited to 64K. It seems rather unlikely that that the developer cannot do inside anadd‑
an absolute number representing the this would ever be aproblem. The add-in in application. Presumably all of the DOS is
number of @functions in the add-in, the application must provide a whole lot of available to you as well, but this isn’t co‑
second is the start of the function defini‑ public entry points, the majority of which vered in the manual. It would be quite in‑
tion table, the third is the module’s in‑ may be dummied to a single return instruc‑ teresting to write an add-in which allowed
itialisation routine and last is the address of tion unless your application actually needs Quattro to be invoked from inside 1-2-3,
the module’s termination processing to provide them. Whenever an add-in is using the DOS EXEC system call! Perhaps
routine. The function definition table com‑ invoked, either byselecting the Invoke op‑ that’s taking an add-in applicationa little
prises a list of a pointer to each function's tion from the add-in manager’s menu or by too far.
name and entry point, followed by the pressing the requisite function key, the
number of arguments expected by the public add-in routine xdv_main is called. Lotus Developer Tools includes a set of
@function.The list is terminated byadou‑ Whenever the user performs a given op‑ batch files for linking object files with the
ble word of -1, and Lotus provides amacro eration or set of operations on a work‑ requisite libraries, generating an add-in
to make the table definition avery straight‑ sheet, your application may be informed application or set of @functions as
forward operation. The function name it‑ through one of its public xdv_ routines. appropriate. Two discs are supplied, one
self must be stored as a null-terminated For example, if the user selects acommand or 1-2-3 and one for Symphony. Symphony
ASCII string starting with ‘@’ and ending which moves ranges of worksheet cells, has rather more functionality than 1-2-3 so
with an opening parenthesis. Developer such as Copy or Insert, 1-2-3 adjusts any more tools are available to the 1-2-3 de‑
Tools library routines are used by declar‑ affected ranges and calls xdv_adjust inside veloper. The manual supplied with the
ing them asexternal and specifying the lib‑ your add-in. Likewise, if the user clears an package is generally very helpful but
rary at link time. With MASM 5, the IN‑ entire worksheet, you are informed seems incredibly thin. At least athird of the
CLUDELIB directive could be used to spe‑ through your public routine xdv_clear. If documentation inside the A5-ish binder
cify the Developer Tools library asadefault your add-in application needs to be in‑ seems to be taken up with addenda or li‑
library. Other external routines, such as voked on a regular or frequent basis, the cence agreement details.
some you may have developed in other public routine xdv_poll will becalled auto‑
contexts or in other add-ins, may also be matically by 1-2-3 whenever 1-2-3 is wait‑ If you, asanapplication developer, believe
ing for keyboard input. Most usefully, from that there’s money to be made (or produc‑
incorporated.
the user's point of view, is that xdv_help is tivity to be enhanced if you're developing
called if the user presses HELP when your for in-house needs) in this field, then it
seems that Lotus Developer Tools is an
add-in is active.
essential requirement. One thing for sure,
Apart from the floating-point calculator, it certainly makes Lotus 1-2-3 far more in‑
the Developer Tools library provides teresting!
routines to move the cell pointer about the
the

contents

routine is provided to perform argument
checking and stack adjustment, making it
very easy for an @function to abort if it
detects it does not have enough arguments.
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Books
Writing InteractiveCompilers
and Interpreters

Programmer’s guide to PCand
PS/2 Video Systems.

Ifyou want (or need) to write acompiler, there are dozens of
books available.
d, the bibliography at the back of this one |
lists over 50.
books on the subject tend to read |
Oks, and deal too much with the }
without realising that the |

This is one of the few Microsoft books which describes only
non-Microsoft products. It attempts to pull together most relevant
information for the programmer involved in programming IBM
standard graphics adaptors. It doesn’t cover the techniques
needed by those using operating system facilities; instead it limits
its attentions to the wonderful world of the BIOS and below.
Richard Wilton has approached the problem from a well‑
“trodden route. Until the advent of this book, graphics program‑
ing for IBM involved several stages. First, the official technical
locumentation has to be deciphered, then various programs are
written which demonstrate many of the features the technical
references cover inadequately, and finally the target software gets
produced. Along the way, enough background information has
been picked up to write a book. Which is what's happened with
this guide.
From MDA to VGA, most common adaptors are covered. This
includesthe fairly rare . least iin the ee Hercules’ InColor card

ing

the internal language of the
rpreter. The aut!
recommends a form of reverse polis MOtAtion for the inter
language. Much information is presented on how to parse
and ensure that they conform to the syntax on the soura
gauge, and what to do if they don’t. This includes the gene
error messages, and the recovery from them, aswell ash
a user exactly where an error occurred in his listing.
part of compiler design that tends to betreated mathe
other books ‐ this one keeps everything simple ang
instead.
Anyone who has to design and write acompile
ter for any programming language will find this book
starting point. However, don’t expect to find pages
at the back‐ the book tells you how to do the job, b
for you. Incidentally,if you want to see what completeiin
or compilers look like, there are afew available on bulletin boai
K
that can be downloaded. Two that I know of are TBASIC, a very | six-mo
|
small Basic interpreter written in 8086 assembly language, and
It’s nice to b e :
Augusta, a tiny Ada compiler written in Turbo Pascal version 3.
‘Buy it!’
comp

er to try it
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Schifreen & Gold
Thefollowingisthe complete text of thejudgement in the case of The Great Prince PhilipPrestelHack, ashandeddown in the House of
Lords on 21st April 1988. Oneyear earlier, the hackershadbeen acquittedof the offence in the High Court, andthe appeal which this
Judgement dismisses was brought byBritish Telecom in an attempt to have the charges re-imposed. The appeal was heardby5 Law
Lords. Thefollowing text waspreparedbyjust one of them, namely LordBrandon of Oakbrook, andeach of the 4 other Lords simply
indicatedhisagreement in a single sentence, which isn o t repeatedhere.

6 4 MyLords,
On 24 April 1986 in the Crown Court at Southwark (Judge Butler
Q.C. and a jury) the respondents Schifreen and Gold were con‑
victed of a number of offences under the Forgery and Coun‑
terfeiting Act 1981. On 17July 1981 the Court of Appeal (Criminal
Division) (Lord Lane CJ., Leonard Rose JJ.) allowed the respon‑
dents’ appeals and quashed their convictions [1988] Q.B. 1116.
On 31July 1987 the Court, on the application of the Prosecution,
certified that points of law of general public importance were
involved in its decision to allow the appeals, but refused leave to
appeal to you Lordships’ House. On 16th November 1987 the
House gave leave to appeal.
The case arose out of certain activities, known as “computer
hacking”, which the respondents carried out between October
1984 andJanuary 1985. These activities consisted in the obtaining
of unauthorised access to various computers comprised in the
Prestel Computer Network owned and operated by British Tele‑
communications Plc.
The indictment of which the respondents were convicted con‑
tained nine specimen counts, five against Schifreen and 4 against
Gold. Except for the date and the particular computer involved
the particulars of offence in each count were in similar terms,
alleging that the respondent concerned

by way of the British Telecom Telephone System. When the
computer’s number is dialled, the telephone system connects the
dialler to the appropriate Prestel centre.

In order legitimately to obtain information from the Prestel data
base, it is necessary to register as a user by filling in an applica‑
tion form and paying a rental charge. Once that is done, the user
is allocated a customer identification number (CIN) consisting of
ten numerals and also apassword.
The user has, as part of his equipment, a television screen and a
keyboard. After he has become connected to the particular Pres‑
tel Computer which he has dialled, a picture will appear on his
television screen inviting him to “log- on”. He then types out his
CIN which is verified by the computer. Next the user types out
his password which is also verified by the computer. If the
computer has been able to match up the CIN and the password
with the user information which it has in its memory, the user is
then admitted to those parts of the Prestel data base which he has
been authorised to use. He can then type out his request for

information on the keyboard.

The detail of the process by which the computer verifies the CIN
and the password is this. When the user telephones the com‑
puter, the call is answered by a device called a “port”. A port is
“madea false instrument namely a device on or in which infor‑ analogous to a doorway into the system. There is one port for
mation is recorded or stored by electronic means with the each telephone line. The port tells the computer that a new call
intention of using it to induce the Prestel computer to accept it as has been made and that the user needs to be shown the log-in
genuine and by reason of so accepting it to do an act to the frame. The log-in frame is then show to the user on his television
screen. The user then types out his CIN. This passes down the
prejudice of British Telecommunications Plc.”
telephone line asa series of electronic impulses. There is a part
I take the relevant facts mainly from the judgement of the Court of each computer which is reserved for dealing with the input
of Appeal (Criminal Division) delivered by Lord Lane CJ. Prestel and output and the control of each port.
is an information service which allows persons who have the
necessary micro-computers to call up a computer data base and The CIN is received in a particular area reserved for that port
to receive information from it. Access to the Prestel computer is alone. That area is called a user segment. Each user segment has
66
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three areas: (1) the input buffer (2) the control area and (3) the 10.(3) In this part of the Act references to inducing somebody to
output buffer. The word buffer in this context is used to describe accept a false instrument as genuine, ... include references to
anarea in a computer which is used to receive information from, inducing a machine to respondto the instrument ... asif it were a
or to transmit information to, the outside world. When the user genuine instrument...
types out his CIN, that is received in the input buffer and is then
immediately moved into the control area and retained there for (4) Where subsection ( 3 ) above applies, the act or omission
the duration of the log-in procedure. This may bea very brief intended to be induced by the machine responding to the instru‑
time indeed.
ment... shall be treated as an act or omission to a person’s

prejudice.

In order to verify the customer's identity and the password, the
user’s details must be accessed from the data base to determine
whether he is a valid user or not. It is the function of the log-in
procedure to compare the CIN with the information already
contained in the user file. If there is no CIN on the user file
which matches that which has been typed out by the user, then
the user is given up to three attempts to repeat his CIN. The same
procedure is then adopted with the password. If these two
checks are completed successfully, the user is then allowed into
the Prestel computer.

After these operations are over, the areas in the user segment
that were used for the CIN and the password are cleared. There‑
after the input buffer is used to receive the instructions being
typed out by the user and the output buffer is used to show the
information that has been requested on the user's television
screen.

On numerous occasions between October 1984 and January
1985 each of the respondents, using his own microcomputer at

his home, gained unauthorised access to a number of prestel
computers. They did so by obtaining and using the CINs and
passwords of others without their permission. Having gained
such access they obtained information to which they were not
entitled; made unauthorised access to stored data; and caused
charges to be made to account- holders without their knowledge
or consent.

My Lords, as appears from Section 1 of the Act of 1981 set out
above, the primary ingredient of the offence of forgery is the
making of a false instrument. Moreover, the instrument must be
one which comes within the definition of that expression in
section 8(1); and it must be false within the definition of that
expression in section 9(1). The difficulty in the present case is to
identify the false instrument which the respondents were
accused of having made.

According to the common language of the nine counts in the
indictment the false instrument made by the respondents was a
“device on or in which information is recorded or stored by
electronic means”. This language was clearly used in an attempt
to bring the case within the definition of the expression “instru‑
ment’ contained in section 8(1)(d), but it gives little indication of
the precise nature of the instrument concerned. Before the trial
no particulars of the precise nature of the alleged device were
asked for or given; and at the trial prosecuting counsel does dot
seem to have dealt specifically with this matter either in his
opening address to the jury or in the course of the considerable
amount of technical evidence which was adduced. It was appar‑
ently the trial judge who raised the matter for the first time
during final submissions at the close of the prosecution's case.
He said to the prosecuting counsel “If I were to say to you ‘what
is the instrument?’ what would you reply?” To which prosecuting
counsel replied: “The answer I would have to give would be the
user segment.”

The respondents’ object in carrying on these activities was not so
much to gain any profit for themselves asto demonstrate their In the course of his summing up to the jury the trial judge
skill as“hackers”. It never occurred to them that they might be referred to the nature of the false instrument alleged to have
committing any offences under the Forgery and Counterfeiting been made in two main passages. In the first passage he said:
Act 1981.
‘Now I have already told you that ‘instrument’ may beany disc,
tape, sound track or other device on or in which information is
That Act provides, so far asmaterial, asfollows:
recorded or stored by mechanical, electronic or other means. All
I
will say at this stage as to that, but I will return to it, is that it ts
1.Aperson isguilty offorgery if he makes afalse instrument, with
for
you to say on the evidence you have heard whether it bethe
the intention that he or another shall use it to induce somebody
to accept it as genuine, and by reason of soaccepting it to do or position that a false instrument or false instruments were here
made by one or other or both defendants astheprosecution say”.
not to do some act to bis or any otherperson'sprejudice.

Interpretationof Part 1
Ina later passage he said:
8.(1) Subject to subsection (2) below, in this Part of this Act
‘Now during the log-onprocess, these electronic impulses have to
instrument’ means ‑
be held, albeit for a very short time indeed, in what I believe is
(d) any disc, tape, sound track or other device on or in which called the input buffer which is in the user segment and checked
information is recorded or stored by mechanical, electronic or for veracity, if you like, bythe computer with the information it ts
already holding. It wants to see that everything is right, that
other means.
everything matches, so it looks into itself to see that everything is
9.(1) An instrument isfalsefor thepurposes of this Part of this Act right.
(a) if it purports to have been made in the form in which it is Now this checking process happens both with the customer's
identity number and with his password. No doubt it all takes a
made byaperson who did not in fact make it in thatform; or

fraction of a second. Sothere is made by the caller, say the
(b) if it purports to have been made in the form in which it is prosecution, an instrument. By this process, they say there has
made on the authority of a person who did not in fact authorise been created a device on or in which information is stored by
its making in thatform;
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Now it is argued on behalfof the defendants such a construction
is wholly artificial and unwarranted. Electronic impulses, they
say, cannot bea device on or in which information is stored.
That is their approach. Say the prosecution, that approach ts too
narrow an approach.
Now I do n o t ‐ I wouldbegoing toofar if | did ‐ say what ismy
view of the matter, nor do I direct you that in law you mustfind
one way or the other on that. It is an issue of fact. Asan issue of

fact, it is for you...”
The matter having been left to the jury in that way, they brought
in a verdict of guilty against both the defendants on all the counts
on which each of them was respectively charged.

On the defendants’ appeal to the Court of Appeal (Criminal
Division) it was contended for them, on various grounds, that
what they had been provedto have done could not, asa matter of
law, amount to the offence of forgery under the Act of 1981. The
Court, which had been referred during the course of the argu‑
ment to the Law Commission (Law Com. No. 55) Criminal Law
Report on Forgery and Counterfeit Currency of 1973, accepted
most of the contention put forward for the defendants. Lord Lane
CJ., giving the judgement of the court said [1988] Q.B. 1116,1124:

The reference in the first paragraph of the passage set out above
to the user segment not carrying the two types of message
necessary to bring it within the ambit of forgery is a reference to
paragraph 22 of the Law Commission Report mentioned earlier.
In that paragraph it was pointed out that, in the straightforward
case of forgery, adocument contains two messages of two dis‑
tinct kinds. First amessage about the document itself (eg that it is
a cheque), and secondly, a message to be found in the words of
the document that it is to be accepted and acted upon (eg that a
banker is to pay x); and that it is only documents which contain
both types of message that require protection by the law of
forgery.
My Lords, the point of law of general public importance certified
by the Court of Appeal (Criminal Division) as being involved in
its decision to allow the appeals were these:

1. Whether on a true construction of sections 1, 8, 9and 10 of
the Forgery and Counterfeiting Act 1981, a false instrument is
made in thefollowing circumstances ‑
(a) a person keys into part of a computer (the user segment) a
customer identification number andpassword of another, with‑
o u t the authority of that other,

‘In ourjudgement the user segment in the instant case does not (b) with the intention of causing the same computer to allow
carry the necessary two types of message to bring it within the
unauthorisedaccess to its data base ,and
ambit of forgery at all. Moreover, neither the report nor the Act,
soit seems to us, seeks to deal with information that isheldfor a (c) the user segment, upon receiving such information ( i n the
moment whilst automatic checking takes place and is then ex‑
form of electronic impulses), stores or records it for a very brief
punged. That process is n o t one to which the words ‘recordedor period whilst it checks it against similar information held in the
stored’ can properly be applied, suggesting as they do a degree of
userfile of the data base of the same computer.
continuance.

There isafurther difficulty. Theprosecution had toprove that the
appellants intended that someone should accept asgenuine the
false instrument which they had made. The suggestion here is that
it was a machine (under section 10(3)) which the appellants had
intended to induce to respond to the false instrument. But the
machine (ie the user segment) which was intended,soit was said,
to beinduced seems to bethe very thing which was said to be the
false instrument (ie the user segment) which was inducing the
belief. If that isa correct analysis, the prosecution case ts reduced

to an absurdity.
Wehave accordingly come to the conclusion that the language
of the Act was not intended to apply to the situation which was
shown to exist in this case. The submissions at the close of the
prosecution case should have succeeded.

2. Whether, in order to constitute a false instrument within the
meaning of the saidAct, an instrument must contain ‑

(a) a message about the instrument itself, and
(b) a message to befound in the words of the instrument that it is
to beaccepted andacted upon.

3. Whether, in order for a person to befound guilty of forgery
within the meaning of the said Act, he must beproved to have
been aware of the relevantfacts which constitute the making of a

false instrument.

4. Whether the offence is made out if the somebody’ whom the
appellants allegedly intended should accept thefalse instrument
asgenuine ( i n this case - under section 10(3) ‐ a machine) is the
same machine as that which was said to be thefalse instrument,
It is aconclusion which we reach without regret. The Procrus‑
namely the user segment.”
tean attempt to force thesefacts into the language of an Act n o t
designed to fit them produced grave difficultiesfor both judge
Point 1 comprises, potentially at least, t w o questions. The first
andjury which we would not wish to see repeated.
question, which has to be answered in any case, is whether, in
The appellants’ conduct amounted in essence, asalready stated, the circumstances specified in paragraphs (a) (b) (c) an instru‑
to dishonestly gaining access to the relevant Prestel data bank by ment as defined in section 8(1) of the Act is made at all. The
a trick. That is not a criminal offence. If it is though desirable to second question , which only arises if an affirmative answer is
make it so, that is a matter for the legislature rather than the given to the first, is whether the instrument so made is a false
instrument asdefined in 9(1).
courts. Weexpress no view on the matter.
Our decision on the aspect of this case makes it unnecessary to The case for the Crown on the first question was this. The
determine the other issues raised by the appellants, in particular relevant instrument was the control area of the user segment of
the submission that they should befound not guilty of forgery the relevant Prestel computer whilst it had recorded and/or
when there was no evidence that either of them had any inkling stored within it the electronic impulses purporting to be a CIN
that what they were doing might amount to a contravention of and a password. That control area of the user segment consisted
of semi-conductor chips and/or magnetic cores, either or both of
the Act.”
:
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which are devices “on or in which information is recorded or
stored by ... electronic means” within the meaning of section
8(1)(d) of the Act. Such an instrument was made by each respon‑
dent when he keyed into the control area of the user segment
through a telephone line the electronic impulses which consti‑
tuted the CIN and the password.
The case for the respondents on the first question was this. The
recording and storage of information referred to in section
8(1)(d) are processes of a lasting and continuous nature. The
process relied on by the Crown involved no more than the CIN

and the password being held momentarily in the control area of
the user segment while the checking of them was carried out,
and then being totally and irretrievably expunged. The process
did not, therefore, amount to the recording or storage of the CIN
and the password within the meaning of section 8(1)(d).

My Lords, section 8(1)(d) contemplates that information may be
recorded or stored by electronic means on or in ( i ) a disk, ( i i ) a
tape, ( i i i ) asound track (presumably of a film) and (iv) devices
other than those three having a similar capacity. The words
“recorded” and “stored” are words in common use which
should be given their ordinary and natural meaning. In my
opinion both words in their ordinary and natural meaning con‑
note the preservation of the thing which is the subject matter of
them for an appreciable time with the object of subsequent

retrieval or recovery. Further, in relation to information re‑
corded or stored on, or in a disc, tape or sound track, that is the
meaning of the two expressions which appears to me to be
clearly intended. For both these reasons I have reached the
conclusion that the respondents’ case on the first question is
right and that the Crown’s case on it is wrong. Moreover I share
the view of the Court of Appeal (Criminal Division), asexpressed
by Lord Lane CJ., that there is no reason to regret the failure of
what he aptly described as the Procrustean attempt to force the
facts of the present case into the language of an Act not designed
to fit them.
On the footing that the respondents’ acts did not amount to the
making of any instruments as defined in section 8(1) at all, point
1of the certified points of law must be answered in the negative;
and it is unnecessary to consider whether, if they had done so,
the instruments so made would have been false instruments as
defined in section 9(1).
Once point 1 of the certified points has been answered in the
negative, points 2, 3 and 4 become academic. That being so, it is
unnecessary to give answers to them either.

I would dismiss the appeal. 9 9
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8087 Emulation

Hi-Level
Debuggers
8086/186/187
80386
68000
68020
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The Code Page isa regular seriesfor low-levelsoftware backers. Weaim toprovide snippets of code or information
which give a greater insight into the workings of aparticular machine or piece of software. This month, Robert
Schifreen explains how to ensure that residentprograms get loaded only once.

If you're writing amemory-resident prog‑ installs itself, have it check that the contents
ram for MS-DOS, it’s important to ensure of vector 15h are zero.
that the user can’t load the software into
memory more than once. To do this, the Adding a handler
program must start by checking whether it
is already resident and, if it is, refuse to Asanextension of the above, you can add a
handler for Int 15h. For example, add a
install itself again.
handler that will do something special
‘There are two reasons why programs when Int 15h is called with AH=99 and
should include such a check in their in‑ BL=50. That way, the resident program can
stallation routine. Firstly, it makes the make the relevant function call and check
program (and the programmer) look for the desired results.
more professional from the user’s point of
view. Secondly, it will help to preserve What to do?
RAM. Of course, there may be times when
There are anumber of things that your in‑
the user deliberately wants to loadanother
terrupt handler can do to signal its pre‑
copy of a program (for example, if some‑
sence. The simplest isto make it set aregis‑
thing else has stolen an interrupt vector),
in which case you can simply provide a ter to zero. Before you make the interrupt
call, set the register to, say, 5, and see if it
command line switch in your program that
becomes zero after the call.
bypasses the initial checks.

Official Lines
There is no support in MS-DOS for detect‑
ing the presence of a resident program,
and there is no recommended Microsoft
way of doing it, either. Well, that’s not en‑
tirely true. There is a recommended way,
but few programs use it. The method re‑
volves around Int 2Fh. Resident programs
are supposedto add ahandler to this inter‑
rupt that allows them to announce their
presence to the world, and to communi‑
cate with other TSRs. This interrupt is
documented in few places (the MS-DOS
Encyclopaedia being one), and not many
programs apart from PRINT.COM use it.

You can also make use of the ICA. That’s the
Inter-Application Communication Area,

which is a block of OFh bytes starting at
0040:00FOh. DOS doesn’t use this area, and
few applications apart from IBM’s badged
ones (like Display Write) do, either. Write
an interrupt handler which, when called,
increments a specific byte in the ICA. This
is easy to check for, and hard for other
programs to interfere with.

If you decide to hook into an already-used
interrupt rather than interrupt 15h, use
one that is not called frequently by DOS.
Don't add an extra function to Int 21h, for
example, as your handler (or at least the
part that checks for a specific function) will
be called so often as to slow down the
Over the years, programmers have come machine. Don’t touch disk interrupts
up with a number of other methods and either, asyou don’t really want to do any‑
the purposeof this article isto outline each thing that could affect timing loops. The
of them. Each method has its advantages, same goes for printer and RS-232 handlers.
and some are easier than others to imple‑ It’s better to add something to an existing
ment. Once you know the alternatives, you function. For example, add a routine so
can decide for yourself which to use.
that whenever DOS uses the get-date func‑
tion (part of Int 1Ah), something else hap‑
pens, too.

Using Vacant Vectors

There is a known problem that can occur
with the use of signatures. It’s possible that
a signature might appear in places other
than the one it’s supposed to. For example,
part of your program might still be in a disk

buffer somewhere, and the checking
routine may mistake the buffer’s contents
for an installed copy of the resident prog‑
ram. The same thing will happen if the user
keeps a copy of the software on a RAM disk
‐the signature will appear in memory but
the software will not be installed.
There are two solutions. Firstly, most resi‑
dent programs have a far jump as the first
instruction, as they usually have the in‑
stallation code at the end. Put the signature
immediately after the jump, then your
checking routine knows where to look for
it. Of course, you'll have to check through
the entire chain of handlers attached to an
interrupt, and not just to the one whose
address is in the vector.
The second solution is to use a self‑
modifying signature. The program should
hold a corrupted version of the signature.
For example, transpose a couple of the let‑

Then, when the program loads, the
first thing it does isto alter its own code (by
reference to the value in CS) to return the
signature to its real value. This way, only
the signature in the program will be the
real one, and all others that happen to bein
buffers or RAM disks will fail the test.
ters.

Listing resident programs
While we're on the subject, you may be
interested to know of 2 utilities that will
producea list of all resident programs cur‑
rently installed, including their names,
starting addresses and even the interrupts
which they hook into. Both are available
for downloading from bulletin boards, in‑
cluding Cix. One is called SMAP, and the
other is SNOOP. SNOOP does more than
SMAP, in that it will also show you device
drivers, hardware configuration, memory
control blocks and more. It comes with
MASM source code, too. Note that you'll
need DOS 3.0 or above to use such prog‑
rams, asversions prior to this do not keep a
record of a resident program’s name once
it has been installed. If you’re not amem‑
ber of Cix, call 01 390 8446 for details.

Only the very earliest IBM PCs had acasset‑
Signatures
te port. Therefore, few PCs normally use
Int 15h, which was designed to provide If you want to keep things simple, you can
BIOS support for cassette tape I/O. (Be avoid writing interrupt handlers by just us‑
aware that some software, notably Side‑ ing asignature. This involves embedding a
Kick, hangs off this interrupt, though).
known string within the code of your prog‑
ram and then searching through memory
If the vector is unused on your machine,or for it before installation. The easiest way is Contributionsfor the Code Page are wel‑
the machine on which your software is to to put a signature in the ICA, but it’s possi‑ comed. Please send articles or suggestions
be run, simply place avalue in the Int 15H ble that other software may conflict with to the Editor. See the Letterspagefor details
vector. Then, when your resident program that, or use the ICA for its own purposes. on how to contact us.
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UNIX Supplement:

UNIX At Another In A String Of Crossroads

Contents

In early 1982 I was in the privileged position of helping to orga‑
nise aconference attended by Bill Gates from Microsoft. Hewas in
Europe with PaulAllen, Microsoft’s co-founder, to launch MS-DOS
and to promote Xenix. We were accompanied by Adrian King,
The Post-1990, Standards-ruled world will not be dull. Steve then of Logica and now VPof Systems Software atMicrosoft in the
Cooper of NCR looks
to Unix in the 1990s and sees new issues US. During the day, it emerged that somebody big, I think it was
raising their heads.
2 Tandy, was to license Xenix. The import of this was phenomenal.
At about 11pm, I phoned Bill’s room to clarify some points and we
A Strong Commitment to _ the Open Processor ended up discussing it together over a beer. At that point, I knew
Architecture. Peter Cunningham of ICL explains why his com‑ that Xenix was avery, very major product.
pany made astrategic commitment to UNIX and SPARC.
In the six years since then, similar discussions have occurred
Applications Need More than X/Open. Paul Beard of Unify. across the world by people infinitely more important than me
almost daily. The elite groups who have huddled over fireplaces
thinks that the applications
needs more than eS
3,|
and
talked of AT&T's new initiatives, Intel’s commitment to UNIX
and
(is it Xenix or is it UNIX?), which will win, and so on, must now
-| number billions. Talking about the day UNIX will make it is now
| anoccupational hazard, not aprivileged insight.

Industry Opinion

dois

ccna

XWindows

try and refrain from getting excited about UNIX. In
ss market terms, it’s always been second rate and the market doesn’t
look to be changing very much. But that’s not what the manufac‑
turers
think. At this year’s European UNIX User Show, they're as
X Marks The Spot. MarkCollins-Cope of the Instruction Set
fired
up
asblazes.
advises on selecting windowing systems.
5

PCs to acquire UNIX Windowing Capability? Sarah
thinks XWindows maybe viable on MS-DOS and OS/2.

W i hthes ABI?
a _t
The ABC of ABI. DerekWilliams of Unisoft
plications Binary Interface.

Keefe So nowI

The excitement centres on the clarity of the song now on the
hymnsheet. UNIX, at long last has a focus. AT&T is pulling Ber‑
keley, Xenix and SVID together. User interfaces are set to be
sorted out, and many manufacturers have made vociferous and
strategic commitments to UNIX.

ees be ~

In this UNIX supplement we've pulled together some of the key
Hand In Glove on ABL. The official statement from Motorola issues asidentifiedbyusat the .EXE offices. Yet, we gave anopen
on its view of ABI.
brief to companies such as ICL, Unify and NCR to tell us about
UNIX in the 1990s. They came back with opinions which covered
almost identical topics ‐ portability, ABI and SPARC. Perhaps the
most significant observation is that UNIX people are starting to say
that soon, there will bea range of UNIX software equivalent to that
RISC in ae
Allister Mannion of TIS gives ue back available on the PC.
:

ground to the RISC debate.

7

7

The NS32532. Dai Rees puts a language-oriented instruction
set atthe top of his list.
8
The MIPS R2000. Andy Pinkard rates exception handling as
the important CPU feature for UNIX.
9

This is important, n o t because it will or will not happen, but
because manufacturers think it is possible. Simply because they've
got the whiff of success in their nostrils, they are starting new
development projects, announcing new products and strategic
alliances with more frequency than ever. With everyone flapping
around so fast, some of it’s bound to rub off on users.
But lest we get t o o excited, let's remind ourselves that there has

Interview
Sun ‐ In Transition from Workstation Vendor to UNIX Stan‑
dards Maker. Alex Osadzinski of Sun Microsystems Europe

reveals Sun’s attitudes on the AT&T alliance, standards and the

world.
The UNIX Supplement will reemerge in

10

future issues of .EXE

Magazine.Thisissue was edited byMark Adams of Text 100he

andamember ofEXE’seditorialgertdg ots
ISSN 0953-9735

rarely been so much acrimony in the industry as there is today
between AT&T/Sun and the non-SPARC licensees like HP, DEC
and Apollo. That could lead to further muddy waters. And there's
another fly in the ointment. It’s a big fat juicy one with bulgy eyes
and it’s called OS/2. For every UNIX initiative, there is already an
OS/2 initiative ‐ network standards, user interface standards, bin‑
ary compatibility, you name it. And though vendors will not readi‑
ly admit it, the important trendsetters are choosing between OS/2
and UNIX aswe speak.
For fear of repeating ourselves, let’s not say that this year UNIXis
going to make it, for things are genuinely asunclear asever they
we're. It’s just that now the unclarity has got anunusually aggres‑
sive and competitive air to it. And we all like agood scrap don't we?
UNIX Special Report i

With XOREN IPL-11 Software
Data Communications is Easy.
@ Interlinks any quantity or combination of PCs, UNIX/XENIX
based systems, VAXes, PDP-11s and their micro equivalents.
Allows networks to be controlled either automatically
through command files or directly by users.

Transfers data bi-directionally and reliably with full CRC
error-checking.
Connects computers asynchronously over telephone lines,

direct lines and networks.
Incorporates terminal emulation and terminal route-through

capabilities.
Applications

IPL11 covers the spectrum

Support

of data

IPL-11 is a fully

supported British product developed

communications requirements, from large Wide Area

by Xoren Computing. It is supported in the UK by its

Networks: connecting hundreds of geographically dispersed

development team who are therefore well placed to ensure the
software is installed correctly and that it meets users’ current
and future requirements.

PCs and one or more central hosts, with either the hosts or the
PCs automatically controlling all telephone dialling and data

transfer; to small Local

Networks: linking as few as two
Pedigree

computers to transfer data for back-up and storage purposes.

IPL1 Communications Software products have been

available for VAX and PDP-11 users since 1980. Now new
compatible IPL-11 versions bring the power and benefits of this
product range to PC, UNIX/XENIX and MicroVAX users. IPL-11 is
currently used in over 20 countries by over 400 organisations on
thousands of computers.

Method of Use An IPL-1 package is installed on each
computer or PC, appropriate to its operating system. Any
number of computers can be connected, and any user can
control a link to one or more of the other computers. Data can
be transferred automatically by using command files or directly

Price

is a particularly low-cost method of achieving
communications and networking solutions. Since standard
asynchronous ports are used no expensive hardware is
required. Volume prices range from £90.00 per PCto £495.00 per
VAX with a 30 day acceptance period.

by a user’s commands from a keyboard.

ipLat

| Please send me information on IPL-11: 2)

name

company
address

| telephone
||

Telephone me to discuss IPL-11

| Return to: Xoren Computing, 28 Maddox
| Street, London WIR 9PF, England. _ t a
VAX, MicroVAX, and PDP-11 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp.; UNIX is a
trademark of A T & T Bell Laboratories; XENIX is a trademark of Microsoft Corp.;PC
is a trademark of International Business Machines.
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Industry O p t i o n

The Post-1990, UNIX
World Will Not BeD u l l
Steve Cooper, NCR UK's UNIXProductManager believes transaction processing,

fault tolerance andsecure UNIXwill ensure that UNIX tsstill the centre of debate

after

Sitting between centralised mainframes
and PCs strewn across every department,
few would dispute the pivotal role of distri‑
buted systems in the applications arena of
the early 90’s. Yet apprehension still cen‑
tres around the massive investment in
hardware, software and manpower that
will be needed to make those systems a
reality. What end-users are demanding to‑
day are solutions portfolios that can
guarantee them continuity over greatly ex‑
tended life-cycles. Yet which remain suffi‑
ciently open to track advances in technolo‑
gy.

The Key Standards
Industry standards are akey element in this
mix. The era when one manufacturer
could impose his own standards with im‑
punity on a market has passed. NCR has

1990, andhints at strategic alliances between vendors.

nailed its colours to the mast with UNIX,
and is currently in the process of deliver‑ Strategic Alliances
ing animplementationof AT&T’s System V, Strategies such as these have provoked the
Version 3 across the Tower line. In due industry for its part to draw together ‐ con‑
course to be followed by the IEEE POSIX sciously or unconsciously ‐ companies
standards, phased over a two to five year with complimentary strengths. The most
timescale asthese standards evolve.
obvious partners for the PC sector being
IBM, Microsoft and Intel. Equally, it is n o t
Though OSI conformance will become outside the bounds of probability to see
more and more important as the turn of equivalent alliances emerge elsewhere.
the decade approaches, any vendor Say between Motorola, NCR and Unisoft.
ignores at his peril established de facto
standards such as IBM’s SNA. The same Will the customer really benefit though?
level choice has to exist in the application The answer has to be ‘Yes!’, if only because
interface area proper: SNA sharing the the standards movement now has enough
ground with X-Open common applica‑ momentum to ride roughshod over any
tions environment, and AT&T’s System V's group wanting to stand in its way. But what
interface definition.
we C a n expect is an increase of functional‑
ity through improved liaison between in‑
And so the list goes on, through to embrac‑ terested parties. RISC is but one aspect ‑
ing the MIT X-Windows user interface, NCR in particular is evaluating both Sun’s
AT&T’s RFS and Sun Microsystems’ NFS SPARC and the Motorola 88000 for future
with IBM’s SQL alongside ‐ this last being products.
under investigation as to the possibilities
of inclusion into NCR’s UNIX kernal. All are The post-1990 standards-ruled world will
designed to provide the end user with a n o t be a dull one. Certainly in NCR’s view,
series of options, in what could virtually be added value in the form of transaction pro‑
termed the “Lego Brick” approachto build‑ cessing capability, fault tolerant and secure
Unixes, should see to that.
ing systems.

A Commitment to the Open
Processor Architecture
ICL isone of thefirst licenseesfor Sun’s SPARC chip. Peter Cunningham, ICL’sBusiness
Strategy Manager, explains the strategic reasons behindthe move and its implications
on ICL’s departmentalproduct range into the 1990s.

Strategic Products

ICL intends to incorporate SPARC technology into high-end UNIX
When ICL became the first European IS company to commit the computers. It will do this through anevolutionary development of
emergent technology from AT&T and Sun, it was based on the its existing UNIX-based open systems machines. This underlines
benefits that computer users worldwide would gain froma stan‑ ICL’s continuing support for open systems computing based on
dard computer platform for the 1990s. Furthermore, ICL is be‑ UNIX.
coming actively involved with AT&T and Sun in taking forward
AT&T's UNIX Systems V Operating System and SUN’s SPARC RISC AT&T and Sun are the acknowledged front runners in the move‑
processor technologies. Together, ICL believes these are poised ment to establish an open processor architecture for building
to become amajor high performance platform tor open computer computer systems. ICL’s resource investment in this initiative will
help bring open systems sooner to our users.
systems design for the 1990s.
2 UNIXSpecial Report

Industry Option

Portability
X/Open provides, through its CAE, industry standards covering
data management, languages, communication and a number of
other areas. This allows source level portability between different
computer architectures. SPARC RISC technology, on the other
hand, develops anapplication binary interface (ABI), which speci‑
fies the operating and compiler interfaces. When implemented on
aparticular processor family, this allows binary compatibility. This
really means the ability to run applications interchangeably on
different vendor's hardware with the same processor family using
the same operating system.

is establishing aCommon Applications Environment (CAE), and
with Open Systems Interconnection standards bodies who are
deriving acommon interworking environment. ICL thinks that the
development of this new open processor technology is com‑
plimentary to, not competitive with its X/Open work.

Migratingto SPARC
It is our intention to ensure that the ICL systems which will use
SPARC technology, will be compliant with the standards contained
in the X/Open Portability Guide in order to ensure CAE com‑

pliance.

Such compatibility between computers in networks, similar to the
compatibility which exists in the PCmarket, will provide more
open competition, delivering important user benefits, including
long term protection of applications investment and greater value
from both hardware and software.

ICL already offers UNIX on the DRS 300 and CLAN, developed in
accordance with the X/Open CAE standards. This means that ICL
software developed for any DRS 300 or CLAN will be portable
across the systems range, aswell asto all other systems developed
in line with the CAE standards. Later developments of CLAN will
Italso represents agreat opportunity for the European IT industry. integrate SPARC RISC technology and will be compatible with the
Semiconductor houses can openly licence SPARC processors. Sys‑ current versions of CLAN.
tems integrators, can develop platforms and applications based
upon the single large market that exists for a standard Naturally, a new technology such as this cannot be introduced
overnight. ICL is developing this new architecture for a range of
architecture.
products for the 1990s, and the first release of the product utilising
ICL’s commitment to open systems is also reflected in its involve‑ the SPARC RISC technology is confidently expected in 1990.
ment with such international bodies asthe X/Open group, which

Applications Need
More than X/Open
PaulBeardof Unify seesX/Open andPOSIXaddressingjust one
software development issue. He believes more is required.
The UNIX world has come a long way since the heady days of the
early 1980s with the attendant wild predictions that the world
would see only two multi-user operating systems bythe end of the
decade; IBM proprietary offerings and UNIX. Time has brought a
more reasonable perspective but an equally compelling endorse‑
ment of UNIX. The debate over the viability of UNIX has been
answered in the most emphatic way ‐ proven sales. Total sales of
UNIX systems in the UKby the end of 1986 amountedto 40,500. US
licence sales in 1987 numbered 180,000. By 1990 even the most
pessimistic forecasts show USannual sales at double this number
whilst Europe is expected to triple during the same period.
The size of the market opportunity has driven every hardware
manufacturer to declare and deliver afamily of machines running
the UNIX operating system. Most notable recent endorsements
being IBM’s unveiling of the AIX UNIX strategy from PS/2
machines to the 3090 and 9370 families. Equally significant are
Apple’s AUX announcements and Digital's current heavy develop‑
ment investment in its UNIX offering ‐ Ultrix.

|

UNIX, is the quest for hardware vendor independence. This is, in
part, the motivation behind the standardisation initiatives which
will be the significant trend in the immediate future development
of commercial UNIX.

The joint activities of the IEEE POSIX Committee and the Euro‑
pean X/Open group reflect the overwhelming pressure towards a
common open standard environment for application develop‑
ment across multi-vendor UNIX systems.
Such standardisation will do much to protect commercial users’
software investment but addresses only one aspect of the cost of
commercial application development. The more costly issue, that
of on-going software maintenance, has led to rapid growth in sales
of relational databases and fourth generation application develop‑
ment tools. Themselves the subject of much current standardisa‑
tion, they represent not only complete portability and therefore
protection, but also bring benefits of development productivity
and reduced maintenance costs on the resultant applications.

The future of commercial multi-user applications lies with stan‑
Unix is the environment of choice for multi-user systems from dard UNIX and these independent fourth generation develop‑
£10,000 to £1 million because of the price-performance of the ment environments.
‐_
hardware on offer and the protection of users’ application soft‑
ware investment provided by the portability of UNIX. Perhaps the Paul Beard is Vice Presidentfor European Operations at Unify
single most compelling stimulus to the commercial acceptance of Corporation.
UNIX Special Report 3

X Windows

PC’s To Acquire UNIX

Windowing Capability
SarahKeefe looksat thepreferred UNIX user interface, XWindows, andsees if the PCmarketbas
got anythingto learnfrom it.
The recent emergence of the X Window
System and its acceptance as the de facto
standard for controlling windows and XArchitecture
graphics on workstations, PC’s and intelli‑ The X architecture separates windowing
gent terminals, has resulted in it receiving into two distinct parts: the application
significant attention from a large number program or,client’ and the display station
of hardware manufacturers and software (which includes display hardware, mouse
authors, especially workstation vendors and keyboard) or,server’. The client and
and UNIX afficionados. But will the XWin‑ server may reside on the same system or
dow System make an impact in the PCare‑ they may communicate across a network,
na where proprietary windowing systems sometimes over agreat distance. For exam‑
have already been accepted by users? If so, ple, a powerful supercomputer running a
how and what are the implications for the client application might display graphics
average PC user? I'd like to start with a onan intelligent terminal running anX ser‑
short overview of X Windows, or X.
ver on the user’s desk.

Xand the PCmarket

There is currently aburgeoning market for
80386 based PC’s running UNIX with the
result that Xhas been implemented under
various'species’ of UNIX for this sector of
the PCmarket. X servers running under
UNIX together with client applications (ex‑
ploiting XLIB or simply running in VT100
emulation windows) are emerging. A ma‑
jor benefitof using X ona local UNIX based
PCis the possibility of interworking with
other host systems on the network without
restricting local functions. It is evident that
a growing number of PCusers are no lon‑
Several client programs may communicate ger satisfied with the capabilities of the
Inside X
with single server and each client applica‑ genteel PCand are now looking to power‑
X is the outcome of a project initiated by tion can control one or more windows on ful micros capable of multitasking, hand‑
the Massachussets Institute of Technology the screen. It is the job of the server prog‑ ling graphics and networking.
to investigate the educational application ram to ensure that applications do not in‑
of a large network of workstations in a terfere with each other. Users of X prog‑ The normal rationale for windowing is to
multi-vendor environment. ProjectAthena, rams over a network such asEthernet be‑ separate the output from several concur‑
asit became known, had one main aim and nefit from the sharing of valuable re‑ rent tasks on a users screen. On most of the
that was the portability of applications and sources located at aconsiderable distance existing PCpopulation, the operating sys‑
tem is MS-DOS which effectively prohibits
system software, including the user inter‑ from the user.
true multitasking. However, since Xis split
face. In meeting the design requirements
of Project Athena, X was developed with One of the main reasons for X’s acceptance into two parts, it is quite conceivable, and
the following features:
is that it is hardware independent. X indeed possible, to run an X server only
achieves this by the separation of window‑ under MS-DOS. This then communicates
It operates on any bitmapped screen ing into the two distinct parts and by pro‑ with the clients program running on a
architecture. ie. it is not just character viding the communications layer for diffe‑ UNIX host over anetwork. Output from the
rent types of applications to exist ina heter‑ tasks running remotely is interleaved by
based.
ogeneous
network. When X is ported to the server. In this way, the user of a PC
The system is network transparent.
new hardware, only the X server is im‑ compatible can connect into a host run‑
Multiple applications operate concur‑
plemented on the display hardware in ning Xclients and operate them with full X
rently on one screen.
question. Once an application has been functionality at a fraction of the cost of us‑
It supports multiple user interface styles.
written using the X11 programmer’s lib‑ ing acomplete workstation.
It supports overlapping and obscured
rary interface (XLIB), it does not need to be
windows.
modified to accommodate new display Various X servers have been produced for
Applications can use many windows.
It provides high quality text, graphics and hardware ‐ porting anapplication is usual‑ graphics-equipped computers such as the
IBM PC, one such product is PCXsight
ly a matter of recompiling.
imaging.
from Locus Computing. It allows an Intel
The system is extensible.
Implicit in this architecture is the require‑ 8086-based PCcompatible to connect into
Xis nota single program and is not written ment that t w o processes run concurrently, a host runningC clients and operate asa
in any particular language. It does not spe‑ so that hardware must in some sense be graphics terminal. This maximises utilisa‑
cify any operating system environment. multitasking. Partly asa result of this, most tion of systems resources by converting
Rather, X is a series of definitions, require‑ implementations have been on UNIX sys‑ PCs into multitasking workstations.
ments and protocols which can be im‑ tems. The fact that most of the hardware
plemented in awide variety of ways. X sits involvedin Project Athena ran UNIX is also Despite having the unfortunate nickname
between the operating system and the ap‑ responsible. Nevertheless, the complete X “half an operating system”, OS/2 on many
plication program and defines how ap‑ system has also been implemented under desktop Intel based PC’s will provide mul‑
plication programs can communicate with Digital’sVMS and several UNIXwork-alikes titasking with Presentation Manager as the
user interface. It is clear, however, that us‑
such asUltrix and Helios.
the user in agraphical and visual way.
4 UNIX Special Report
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for software development and delivery is
beginning to offer a stable and consistent
base across awide range of hardware.
Most UNIX workstations tend to provide

their own proprietary windowing and
graphics interface, one such interface is
NeWS or Network Extensible Window Sys‑
tem from Sun. Like X, NeWS is a client/
server based system designed to allow ap‑
plications to be split up from the display
and is based on Sun’s implementation of
the PostScript page description language.
Although Sun feels that NeWS is superior
to X and has pushed it asacontender for a
standard window environment, NeWS has
not been accepted with the same degree of
enthusiasmasX.An important argument in
X's favour is that it is publicly available soft‑
ware that carries no licensing restrictions,
in other words novendor has “a lock on it”.
Perhaps UNIX vendors over the years have
learnt to be wary of vendor designated
standards which they feel would become
vendor strangleholds.
The lack of a standard windowing and
graphics interface on UNIX workstations
has led to afragmentation of the UNIX mar‑
ket, making the transfer of software from
one system to another difficult and expen‑
sive.

X has started to sweep away that fragmenta‑
tion, leading to a plethora of opportunities
for software developers and a reduction in
the level of confusion amongst users. The
idea of aCommon Application Environ‑
ment across all hardware is attractive to
software developers. Now that X is avail‑
able across a range of operating systems
and hardware, that idea is one step nearer
to reality. X/OPEN is addingX to its porta‑
bility guide providing that MS-DOS and
OS/2 implementations of X prove efficient
and reliable, it will be possible to produce

portable applications which include aport‑
able user interface.

ers wishing to interwork with non-Intel
systems will use X to drive the user inter‑
face.

less way, just as Project Athena envisaged.
The only issue in making a choice will be
the simultaneous local computing require‑
ments of

Some people intend to dispense with the
Presentation Manager interface and run an
X server on the OS/2 system. Others are

developinga bridge software to allow anX
based application on a local or remote
machine to “see” astandardX server inter‑
face, which is in fact anX emulation run‑
ning under Presentation Manager.

the user.

Why isa standard
important?

Software developers always try to widen
the potential market for their software by
selecting popular operating systems and
hardware platforms, and sticking to de‑
facto standards wherever possible. In the
All these methods will allow a PCuser to PCmarket, MS-DOS on the Intel 8086 chip
access networked applications in a seam‑ has become such a standard environment

For the owner of a humble standalone
8086 based PC, X means little, but for any‑
one with access to networked multi‑
tasking processor power, X means that
their PC is no longer becoming rapidly
obsolete. Instead it can be their window
into the next generation ofapplication soft‑
ware.

Sarah Keefe isMarketing Director at IXI, a
porting and X Windows consulting spe‑
cialist. She can be contacted on 044223

68749.
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The ABC of ABI
Derek Williams, TechnicalDirector of UniSoft, describes the benefitsandtechnicalities of the
_A p p l i cBinary
a t Interface.
i o n s
One of the most talked about UNIX issues

of 1988, the Applications Binary Interface
(ABI), was not even part of the vocabulary
12 months ago. The reason for such
brouhaha is that the proponents if UNIX,
and these now include virtually every lead‑
ing computer manufacturer in the world,
see in ABI the means to bring about the
same degree of UNIX applications porta‑
bility ascurrently exists in the PCmarket‑
place.
ABIs will not just accelerate the already
rapid convergence of UNIX around System
V, they will bring benefitsto all parts of the
market. Not only to chip makers and OEMs

For the UNIX industry as a whole, ABIs
should be seen asan important step in the
creation of a single homogeneous market.
This is necessary because the way in which
UNIX was originally licensed lead to many

different versions being developed. In
addition, since UNIX has never been tied to
any single proprietary computer manufac‑
turer, the standardisation that might have
come about through the exercise of com‑
mercial clout, has not been fully achieved.
SVID (the System V Interface Definition),

systems services. The code that runs in

user space is always compatible across
machines using the same chip set. It is de‑
fined by the instruction set of the chip set
in use. The exact interface to the operating
systems is not constrained in this way.
UNIX implementors can choose their own
convention aslong asthe compilers, librar‑
ies and kernel on any one machine agree.
In an ABI, there is agreement at the binary

level asto these otherwise arbitrary deci‑
sions. So with two processors that are ABI
compatible, the binary code for a particu‑

announced in the mid-eighties, was
AT&T's successful first step to define what lar application program will be identical.
UNIX was or was not, and it has played a
but also to software houses and end-users. decisive role in converging the leading With t w o computers that are merely POSIX
Manufacturers will be able to bring their variants of UNIX; BSD, Xenix and System V. or SVID compatible, there isno agreement
below the ‘functional’ level and so the sys‑
UNIX systems to market faster, software
houses will be able to address a much The SVID standard was brought into the tem calls will not be in agreement, neither
wider customer base and end-users will public domain by the standards bureau of will any detail below this level. Sothe final
have a much greater choice of high quality the IEEE (International Electronics and binary codes will not correspond. Furth‑
UNIX applications. With market research Electrical Engineers)when in 1985 it set up ermore, whereas asPOSIX or SVID defines
companies estimating, even before the ad‑ POSIX, the Portable Operating System for what must be present at the system call
vent of ABIs, that UNIX will have taken 20% Computer Environments. POSIX took the level, ABI specifies not only what must be
of the computer market by the early 1990s, SVID standard and added one or two ex‑ present but how it is to be executed. The
the future of UNIX now looks guaranteed. tensions in the area of signal handling and what andthe how apply to each of the three
levels of system call interface, data align‑
job control.
ment and loader interface.
It is ironic that the development of ABIs is
neither new or technically difficult. In‑ Both SVID and POSIX attempt to cushion
deed, those who have been working close‑ the applications developer from the hard‑ The ABI then is adefinition of what an im‑
ly with UniSoft will be aware that much of ware differences of target systems. These plementation of UNIX will look like. Ex‑
the work is already complete on ABIs for define a functional standard interface be‑ pert engineers meet together and agree an
tween the application program and the ABI. Technically it is not adifficult task. But
the Motorola 68000 and 88000 series.
operating system and set down a minimum in practice, the creation of the definition
After two years of preparation and circula‑ set of requirements for applications porta‑ goes through many drafts asit has to find
tion, the final draft, of what, until now, we bility. SVID and POSIX are definitions and agreement with a number of parties: the
have referred to asthe 68000 Binary Com‑ appear in the form of a book and they de‑ chip manufacturer, AT&T, the UNIX port‑
patibility Standard (BCS), will be available fine UNIX at the level of source code. So ing house and most importantly, the hard‑
at this year’s European UNIX User Show. two different conformant computers are ware manufacturers.
ABIs for other chip sets are being defined able to share the same applications soft‑
ware ‐ though each will need to be com‑ Implementations
by their respective manufacturers.
piled differently on the target machine.
Meanwhile, hardware implementations
What is ABI?
The Application Binary Interface, on the are tending to converge because of the in‑
In essence, the 68000 ABI will allow any other hand, goes much further in its tegration of memory management units
conforming 68000 based computer to run guarantee of compatibility. Thus applica‑ with CPU chips. Once the ABI isfinalised,a
identical applications software, without the tions software that runs on one ABI‑ conformant implementation on UNIX can
need for re-compilation and regardless of conformant computer will run on all other bebuilt. This isalonger task but it still only
consists of modifying the interface to an
ABI-conformant computers.
the hardware manufacturer.
existing UNIX implementation.
This will be achieved by laying down two The key to the understanding of ABI is in
conventions. Firstly, for the interfaces for the letter B for binary. Once compiled, an To the applications software writer, the ABI
the binary executable file and the operat‑ application program consists of machine is unimportant, since he writes the soft‑
ing system, and secondly, for the data inter‑ code that runs directly in user space and ware to conform at the source level to
calls into the kernel to provide operating SVID/POSIX without needing to be aware
change standards for removable media.
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of the presence of the ABI. However to the
people who market the application, the
ABI is of fundamental importance. Once
the source code is compiled on one ABI
conformant machine, the application will
run on any machine using the same ABI.
Thus for the software house, support costs
are drastically reduced since they no lon‑
ger need to purchase and maintain diffe‑
rent manufacturers’ computers on which
to compile and test their programs. One
computer running each of the ABIs is suffi‑
cient for all computers using the same chip
set.

houses will find themselves able to sell
into a much larger market and, simul‑

taneously, distribution costs will fall asthe
market becomes unified and is able to be
supported with single products. The availa‑
bility of the best software to the greatest
number of users will benefit the whole in‑
dustry.
The effect on hardware manufacturers is
more difficult to predict. But if all compu‑
ters built on the same chip set run the same
software, manufacturers will have to dis‑
cover different ways to differentiate their
products. Ultimately this will accelerate the
trend towards hardware becoming a com‑
modity product. Hardware manufacturers

will move towards becoming total systems
suppliers, adding value in services rather
than in unique hardware.
Companies like UniSoft, too, will be
effected dramatically. Most importantly
they will be able to transfer more of their
efforts from the porting of existing applica‑
tions to innovative software development.

In the end, the advent of ABIs will release
the creativity of literally thousands of UNIX
programmers, from reinventing the wheel
to fundamentally advancing the computer
industry.

RISC in Perspective
Allister Mannion, Senior Technical Consultantat TIS, bas an objectiveponder on the RISCdebate
andoffers afew caveats.
RISC manufacturers are targeting their
machines at users of traditional commer‑
cial CISC architectures from suppliers such
as DEC and IBM. For the programmer,
does RISC create or solve problems when
creating business applications? Or, put
another way, what difference does it make
what CPU architecture the machine uses?

mon is UNIX, but that’s where the similar‑
ity ends.

But why is RISC itself fundamentally diffe‑
rent in

application development to CISC?

The simple answer lies in the compiler
technology. CPUs of the type now catego‑
rised asCISC have, in general, grown out of
the need for computing power on a wide
In the ideal world, the answer should be range of applications and so have a great
‘none’, but things are rarely that simple. deal in common. Thus, the latest genera‑
The first problem is that machines current‑ tion of CISC microprocessors, like Intel's
ly utilising RISC technology fall into two 80386, have a similar instruction set to that
groups, workstations and minicomputers, found in much older CPUs contained in
both with different evolutions and target machines like DEC’sVAX or Data General’s
markets. The one thing they have in com‑ Eclipse'range.

The designs of these CISC CPUs arose from

a philosophy of providing programmers
with more and more support at the instruc‑
tion level. Programmers of the same gen‑
eration asthese minicomputers have been
forced to write totally in assembler,
machine level instructions, because of
tight memory constraints and relatively
slow CPUs contained in the target
machines. As compiler technology de‑
veloped, the authors of the original opti‑
mising compilers found that the support
given to application programmers in the
form of large instruction sets was not use‑
ful to the compiler. Compilers generating
code for a limited number of high level

statements were found to use only a small
number of instructions, about 20per cent,
for 80 per cent of the time.

the-art RISC compiler, the user has no way
of running existing applications software
on the new machine.

Languages and Compilers

Sois writing acompiler for aRISC CPU any
different from writing for a conventional
CPU? Unfortunately, yes very. With a typical
RISC CPU executing ten million plus in‑
structions per second, it is vital that the
machine’s memory is fast enough to supply
the CPU. Memory technology, however, is

The reason that RISC gains its staggering
performance advantages over CISC is that
the compiler is written first. With this in
place, the optimal instruction set to take
advantage of these instructions can be
chosen and then be set into hardware. This
instruction set need not carry the burden
of unused instructions and this need not be

the same for CISC or RISC machines.

reflected either in machine performance Memory Problems
or price. The compiler, then, is central to If RISC manufacturers were to use very fast

this success story.

For the business user, the key to using the
full potential of RISC is whether the ap‑
plication is written in one of anumber of
targeted high level languages. In contrast
to the minicomputer market, in the work‑
station market most applications are re‑
latively new, and so are written in lan‑
guages that have already received attention
by the raft of RISC manufacturers, many of
which are only a few years old. Thus, for
the workstation manufacturer and users,
the transition is much easier.

In the commercial world, a different set of
constraints applies. Application software is
more mature and has appeared in numer‑
ous older languages. About 40% of applica‑
tions software still exists in, and is being
developed in, COBOL. Without a state-of‑

memory alone then they would im‑
mediately lose the price advantage over
conventional architectures. For the RISC
manufacturer entering the commercial
arena, there are a number of memory‑
related problems to be overcome. In a
commercial system, jobs are switched
rapidly and this requirement enters into
the strategy of memory caching. If a CPU
has a large number of registers for data
then each time the job is changed the prog‑
ram has to save them all. Because of these
constraints, a RISC manufacturer can un‑
consciously design a very good single user
workstation but avery bad multi-user com‑
puter. In the commercial, multi-user en‑
vironment various strategies are used to
smooth memory demand and help create a
viable system that optimises the power of
the RISC CPU.

Some use large numbers of CPU registers
to hold temporary data, others employ

elaborate caching mechanisms and de‑
pend onpipelining. Whichever is used, the
compiler is responsible for making max‑
imum use of the individual strategy. The
compiler writer now has a lot more to
think about in terms of optimising CPU
useage.

The RISC compiler writer is now writing
very much for a particular CPU, not a
general class of microprocessor. The end
result is that one RISC compiler is very

different from another RISC compiler.
Arecent benchmark of SUN’s SPARC-based
SUN-4 workstation demonstrated this. Neal
Nelson & Associates ran its set of
commercially-orientated benchmarks and
showed that the SUN-3, a 4 MIPS 68020‑
based machine, outperformed the 20MIPS
SUN-4 in eight out of eighteen tests. This
indicates that Sun did not consider, for
whatever reasons, the commercial market
when designing the SPARC and it’s associ‑
ated compiler.
What RISC demonstrates is that in applying
any technology to a job, all components
vital to the function for which the product
is intended must be equally matched. The
commercial world demands the right ap‑
plications at the right price. In the case of
RISC, this means the availability of the right
compilers and whether they make careful
consideration of the multi-user demands
on the CPU.

A B I a n d RISC

What does a CPU needto runUNKX:
The NS32532
The CPU
The architecture of the CPU needsa variety
of features in order to support UNIX suc‑
cessfully. These include:

High-level Language Oriented Instruction
Portability has been a major factor in
making UNIX so successful. That portabil‑
ity was achieved in writing as much as
possible of the operating system in C.Soif
UNIX is to execute efficiently, it is aprere‑
quisite that the processor’s instruction set
should match closely the requirements of
high-level block-structured languages.
Set.

Separate User and Supervisor Modes. Any
multi-user operating system must forbid
8 UNIXSpecial Report

individual users direct control of the fun‑
damental I/O devices. Access to /O must
be restricted to the operating system itself
‐ otherwise it would be impossible from
preventing two users from accessing a de‑
vice at the same time, resulting in chaos.
For this and other reasons, the operating
system must be able to carry out opera‑
tions that the user cannot (special instruc‑
tions which alter the state of the system,
access to specific areas of memory, etc.).
Some processors have been designed with
multiple levels of privilege, but UNIX only
requires two, referred to as user and su‑
pervisor mode. Of course, it is importantto
get right exactly how supervisor mode
operates. for example, interrupts and

operating system kernel routines should
not use the same stack asuser applications,
so the processor should automatically
change stack pointer on entry to an inter‑
rupt service or system call.

Pagedvirtual memory
management
UNIX requires a virtual memory scheme.
All recent UNIX implementations use a
mechanism called ‘demand paged virtual
memory where the continuous logical
addresses of a process are split up into re‑
latively small fixed-size ‘pages’, each of
which has an independent translation to a
page of physical memory. This scheme is

A B I and RISC
quite complicated to implement but has through interrupt service routines, and
significant performance advantages over secondly the whole process scheduling
mechanism is driven byasingle time inter‑
older ‘segmented’ approaches.
rupt which normally occurs fifty times per
It isvital that paged virtual memory bepart second. To implement these, afairly soph‑
of the defined processor architecture. Pre‑ isticated interrupt controller and a timer
ferably, memory management instructions interrupt generator are required. In the
should be included in the instruction set. 32000 family, these functions are included
National Semiconductor introduced the in the same part, the interrupt NS32202 in‑
NS32082 memory management unit at the terrupt control unit.
same time as its first generation CPU’s, the
32016 and 32032, so that there has always Extremely fast interrupt handling is not
been a well defined memory-management usually a requirement in UNIX systems.
architecture for the Series 32000 family. However, the overhead of a complete task
The NS32382 was introduced to support switch should be kept to a reasonable
the NS32332 second generation CPU, and level. Otherwise a systems running many
compatible memory-management hard‑ tasks can get bogged down. This ought to
ware was brought onto the CPU chip with be considered asa counter balance to the
“the more registers the better” argument
the third generation NS32532
put forward by proponents of some RISC
architectures, since all user registers must
Floatingpoint
be saved on aprocess switch.
It is clear that many UNIX systems are
bought to support technical and scientific Compilers
users, whose application programs re‑
quire high-performance floating point Even when the CPU’s instruction set is well
‘hardware. In addition, good quality designed to execute high-level languages
graphics need fast floating point. Thus all
the graphics workstations, such asthose in
the emerging desktop publishing market
Re cS 3
. oS :
need this support too. National offers the
NS32081, NS32381 and NS32580 floating‑
point slave processors, the last being an
interface to the Weitek 3164 with a peak
performance of 15 MFlops. Again it is im‑
portant that the floating-point instructions
should be included in the CPU’s instruc‑
tion set. This provides a core of floating
point operations that maintain compatibil‑
ity between different systems based on the
same processor family.

_
a.
fe

:

there is a great deal of difference between
a smart compiler and a dumb one. Smart
compilers can allocate frequently used
variables to registers, speed up calls to pro‑
cedures, eliminate redundant code, and
make a variety of other optimisations.
National’s Compiler Technology Project
has found that our optimising compilers
can make adifference of between 30% and
200% to the execution time of CPU-bound
code. Remember that this benefit applies
not only to user application programs, but
also to the operating systems itself, since it
is largely written in C.

UNIX Software
The final element of the UNIX formula is
the availability of generic UNIX ports for
the processor architecture, and compati‑
ble compilers and software development
tools exist, porting UNIX to the system be‑
comesa routine task. The systems designer
can then concentrate on those parts of the
product that distinguish it from others in
the market, instead of having to struggle to

implement the basic functionality.

:

Interrupt control
UNIX uses two interrupts for t w o pur‑
poses. Firstly /O devices are handled

What does a CPU needto r u nUNIX:
The MIPS R2000
UNIX is the unsung hero of technological
development in computer architecture.
Without such an accepted and portable
operating systems, the chance that a new
microprocessor architecture could gain
widespread acceptance in the market place
is very slight indeed, given the close links
between proprietary hardware and system

and so to users, the benefits of new and
unfettered technologies. RISC design is
proving to be the most notable of these,
bringing new and unmatched levels of
price performance.

team which does not have a wide range of
experience, n o t least in the UNIX kernel, is

in danger of producing an elegant design
that fails to perform in the real world.

In its early stages of architecture planning,
In system architecture design, anewcomer MIPS Computer Systems, soon saw the ne‑
may have a new clean slate asfar asimple‑ cessity to obtain inputs from operating sys‑
mentation and instruction set is con‑ tems experts and optimising compiler spe‑
software.
cerned, but must take into account the na‑ cialists in addition to the hardware im‑
UNIX has changed the traditional ground ture and behaviour of the programs that plementers. The result is an architecture
that is now the fastest in any given technol‑
rules, however, bringing to developers, will execute on this design. Anarchitecture
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S-GKS::

the first fully ISO certified edition of the Graphical Keme
System (GKS) to be written in C. The power and flexibility of Cgives
S-GKS significant performance gains over Fortran based packages.
S-GKS Is currently in use on PCs, VAX and numerous Unix based
workstations eg. SUN, Apollo, IBM 6150 . Level 2b GKS functionality
is provided in all environments (MS-DOS, Unix, VMS, Ultrix) .
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Draft Editor: ageneral purpose drawing package using
the features of S-GKS for versatillity and portability. User friendly,
menu driven, suitable for OHP slide production, 2D plans_ etc.

C-GUL:: _
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plotting libraries (and compatibles) to be linked directly to any GKS
thereby offering enhanced output capabilities and support for a
wider range of devices (including graphics terminals) .
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3rd, 4th, 5th October
Following the success of the first European OS-9 Conference in
1987, Vivaway Limited, will be holding the second OS-9
Conference at the Heathrow Penta Hotel in October.
Seminars will be held on all three days from 10.00 am to 5.00 pm
and will include New Product Announcements from Microware,
Technical Seminars and Guest Speakers from a variety of
industries.
The OS-9 exhibition will be running on the 4th and 5th October.
Companies exhibiting last year included Amplicon Electronics,
Microsystems, Crellon Microsystems, Force
Computers, H.TE.C, Integrated Micro Products, Koral
Microsystems, M.PD., OS-9 European User Group, Plessey
Microsystems, Spectra-Tek UK, Syntel Microsystems, U-Micro
Computers and Windrush Microsystems.
Bicc-Vero
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/

We've designed our Microprocessor Development
Systems so that you can easily reconfigurethem for a
'
range of devices or for device derivatives or
for device manufacturer variations.
Sothat you can use the devices that
‘|
are exactly right for your current design projects.
ne\
And know that the same applies in the future.
Via
Ashling Interchangeability. It lets you take
Y
the design route you want.
Ashling Microsystems Ltd., Tel: (0628) 773070
Unit 4,Switchback Centre, ‐ Fax: (0628) 773009
Gardner Road, Maidenhead, Telex: 8950511for attn.

OS-9 is a trademark of Microware Systems Corporation
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ABI and ‐
ogy to date, across a broad range of ap‑

plications.
In the multi user environment, efficient
support for the UNIX kernel is key. The
kernel’s job is to manage the resources of

the system. If the kernel implementation is
slow, therefore, all users suffer. To over‑
come this, the architecture design must
offer performance in the most frequently
used areas, namely resource management
(scheduling CPU and FPU, handling
peripheral devices, allocating physical and
virtual memory) and the procedural call
mechanism, including SYSCALL or TRAP.
These translate into four principal areas of
architecture and VLSI implementation ‑
exception handling, virtual memory and

caching, context switching and procedure
calling. The following outlines the MIPS
rationale relevant to each of these features.

Exception Handling
Exceptions‐ including the interrupt which
is just a special case exception‐ occur with
great frequency, and use large chunks of
common code within the kernel. The MIPS
implementation despatches an exception

withina little over one clock cycle, through
either of only two run-time exception ven‑
dors. The majority of exceptions are de‑
spatched through just one of those, pre‑
senting the cause (or vector) to the excep‑
tion handler in a machine register. This is
just what the UNIX kernel requires.
Other machines have amultitudeof excep‑
tion vendors, which take time to construct.
Moreover, examination of the code vectors
to show the unique logging of a unique
number and then ajump to common code.
This is a demonstrable illustration of an
idea which, though deemed attractive by
hardware designers, is ignored by UNIX
because of the time penalty it introduces.

When the kernel encounters an exception
very little machine state ispreserved(2 bits
in fact) before entering the exception code
to decide what state to preserve, instead of
the machine wasting time saving a vast
array of registers to memory only to have
them almost immediately restored on exit
from what may have been a minimal ex‑
ception routine.

Virtual memory and

atechnique whereby each entry is tagged
with anID ofa particular process. This ID is
used during translation to check that the
entry being used does indeed belong to
performance systems, the kernel is not a the requesting process, thus reducing the
necessity. To avoid the kernel occupying need toflush the TLB.
valuable TLB entries it can be assigned Kse‑
gO addresses, and so it is direct mapped to
physical memory. The ksegl is identical to Procedural Calling
kegO except that memory references do Initially hardware help in the form of ‘reg‑
ister windows’ for fast procedure calls
not update the caches. Device I/O address
looks attractive, until the nature and depth
space is assigned to this area.
of kernel calling isexamined. From experi‑
ence the kernel is erratic in its calling,
Context switching
often nesting procedures deeply and very
With context switch, all state particular to quickly, only to return to the upper levels
the outgoing process that will be used by before plunging again.
the incoming process must be saved. To
speed this process the MIPS system imple‑ This action often defeats the maximum
ments a fast single-cycle store, with mem‑ depth of calls in hardware register win‑
ory buffer to accept data at CPU clock rate. dows, forcing large and frequent register
Data and instruction caches are physical, saves to memory, only to restore them
that is they are indexed byphysical addres‑ again as the kernel returns to the upper
ses so there is no need to flush them on level. The MIPS solution is to implement
context switch. This advantageous cache the procedure call standard in software,
design is made possible by the speed re‑ allowing the compilers to determine the
registers to save and restore at any given
sulting from the on chip TLB.
Mbytes are available. On entering kernel
mode, kuseg is still available allowing the
UNIX kernel to examine the current pro‑
cess context without remapping. In high

point.

The alternative of virtual caches is easier to
implement. However, these have to be
flushed forcing the incoming process to
fault in all its instruction and data, even
though they may already be held there
from the last time it executed. The TLB can
be looked upon asavirtual cache needing
to beflushed.
MIPS overcomes the potential perform‑
ance problem of the TLB flushing by using

KERNEL

MAPPED
CACHEABLE

KERNEL
UNMAPPED
UNCACHED

MEMORY

KERNEL
UNMAPPED
CACHED
2048MB

USER
MAPPED
CACHEABLE

caching
In the current MIPS VLSI implementation
all address references are mapped via the
on-chip Translation Lookaside Buffer
(TLB). The MIPS virtual memory scheme is
shown in Fig 1.In user mode (kuseg) 20-48

In summary, none of the above features isa
specific function of traditional RISC design.
In the MIPS architecture, where the goal
was for maximum system performance,
the focus was on the critical paths for fast
operating systems implementation, but
linked to the need to get a well-balanced
systems that reflects the realities of the ap‑
plication environment.
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The cost of using CASE
technology just fell
through the floor.
* ADVANCED CASE TOOLS

Equip the whole design
department and watch
productivity rocket.
Support software design
using graphics based
structured design
methodologies

Design tool + Rules tool +
Data dictionary tool.

* MODULAR

Just £425 gets you up and
running with the design
tool (1200 for all three)

* LOW ENTRY COST

Our three tutorials and
extensive on line help will
get you up to speed in
hours.

*NO TRAINING REQUIRED

* OPEN ARCHITECTURE

ASCII export/import
functions with all file
formats provided.

* CONTINUED SUPPORT

With over 4000
installations worldwide you
can be sure of continued
development to keep you in
touch with CASE evolution.

NO OTHER STRUCTURED DESIGN TOOL EVEN
COMES CLOSE TO OUR PRICE/PERFORMANCE
JUDGE FOR YOURSELF

Telephone 0279 626111 for more information
Semantics Ltd. Wych Elm House, Wych Elm, Harlow, Essex, CM20 1QR

@ UNIX Systems
Programming

@ Bourne and ‘C’ Shells

Presentation can be tailored
(0suit client’s requirements

S Y S t e E M S A w w
C O N S U L I ASNS 27.49
8 Valley Rise Sarisbury Green Southampton SO3 6BN
Telephone: (04895) 3442
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PRENTICE HALL ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THE NEW EDITION OF THE CLASSIC TEXT ON C

KERNIGHAN& RITCHIES
THE C PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
SECOND EDITION

Your Clear Path
to X-Windows
We can help you exploit this
important new software
standard:

(Basedon draft-proposed ANSI S t a n d a r d )

Y Documentation

Pg
10years of publication, The C Programming Language (1/E) written
by the developers of the C language
‐ Brian W. Kernighan and Dennis M.
Ritchie‐ has become the best selling standard reference to the language.
Originally designed for use on the UNIX operating system, this fast, efficient
and versatile language is now being used on many other operating systems
including MS-DOS.
In this new book, the authors incorporate the latest changes in the ANSI
Standardisation of Cand isnow based on the draft-proposed ANSI Standard.
Kernighan and Ritchie have completely rewritten their seminal text to ‑
include new constructs that have entered the language
improve upon their ci dae presentation by giving greater clarity to sections
of t h e book, and replacing many of the problem sets with new exercises
discuss Function Prototypes which adds to « the language * the a b i l i tto
y
check function arguments for consistency and * Clibraries‐ enabling access to
different program facilities and utilities such as maths, I/O functions, operating

Y Training
Y X11 Source Code
v X Servers
v X for IBM PC

v X Software

systems etc.

NOTE: The First Edition will remain in print for programmers using the
original compiler.

and much more ....

1988 256pages 13-110362-8 £24.95

For informationon this and other titles
SEE US ON STAND 31 AT THE

EUROPEAN UNIX USER SHOW

Call us now on

os

0223 68749

q

X-Window System is a trademark of MIT
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Sun ‐ In Transition from

Workstation Vendor to
UNIX Standards Maker
User interfaces, softwareinterfacesandmicroprocessors are at the top of Sun's hit listfor
openness andstandardisation. It reckons it’sgot until 1990, when OS/2 becomes a majorforce,
to make the UNIX/SPARC/OpenLook combination an industry standard. MarkAdams interviews
SunMicrosystemsEurope’sMarketingManager,Alex Osadzinskias the race begins.

| the reaction from other vendors to its close
| links with AT&T.

started by asking Osadzinski about the
reas in which Sun was looking to grow in
hefuture, to find that the UNIX market has
| some severe limitations for Sun. Osadzins‑
__|
kisays, “Our original market was Bill Joy’s
friends buying Suns and everyone said
| we'd go bust when they’d all bought one.
Now we are quite rapidly operating in a

| wider market than where we originally
| started, into some quite surprising loca‑
| tions, purely commercial installations and
| large IBM shops. The trouble with the
| workstation market, or the UNIX market, is
hat it’s growing at maybe 70% per year,
whereas Sun has been growing at, so far, a
ompound rate of 100% per year. The
UNIX market is only about $4-$6 billion,
©} which is just a tiny pimple on the backside
of the overall DPmarket.

Sun at the Crossroads

furore.
Its
original =workstation
Sun is not very popular within the UNIX architecture (Ethernet, VME and UNIX) be‑
industry at the moment, except perhaps came a standard followed by Apollo, HP,
with its customers and with AT&T. No Tektronix and many others. The com‑
hardware manufacturers, least of all Apol‑ pany’s RISC chip architecture, SPARC, has
lo, liked the ominous way the company found itself on every major hardware
grew so quickly in the workstation market. manufacturer’s shortlist for their next gen‑
But you can’t really admit that you don’t eration machines. With 250 licensees, it’s
like success. So when AT&T announced NFS is a de facto industry standard. It’s
that future versions of UNIX would in‑ operating system, SunOS is being pulled
corporate Sun’s SunOS operating system, into the next official release of UNIX. And
the industry had aperfect opportunity for a even where Sun fails to make standards,
legitimate moan. And now, Apollo, DEC, such asthe false start on its windowing sys‑
HPand IBM are all accusing Sun and AT&T tem NeWS, it comes back to try again.
of doing adirty on them.
Last year, Sun was a workstation vendor.
Sun has vaulted itself slap-bang into the This year, Sun isadeveloper and promoter
centre of some of the most important and of industry standards. And it knows it’s be‑
most politically sensitive areas in the entire come a major high-level player simply by
10. UNIXSpecial Report

“What we're really trying to do is to
broaden the scope and attractiveness of the
open systems computing market. We want
to enlarge the playing field in which com‑
panies like us are playing.We don’t see any
point in focussing all our efforts on captur‑
ing market share from other competitors
in this fairly small market.”

Osadzinski sees Sun’s role in ‘growing the
market’ with almost missionary fervour.
“We want to really act asapowerful force to
change the way the computer industry
works. The activities we have been en‑
gaged in, say with AT&T and many of our
other partners, are designed to grow the
open systems industry at the expense of
the closed proprietary vendors. We make
absolutely no bones about that.

“In a way, we're making a rod for our own ff
backs, making it more competitive. But on |
the other hand, we’d rather do that, grow‑
ing the market exponentially, that just
fighting in some small proprietary market.
I think if the workstation business hadn't
really gone open (and every vendor is now
selling some variant on the open systems
model now, or at least paying lip service to
that) I doubt very much if it would grow.”

Standards and Openness
Osadzinski believes Sun can maintain a
lead in this market by ensuring that its pro‑
ducts compete well on price, performance,
reliability, and serviceability. Yet Sun’s role
in creating standards is a keystone in its
strategy for growth. Osadzinski refers
liberally to the need for standards and
openness, but never actually says that Sun
want to create standards, though this is
clearly what Sun is trying to do. Before I
raised the concern of some manufacturers
that Sun and AT&T were about to make
UNIX closed, I asked Osadzinski what
other standards the industry had needed
and which had been provided to date. The
first two were networking and software in‑
terfaces.

“Five years ago, the messages we were
pushing were UNIX, Ethernet and VME.
Nowadays they’re just run of the mill stuff.
Standardisation was definitely needed in
networking. Five years ago, a person
switched on to networking was running on
Ethernet using TCP/IP. That’s what every‑
one running UNIX on a VAX was doing.
There was a need for some distributed
capabilities which is where NFS came in.

Software Interfaces
“There was also a need for standardisation
on software interfaces, and that’s still not
finished. Five years ago, if you were writing
a dumb terminal application for UNIX you
could sort of write it to either IV.1, or was it
IV.0 at the time, or SystemV which was just
about around then. It only ran on VAXes
and on workstations from this funny com‑
pany called Sun who had just shipped 50
machines. I guess Xenix was really ruling
the roost then and over that time, a lot of
people have seen the need to standardise
in UNIX, in software interfaces. I guess that
effort is three quarters complete now.
Things have really accelerated rapidly
since X/Open got together to do serious
work in clarifying and setting down these
interfaces and making the member com‑
panies commit to these. Now we're seeing
a lot of companies in Europe and the US
asking us questions like ‘What about the
X/Open CAE, should we be writing to

that?, ‘What about POSIX?’, ‘What about
SVID?’ People are really sitting up and tak‑
ing notice of these.”

it looks asthough NeWs will be important
in its own right, but even more so as a
merged product.

Yet, the whole software interface standar‑
disation effort, 75% finished, according to
Sun, is quite a long way from completion.
The field is still wide open. Osadzinski’s
two other major areas of standardisation
are the user interface and microp‑

“We announced NeWS in a blaze of optim‑
ism, assuming rather naively that because it
was technically superior, people would
beat a path to our door and just immediate‑
ly adopt it. It was an interesting object les‑
son in the fact that exciting new technology
which wipes the floor with old style tech‑
nology doesn’t automatically win. It’s just
that the momentum behind X.11 was quite
strong. The reaction took us quite by sur‑
prise, yet even the staunchest proponents
of X.11 would accept that NeWS was tech‑
nically superior. When we announced the
NeWS/X.11 merge the arguments seemed
to go away because it became clear that
Sun’s commitment to X.11 was quite
strong.”

Ican'tsay today that

wew i l l offer OS/2 to
o u r users. Vast

components of it a r e
veryproprietary.
rocessors. On user interfaces, most hard‑
ware vendors would acknowledge that X‑
Windows was nowa clear system of choice.
Not so Sun, which is still desperate to
promote its own offering, NeWS, to the

position of interface standard.

The User Interface
“The current hot topic of debate for the
next 18months is the user interface, and it
still isn’t clear how the dust will settle.
Clearly X.11 will be important, though now

Osadzinski cites the need for “true applica‑
tions portability” to explain why anyone
needs NeWs. “It’s going to be extremely
difficult to make X.11 support the next gen‑
eration of graphics devices,” he says. “I
mean, they’re all working on very high per‑
formance graphics devices, and with Post‑
script which is the graphics language used
by NeWS we can address these devices
without worrying what the actual output
end is. Using Postscript, we can address
future products from Sun and also future
products from other vendors. While the
pace of product innovation is so rapid, the
last thing we want to do is to rewrite an
application. Our goal is that anapplication
running on, say, adumb Sun, runs fine, but
if you plug in a2Dor 3D graphics accelera‑
tor, it just goes much faster. If you stick a
high resolution colour monitor which the
application takes’ advantage of, it goes fas‑
UNIX Special Report ‘Ld:
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as well. That's infinitely easier using
Postscript than it is using X protocol.

ter

“We don’t want to see the world stuck on
X.11. We have a strong commitment to it,
but it just would be a great shame if we
slowed ourselves down and everybody
else down just at the point where we have
the opportunity to grasp real applications

portability.”

Outside the Workstation

World
If user interfaces, software interfaces, net‑
working and microprocessors are the ma‑
jor standards in the workstation world,
what happens when Sun expands beyond
this area? Osadzinski has already explained
that the workstation market is limiting for
Sun, and the announcement of the 386i

Microprocessors
The final important standards area for Sun
is microprocessors, where the company
has the strong whiff of a fierce battle on its
hands. Of the four major architectures
licensed on the open market, Osadzinski
contends that only two, and maybe just
one, will win out.

“The world is movingto RISC. I don’t think
it’s just fashion, there really are clear
advantages in most applications in moving
to RISC, not just lower cost and higher per‑
formance.
“The number of people selling RISC
architectures number about 10. Now many
of those are closed. If you look at the ones
people are really selling on the open mar‑
ket, there’s AMD, Motorola, MIPS and Sun.
Those are the four pushing today. Out of
those, I contend that no more than two of
them will win out as being major forces.
There are advantages to having standard
microprocessors, just because of the body
of software that exists around them. In a
way, the work we’re doing with AT&T, and
they’re doing a lot of it on different ABI’s,
reduces that pressure because it leads to
applications that can move between diffe‑
rent machines of the same architecture
without change.”
But Osadzinski recognises that winning,
not just competing, in the market is vital to
Sun’s growth. “Companies are now making
judgements on RISC chips based on tech‑
nical merits but the overall discussion al‑
ways comes down to ‘Which company
should we work with and which will win?’.
Sothat’s the hardest thing to sell. You can’t
say I guarantee you we will win. But it’s still
a fiercely competitive market and we're
going after market share the same as any‑
body else.” But even before the European
UNIX User Show in June 1988, SPARC had
shown itself to be very close to winning the
two-horse race in which the Motorola
88000 is the other horse. Already, com‑
panies like Xerox, Fujitsu, ICL and Sun
themselves are planning or producing
SPARC-based workstation, while com‑
panies like LSI Logic, Cypress Semiconduc‑
tor and BIT have taken licensing agree‑
ments.
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Even the staunchest

proponents of
would accept that
NeWSwas
technically
superior. Wed o n t
w a n t t o see the
world stuck on X11.
X11

closed and proprietary, which we don’t
like, but we know our customers want to
talk to, and others which we see as being
important powerful forces for the future.
Sowe were one of the earliest companies
to bring OSI products to market. In fact,
our implementation has been used asa re‑
ference for OSI performance testing. We
participate in many standards making
efforts, such as CCITT and ISO, and we're
slowly migrating our product base towards
them. It’s only a personal guess, but |
would say five years from now, most Sun
networks will be running ISO protocols
rather than TCP/IP. That’s just a natural
evolution, we're not fighting it, we’re not
trying to push it forward fast either.”

The OS/2 dilemma

The real issue facing Sun, however, is what
to do about MS-DOS and OS/2. It’s not diffi‑
cult to imagineBill Joy, Sun’s architect and
now AT&T's brainchild on UNIX V, 4.0,
being physically sick at the prospect of Sun
offering MS-DOS, which is clearly re‑
garded asa non-serious, toy operating sys‑
t e m by the UNIX cogniscenti. So imagine
the boardroom meetings (and this is im‑
portant, as Osadzinski says later) where
Sun has got to consider not just MS-DOS,
microcomputer, based on Intel’s 80386 but OS/2 aswell. Now OS/2 isn’t a toy, but
processor, is a step in this direction. Out‑ it’s far too close to UNIX to make it an ob‑
side the workstation market, Osadzinski vious product to offer. And imagine the dif‑
still sees networking asa major force, and ficulty Sun might have in reconcilingapro‑
places great importance on the existing duct offering comprising OS/2 and the
operating system standard, MS-DOS, and Windows / Presentation Manager user in‑
it’s successor, OS/2.
terface, opposite aUNIX/NeWS/Open Look
product. Not only would they compete
On networks, he makes a poignant com‑ head on, but OS/2 is quite likely to greatly
ment, showing Sun to be flexible on stan‑ undermine the work Sun has already done
dards issues where required. “We see that on UNIX and Open Look. At this stage, Sun
there are more powerful forces at work, is not saying that it definitely will not offer
for example in the OSI world. Some are OS/2 (and it’s not saying that it will either).
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proprietary. You can’t get source code for All this focusses the attention back on the
it, which doesn’t bother that many people, so-called Hamilton group of manufactur‑
but it does mean it’s more tightly control‑ ers who moaned so loudly at Sun and
led than UNIX.
AT&T. What exactly are they complaining
about? HP and Apollo could say no more
consistently high. I found it interesting that OS/2 is giving the company serious con‑ than they we're concerned about UNIX
a company with such a forward looking cern. It’s aproduct that looks asthough the being closed or about Sun getting pre‑
view on the world asSun, had yet to decide market will demand, and by its own admis‑ releases of new UNIXes, thus giving them.
sion, Sun will then have to offer. On the an unfair competitive advantage. These are
on O$S/2. I put this point to Osadzinski.
other hand, it breaks Sun’s fundamental flimsy arguments which have yet to be sub‑
“With our 386i product, we have a multi‑ philosophy of openness, and threatens the stantiated.
tasking DOS and UNIX workstation. And so strong position that Sun has built with
It’s difficult to see who would really win by
we're giving to people today what they UNIX.
UNIX being closed, and the only way Sun
hope they’ll get from OS/2 towards the end
would benefit is if it made money from
of the year, and some things they'll never
future sales of UNIX. “The role of Sun in
get from OS/2, like multi-tasking DOS. And A Year in the Life...
corporate developers are making deci‑ But asOsadzinski says ominously, ‘Ayear is the production of System V release 4.0 is
sions now about how to move to OS/2, and avery long time.’ implying that Sun has set very much as a subcontractor to AT&T.
even whether or not to move to OS/2. The its sights firmly on making some fun‑ We're not putting an iron grip around the
throat of UNIX forever.” says Osadzinski.
transition certainly isn’t painless. It gives us
Karen Rohack, official Sun spokesperson
anopportunity because the transition from
in the USconfirms that Sun will not derive
MS-DOS to OS/2 is about aspainful asthe
royalties from future releases of UNIX.
transition from MS-DOS to UNIX. UNIX
does everything that OS/2 will do today,
Perhaps the concern over Sun and AT&T.
and more.”
making UNIX closed is really just acom‑
Sun is playing an awful fudging game on
munication
problem. “When we
OS/2. It is torn between sticking with UNIX
announced the Sun/AT&T agreement, it
-and offering what users may want in OS/2.
was unfortunate that we didn’t make much
If it offers OS/2 it may turn out to be to
clearer the fact that the SPARC ABI is just
Sun’s long term detriment.
one of many, that the reference release for
UNIX would still be on the 3B. We will of
“We're already lookingat anumber of ways
course optimise UNIX for SPARC and AT&T
will be doing similar work for the 386. Pre‑
of providing compatibility with OS/2 and
UNIX and certainly if our customers de‑
sumably Unisoft and Motorola will do the
mand it, which seems likely, then we will
same for the Motorola architecture and so
be doing that in much the same way as
on.
we're providing compatibility with MS‑
DOS and UNIX. But I can’t say today that we
will offer OS/2 to our users. The decision damental changes to ensure the success of A Personal Ending
isn’t taken, and one factor is ‘will OS/2 be UNIX in the short term. Perhaps that’s what Osadzinski concludes by saying that “Un‑
sufficiently important’ or ‘will our custom‑ the current flurry of activity on user inter‑ less you, or anyone else, personally work‑
ers want usto provide OS/2 compatibility?’. faces, on AT&T buying shares in Sun and ed at Sun for a year or two, and attended
I think that the delay between the licensing Sun’s microprocessors is all ab‑ the strategy meetings and the board meet‑
ings, that would be the only way to con‑
announcement of OS/2 and shipment in out. Osadzinski explains,
vince you we're not trying to do something
final form is giving UNIX anopportunity to
capture large amounts of market share at “We've already seen how some of the nasty. I can’t convince you we're not doing
the low end, just in that period.Ayear isan ‘closed’ vendors have reacted very violent‑ anything like that, you'll have to trust us.”
ly towards some of the leads we've taken,
awfully long time.
very aggressively indeed. It’s sort of scary At the moment, we'll have to take Osad‑
Osadzinski had previously answered this but it’s also reassuring. It means we've got zinski’s word that Sun’s keeping UNIX
question for himself. “OS/2 will un‑ them on the run, it seems that what we’re open. If the outcry against Sun and AT&T
so far has been aggressive, there’s no tell‑
doubtedly be important and I’m sure it will doing is right.
ing what would happen if elements of
have over 1million installations by the end
of the year, if not before, and we will have “The major criticism that we've had level‑ UNIX were to become proprietary.
to provide acompatibility path for our us‑ led atusis that we’re trying to close things
off, which is frankly extremely irritating be‑
ers.
cause we're not. If we were the computer
OS/2 also goes against the corporate grain industry as a whole, it would be quite
of openness, and in so doing commits what reasonable to assume that we have some
is a cardinal sin. “We are using the open ulterior motives in trying to do something Osadzinski was interviewed on 4th May
systems versus the closed and proprietary nasty where in fact we haven't. Soif we're 1988. Developments after 12th May may
argument. OS/2’s limiting in the sense that to do any of the things people are accusing change the context of the above article.
it’s written largely in assembler and only usof planning; of closing UNIX off and so Mark Adams is a regular contributor to
runs on the 286 and 386 and future chips on, then we'd deserve terrible retribution .EXE, and writes extensively on software
development issues.
from Intel. Vast components of it are very brought down on us.”
OS/2 brought with it a rash of announce‑
ments from major hardware and software
vendors who said they would port their
product to it, or that it would run on their
hardware. The industry support has been

Some of the ‘closed’

vendors have
reactedvery
violently to the leads
we've taken. It’s
reassuring, it
means we've g o t
them on the r u n .
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MARK Out Your Next Career
Move with ONE of Our
Opportunities!!

* UNIX IN THE CITY *

Technical Project Managers, Consultants & Designers
To £35k + Car + Benefits
Probably the world’s leading UNIX Systems House seek Degree
educated Computer Professionals. The ideal candidates will

Due to continued expansion, this prestigious
international city based company have a
number of challenging vacancies for UNIX
professionals:‑

This major International Software House seek experienced
Software Designers with a background in Realtime Networks,
Comms of Office Automation. Software is produced in ‘C’,
Pascal, Coral or ADA in Banking, Finance and Defence Sectors
These are exceptional career opportunities for the right
candidates. A minimum two years relevant experience is
required in UNIX/XENIX or Tandem environments.
Senior Software Engineers/Software Engineers
To £18k + Car + Benefits

Project Leader
UNIX and Unify skills with a desire to move
into amore managerial role.

have a minimum of 3 years in-depth UNIX and ‘C’ experience and
a fundamental understanding of ISO/OSI standards in Complex
Distributed Systems and Networks.
Software Designers (London & Hants)
To £25k + Car + Benefits + Relocation

This leading International Software House seek Software
Engineers with a minimum of 2 years experience in ‘C' or
Assembler in a UNIX, MS-DOS, OS/2 or Networks environment.
Candidates, ideally with exp. of CASE tools and ‘workbench’
concepts, will assist in the development of Leading Edge
Products for the DP Industry.

For further information about these openings, please send your
CV to us at the address below or contact us direct up to 7.30pm
weekdays on 01-387-4699 or 01-388-3111 ext 2273/2190/2272

MARK ONE RECRUITMENT
THE PROFESSIONALS CHOICE
Management and Personnel
Recruitment Consultants

Programmer

UNIX/C expertise wishing to expand general
technical knowledge, with particular
emphasis on databases.

An excellent package is offered, along with a
well-defined career path.
Call (01) 439 1188 Amanda Reed
or Martin Congreve.
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Regency Computer Services
Premier House. 77 Oxtord Street. L o n d o n W 1 R 1RB
(Recruitment Consultancy)

Euston House, 81-103 Euston Street, London, NW1 2ET.

‘C’ MOVE INTO FINANCE

Herts

£14-£18,000

Our client is one of the country’s leading Life Assurance companies
covering the whole spectrum of personal and business ‐ finance.
Committed to further development of their UNIX based systems they
now require a number of highly motivated individuals at Programmer
and Analyst/Programmer level. Candidates should have a minimum of
18 months ‘C’ experience gained in either a UNIX or MS-DOS
environment. The successful candidates will join a project team involved
in the development of both financial and MIS applications and will
receive full training where required, whilst working within a structured

environment.

EX051/3949

UNIX & ‘C’ ANALYST/PROGRAMMER

London

£15-£20,000

Our client, leading their field in the design, manufacture and installation
of sophisticated high tech security systems, currently require an
Analyst/Programmer with a minimum of 18 months experience of ‘C’ and
UNIX gained in any environment, to become involved in the design and
development of a variety of unique and highly interesting systems. The
successful candidate will develop new software skills such as ESQL and
INFORMIX ona variety of UNIX boxes. On top of this you will enjoy an
pstera-egl gh atmosphere, along with highly competitive remuneration.
EX051/39:

OPPORTUNITIES
London/Home Counties
‘Cc’

to £20K

We currently have a large selection of software houses anda variety of
end user sites who require people with varying levels of experience in
‘C’ to work in a wide range of fields, including communications, the
financial sector and commercially oriented environments. Candidates
should ideally have experience in one of the following: UNIX, VMS, MS‑
DOS, along with a minimum of 12 months ‘C’ programming experience.
These positions offer highly competitive salaries and benefits, along with
the opportunity to progress your career to its full potential. EX051/3948
HOURS

VENINGS
Lan

B a e

(9am

to

9 p m )

RNW ENGINEERING RECRUITMENT are technical recruitment
specialists covering the Home Counties, M3 and M4 corridors.
We are currently seeking to fill the following vacancies.
SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
HANTS
£11,00-22,000
Comms products. Various levels. C, PASCAL, DSP,
microcontrollers.
ANALYST/PROGRAMMER SURREY
to £17,000
Information storage/retrieval products. 2-3 years C essential.
UNIX, LANS, Windows, 8086 desirable.
SOFTWARE ENGINEER
HANTS
to £20,000
applications software. Protocol converters, C, X25,

tas

4GL’s.

SOFTWARE ENGINEER
BERKS
to £17,000
CAD packages. SUN workstations, C, UNIX, MS-DOS, ICE.
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER HANTS £15,000
Radio comms. BSc. 18 mths experience C, UNIX, MS-DOS, ICE.
SOFTWARE QUALITY ENGINEER
MIDDX
£13,00
Thermal imaging systems. HNC. Experience in control of
software. AQAP-1.
SOFTWARE ENGINEER
SURREY
£neg
Systems design consultancy. C, PASCAL, UNIX, BSc plus 2
years experience.
SOFTWARE ENGINEER
BERKS
circa £12,000
Telecomms products. Monitoring and control applications. C,
PASCAL, UNIX.

To register for these or many other vacancies, or to discuss your
own requirements, please call Mike Patton or Dave Lee on the

number below.

PNW s8crutme

44 London R o a d , Staines, Middlesex TW18 4HD
Telephone: Staines (0784) 63731 (24 hours).
Harlen H o u s e ,

PROGRAMMER ANALYST
Central London
* UNIX
* ASSEMBLER

To £20,000
* VMS

aed

Due to the continued success of its products and the rising demand for its services
our client, an established systems house, are currently looking to recruit an

additional Programmer Analyst for the technical department.
This department handles a wide range of functions which include:
.
Designing and writing specialist software in C and Assembler
e
Testing new hardware and software products
4
Developing standards and utility programs for use throughout the company.
:
Installing, upgrading and supporting DEC operating systems and layered
products (PDP-11 and VA X ) .
Installing and supporting network communication equipment and software
Solving on-site operating software problems.
Ideally you will bea graduate in a numerate subject (A levels/HNC/HND w i l l be
considered) with upwards of 18 months programming experience in C and/or
Assembler.
,
Of equal importance is self motivation and the ability to work in a dynamic
environment where individual flair and contributions are rewarded with excellent
career prospects.

For further information and an early interview contact
Rachael Huddleston on 01-686 9216.

yi “

Greenfields opportunities for

I.T.PROFESSIONALS
£13-25K neg.
Our client, the Data Networks Division of a very successful
International Group, has developed a world beating state of
the art Data Communications system that will put the rest
in the shade. Incorporatingthe latest X.25 technology with
planned integrationof ISDN this system will challenge even
Mebest LT. ‐
Pportinitias exes for
@SYSTEMS DESIGNERS e

©@
SOFTWARE ENGINEERS e

@HARDWARE INTEGRATION ENGINEERS @
© SYSTEMS SUPPORT ENGINEERS e
© OPERATIONS SUPERVISORS e@
@NETWORK CONTROLLERS e@

aan

Leet pied

+

IBM LARGE SYSTEMS

COBOL
PASCAL

alas a
ihsohipemees ery o t h e i l i e s eaeetinelsy

numerate and literate, are agood communicator and are

service orientated, ideally with experience of working within
Government environments, send your current C.V. to either
FREEPOST address below, or telephone for an application
form. on
FREEFONE “ENGINEERING RECRUITMENT”

1

Ww E ST

YORKSHIRE
UNIX experienced Analyst Programmer
for user moving to new Apricot VX9000
(training given on ACCELL 4GL a n d
UNIFY d a t a b a s e )

£12,000

‘C’ Programmer to develop
new 4GL environments.

$15,000

F

,

Analyst/Project Leader with UNIX
or S c u l p t o r 4GL experien
id

sic

‐

34

;

Analyst programmer with *C’ or 4GL
under UNIX or XENIX in commercial
environment to learn PROGRESS 4GL
Analyst Programmer with ORACLE
database/4GL experience

1 7 , 0 0 0 + Car

If y o u are a Programmer, Analyst programmer or
Project Leader seeking the UNIX environment best
suited to your future career development in West
Yorkshire then telephone:

Vincent Atherton on
Leeds (0532) 504560

EES COMPUTER RECRUITMENT

A

FREEPOST

.

W Sussex RH193ZA
Wsusace
0342 315033

| Li K DA
4
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-

~

7

RECRUITMENT
4

0923 777966.

Cor

$13,500

9am - 9 p m
FREEPOST 491

+

a

4d
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THE ROUNDED ROLE OPPORTUNITY |
FOR

‘C’ SOFTWARE DESIGNERS
WITH A

MAJOR INTERNATIONAL DATA COMMUNICATION COMPANY

c. £18,500

Thames Valley

We are retained to advise on the appointment of calibre individuals to be part of a small yet important
group developing facilities for major data network products.
to the design and development of critical softwares to meet challenging requirements. You will be responsible for performing verification ‘
and testing to the approved performance, documentation and assisting in field trials through to initial customer support.

Ideally, you will offer:
@graduate level education
@proven ‘C’ application development
@three years plus development experience of | @knowledge and appreciation of database environments
communications software.
@ experience of real time software and communication protocols.

: Ye
.%

<

:

The time may be right for you to use all of your skills and abilities in a well rounded and technically responsible role. Asa
leading playerin the international data communications market, our Client offers an advanced technological environment, i:
excellent training and career development prospects. As you would expect, the realistic salary isaccompanied
by a generous benefits package, with relocation assistance available.
Contact usby telephone for prompt attention or forward your CY. quoting reference CTV/293d.

Personnel Resourcing Consultants

COMMSOURCE

Graphic House, Station Approach
Chipstead, Surrey CR3 3TD.
Fax: 0737 554916

Telephone: 0737 552211

ATCHER
RECRUITMENT
T H E FRESH NAME TO
RECRUITMENT IN T H E
COMPUTING F I E L D , WE ARE
AIMING TO PROVIDE A H I G H
QUALITY SERVICE AT SUCH A
L O W COST YOU MAY HAVE
THOUGHT IT IMPOSSIBLE

COMMUNICATIONS
DEVELOPMENT

Berkshire

To £ 2 2 K

Within the R & D Department of Europe’s most
successful manufacturer of super mini’s, a unique
opportunity exists to join either the Systems
Software or Data Communications Development
Group. Graduate calibre individuals within a
minimum of one years UNIX, C, or OSI experience
are required to maintain the remarkable progress
already made by this highly profitable organisation.
In exchange for your total committment, our client
will provide the freedom (and financial rewards)
necessary to maximise your potential.
To find out more about this exciting range of oppor‑
tunities, please contact DAVID JONES, B.Sc, M.Sc,

6 The Market Lanes
Terminus Road
Littlehampton
West Sussex
BN17 5BS
Telephone: (0903) 726970

on 0442-231691 during office hours or at home
on 0442-212650 (evenings and weekends).
Alternatively write to me at the FREEPOST
address below.

Executive Recruitment Services
Freepost, Hemel Hempstead,Herts.,HP2 4BR.

ANUIENSIS

L ™

RecruiTMENT

EAST ANGLIA, THE MIDLANDS, HOME COUNTIES
PROJECT LEADERS
SOFTWARE ENGINEERS/PROGRAMMERS
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS
TECHNICAL AUTHORS
£12-25k
The following skills are in constant demand by our
clients - please call or send us your Curriculum Vitae if
you are interested in seeking alternative employment
and have ANY of the skills in ANY combinations. Our
Consultants will be happy to talk to you at home out of
office hours if you find this more convenient.
* Artificial Intelligence
* UNIX
* A s s e m b(16
l e&3
r s2bit) * MS-DOS
* Basic
* VMS
* FORTRAN
* VAX/VMS
* Modula-2
* CAD/CAM
* Datacomms
* Telecomms
Please contact Jean Sandercock (home no: 0638
SECeON or Richard Woodward (home no: 0223
329509
mG

Technical Authors, especially with experience of UNIX,
CAD/CAM and PCs, who have written user manuals
from initiation through to printing should contact
Elaine Forster (home no: 0223 853532)

AMANUENSIS EXECUTIVE SERVICES LIMITED
20NEWMARKET ROAD CAMBRIDGE CB5 8 D@
T 0223 354978

UNIX IN SURREY
COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS
£15-23K
Well-established small Business Systems Consultancy with
high profile in state-of-art RDBMS & 4GL, now expanding,
offers new opportunities (Programmers to Project Leader)
in major new Development Program for Next Generation
Products with plans for SGL! If you've UNIX/C OR
PASCAL OR 4GL experience & wish to develop your
Business Software career - don't delay!
Call George Burrows 01-549 6441 ref CG 1206
REAL-TIME GRAPHICS
£15-20K
Very high-tech prestige Manufacturer with high profile in 32
bit Multiprocessor systems for GRAPHICS, IMAGE
PROCESSING & 3-D MODELLING, plans to double R&D
activities in ‘88. Truly dynamic state-of-art environment
offering Bit Slice, RISC, Array Processing, UNIX/C, latest
processor technology & more! Tremendous variety, USA
travel, excellent career potential - in short, everything for
Tomorrow's Real Time Professional.
Call James Hunt 01-549 6441 ref CJ 501
SALES SUPPORT
£15-20K + Car
Major new product launches in ’88 + large installed world‑
wide customer base + market leader status = new Software
Support opportunities with a major international m i n i - c o m ‑
puter manufacturer. IF UNIX + Personality =YOU, THEN
SUPPORT = People Contact, Problem Solving, Travel,
Training, Varied Applications (Comms, GRAPHICS, A.I.,
D.T.P.):
Call Allan Sanders 01-549 6441 ref CA 678
For these and other UNIX/C opportunities (& not

d s }ORES
M t l i ’ a ;T i THAMES VALLEY

eee

OPPORTUNITIES

SOFTWARE ENGINEER - GRAPHIC ARTS
Development of RT Software for control of electronic equipment.
DEC VAX/VMS useful. Stimulating development department.
S a l a r y : c£15K+

Ref: C.8374
SOFTWARE ENGINEER - CABLE TV
Development of network control, data management, plus
and implementation for next generation systems. DEC VAX,
level language + RT desirable.
S a l a r y : c£16k
Ref: C.8376
SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER
Implementation of RT control solutions to automation using
PLC’s, PC’s, Minis. C, UNIX, VAX/PDP useful.
Salary: £15-18k + Benefits
Ref: C.8409
SOFTWARE ENGINEER
Maintainence and development on telecomms/telemet
Varied duties, UNIX, C, PASCAL, DEC, IBM PC all

er.
Hi‑

oie
useful.

c £ 1 2 k + Benefits
Ref: C.8425
TECHNICAL SUPPORT ENGINEER ‑
Salary:

UNIX/XENIX SPECIALIST

Variety of special projects. Opportunities for development in the
future will arise. UNIX/XENIX, C, PC knowledge all desirable
plus good interpersonal skills.
S a l a r y : £15-18k + Car
Ref: C.8426
These are just a small selection of our current vacancies. We
have positions for ALL COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS. If you
have MS-DOS, UNIX, VMS, RT, OS/2, COMMS, 4GL, PASCAL,
C, . ..commercial or scientific experience . . .we shall be
pleased to hear from you.
FOREST ‐ 20 YEARS ON ‐ S T I L L GOING STRONG
Forest ComputerStaff
Tel: (0734) 587272
11/12 G u n S t r e e t , Reading.

UNIX & ‘C’

Salaries to £20,000

London & Home Counties
Networking and Communications

ISO/OSI
Banking
Compiler Writing
Office Automation
Financial Applications
Graphics

We are currently recruiting for a number of
companies seeking Applications Programmers.
Software Engineers and Team Leaders to work
in the above areas. Our clients, ranging from
small, expanding companies to some of the
larger organisations, offer candidates excellent
training and the opportunity for career
progression into some of the fastest growing
markets in the computer industry.

necessarily in Surrey!) call our UNIX TEAM today!

L o g i s t i x Recruitment L i m i t e d

HIGH TECHNOLOGY RECRUITM
59 Eden Street, Kingston-Upon-Thames, Surrey KT1 1BW. Tel: 01-549 6441 (24-hrs)
'

Logistix H o u s e , 148 King Street
London W6 0 Q U
Telephone: 0 1 - 7 4 1 8 5 11
Facsimile: 01-563 0 1 6 6

: a.

Company

Addison Wesley
Arthur Young
_ Ashling Microsystems
Brazier Computer Systems
California Software
Computer Bookshop

7 Articles Featuring
Your Product
Considering the fact that other people’s
independent opinions endorse the value of your
product, EXE.would like to offer you the
opportunity of ordering reprints of EXE articles
which feature your product or company, for you
to include in your promotional mailings, sales
packs and press releases.
The articles may be adapted especially for you, to
include your company logo, more tables and
diagrams, further information etc.

Creative Data Systems
Digital Research
Excelerator
Generics
Glockenspiel
Grey Matter

Michael Jackson
Microcomputer Unit
Microsoft
Microtec Research
NEC
NEOW
OS/2 User Group
Prentice Hall
Prospero
QA Training
Ready Systems
RTS

Samna Internationa!

Scientific Software

For more information about this ideal

promotional opportunity, call Helena Adams
on 01-994 6477 ext. 359.

Semantics
Software Construction
Sycero
System Science

Minimum quantity: 200 reprints.

/shutdown
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The House of Lords’ ruling has already taken space at the begin‑
ning of this issue and in the middle, too. It’s only right, then, that it
gets a mention at the end. I was going to use this column to report
what it’s like sitting in the Peers’ Gallery in the House of Lords.
Unfortunately, one is not allowed to enter said gallery unless you
have acoloured piece of material dangling from your shirt collar,
so I went back home instead (I object to wearing the appendage in
question, and have walked out of many a posh lunch rather than
be judged by my clothing). Sermon mode ends. Back in the real
world, and Honeywell Bull have found yet another way to make
money in order to cover the cost of all those stamps (they send me
at least 6 press releases a week, and they're all boring). This time,
they're taking a feed from the on-screen computer that gives BBC
TVviewers the cricket score, and sending it to a speech synthesiz‑
er for the benefit of telephone callers. The purpose of the exer‑
cise, says the press release, is to give callers what they want "at
minimum cost”. If this is the case, why charge 38p a minute for the
call? There’s always the old-fashioned 5p-for-8-minutes lines.
Next, to Amstrad Towers, and that wonderful TVadin which Alan
Sugar explains to the Great British Businessperson exactly what's
going to happen to their trading channels in 1992 (something to
do with Europe, I understand). Standing in front of a row of 8
PC1512’s, Alan (I object to the formality of surnames, too) talks of
how wonderful it will be when, in 1992, he can make just one
computer for the whole of Europe. Perhaps someone should tell
him that he already does (remember those DIP switches). Perhaps
someone else should tell him that not everyone in Europe speaks
the same language,so all the DOS messages will still need translat‑
ing. Talking of which, awonderful tale has reached me regarding

.EXE Magazine
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the translation of the MS-DOS error messages into French. Asany
good programmer knows, once you start using too many SET
commands you get an "out of environment space” message. Not
with a certain French PCclone, you don’t. This one says "There is
no room left in the garden”. Well, it’s better than "My hovercraft is
full of eels’, I suppose. While we're insulting Honeywell, let's
really keep the lawyers busy and moan about Facit aswell. Accord‑
ing to their latest advertising blurb, the company now has a 400
dpi laser printer. "Aha”, I thought, "perhaps we could use one with
our copy of Ventura to preview the magazine pages”. Called the
sales office. "Sorry, we only do 6, 8 or 15 pages per minute
printers". "What about a 400 dpi one?”. "How many pages per
minute is that, sir?”. And I bet they'll blame the advertising agency
if they don’t sell any printers. Finally, the answer to the competi‑
tion from March’s issue, where we asked what a Wheelabrator
does. Unfortunately, even a 2am slot on Channel 4 would be
considered an unsuitable place to broadcast the winning entry, so
you'll have to make do with the silver medalist instead. John
McDermott, who works for Marconi, writes thus: AWheelabrator
is a machine like a big tumble drier. It is used for removing burrs
and sharp edges from iron castings. When Thomas Stafford has a
spare moment he collects new castings, puts them in his Wheelab‑
rator with a big pile of iron filings and leaves the machine on
overnight. Next morning, a nice shiny casting and the General has
made another buck. Another use for a Wheelabrator, says the
letter, is for adding wear and tear to forged bank notes. Most
forgers are conscientious, apparently, and insist on using a
Wheelabrator, and perhaps Seagate use them for testing the dura‑
bility of their disk drives. I think we'd better leave it there.
Vol 3, Issue 1,June 1988

PROGRAMMING IN dBASE?

LET SYCERO«B
DO IT FOR YOU!
|

Overview ‘
Sycero dB is a complete and
powerful program generator
for dBase developers. It can be used to
develop most types of application.
Sycero dB can develop both simple and
complex suites of programs with greatly
reduced development and debugging times.
Generated programs have a common user
interface and are automatically documented
to a high standard.
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efiningReports
Sycero includes a powerful
report generator. Reportlayouts
are painted on the screen and can contain
fields from up to 30 databases. Sycero
supports automatic range checks, sort
sequence selection, wild card matching,
poo aap reporting, ten levels of sub‑
totalling and up to 10 secondary r e p o r t
loops per report.It is simple to generate lists,
forms and invoice/statement type reports.
The backslash on the example report
m e a on thefsorders
l iforsthatt stock
a item.
l l
The ability to add upto 300 lines of dBase
and Sycero command language to each field
gives complete control over report.
the

efiningDatabases
7 Vatabases are defined in a
similar manner to dBase. For
each field, enter a name, description, type,
width and decimals. Sycero dB supports
arrays on file and in memory. The field and
file descriptions are used for documentation
purposes. Sycero supports all dBase field
types, including memo.
Up to 14 index keys can be defined per
database. Keys may be simple (eg CODE),
composite (eg SUPPLIER + CODE) or
expressions (eg PRICE*QTY).
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efiningPrograms
Program definition assembles
database, screens, reports and
program logic into programs. Sycero
supports six standard program types: File
Maintenance, Enquiry, Posting, Report,
Menu and Batch. dBase and the Sycero
command language can be used to alter and
extend these basic types.
Sycero dB

efiningScreens
Screens are defined by moving
the cursor around the screen
and painting words, lines, boxes and
coloured areas. Memory variables and fields
from up to 30 different databases can be
included on each screen.
Up to 10screens can beincludedin each
program and screens can be called
conditionally and overlayed on top of one
another.

Screen processing is used for validation,
calculation, help, error and warnin
messages, looking at databases an
overriding the automatic program logic.
Unlike dBase, Sycero dB is not screen
based. Each field is treated separately. Upto
300 lines of code may be added to the SAY
and GET for each field, using dBase and/or
the Sycero command language. This gives
full control over the screen.
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generates

from these definitions and compiles it into
EXEprograms usinga dBase compiler such
as Clipper. Generated programs can be
modified before compilation. Several
peoes can be compiled into the same
.E
file and Sycero automatically
produces the overlays.
The Sycero Command Language
Sycero supports over 100 new commands to
make the dBase language more powerful
and easier to use. Yh addition, external
command libraries such asthe Tom Rettig
library can be incorporated into Sycero
definitions.
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“Sycero dB ‐ The dBase
Generator”
SYSTEMCLTD, 7MILLSTREET, MAIDSTONE, KENT ME15 6XW. Telephone: (0622) 55142. Fax: (0622) 691241
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| Sea-Change Allows Programming
| Without Computer Languages
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